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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the analysis of optimum market organi-
zations of the United States fluid milk industry under each of several 
alternative assumptions. The primary objective is to determine the num-
ber, size, and location of fluid processing plants that would minimize 
the total assembl~ processing, and distribution costs under alternative 
assumptionso A spatial equilibrium model is used in the analysis which 
includes economies of size in processing as well as assembly and distri-
bution costso 
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CB.APTER, I 
INT ROD UCTI ON 
The fluid milk industry in the United States is characterized by a 
constantly changing economic. environment. Much of the economic change 
within the industry has been the result of the development and advance-
ment of new techniques and innovations within several interrelated sec-
tors making up the industry. In the years following World War 11, 
changes in the qt.1antity of milk produced on farms were irregular but 
generally the trend was upwardo Milk production totaled 120 billion 
pounds ;i.n 1945 and had increased to 127 b:i.llion pounds by 1964. 1 
After reaching a peak in 1964, production began to decrease an~ was 
only about 116 billion pounds in 1969. 
The relative stability in total production concealed the drastic 
changes which were occurring in the prodrnction of milk. The number of 
dairy cows continually decreased throughout the period. In 194.4 the 
total number of cows was 25 million, 15.5 million in 1965 and 14.1 mil-
lion in 1969. 2 At the same time milk production pert.ow increased con-
sistently throughout the period. From 4,787 pounds in 1945 production 
per cow increased to 9,189 pounds in 1969. 
Factors contributing to increased production per cow include im-
proved rations and better feeding practices, breeding and retention of 
higher producing cows in herds, and improved managerial practices. 
1 
Practices of dairy farms have also changedo Greater efficiencies 
in the production of milk have been int:rnduced through technological 
advances such as bulk handling of milk, pipeline milkers~ and automatic 
feed movement. The production sector has experienced the substitution 
of capital for labor as the more efficient stable producers have made 
use of this new technology to increase herd sizes of high=producing 
animals while marginal producers have been unable to make the 
transition and have been phased out of the industry. 
Industry Changes 
2 
The market structure involving the assembly of raw milk and the 
distribution of the final product has undergone significant changes. 
Historically, milk production was concentrated near consumption centers 
because fresh fluid mi.lk was bulky~ perishable and relatively expensive 
to ship. The assembly and distrib!1tion functions were closely related 
and were limited in scope in terms of serving distant markets. However, 
as urban areas across the United States were expanding, the need for the 
separation of the production and distribution segments into specialized 
areas of the industry became apparent. New technologies within the 
transportation industry were developed to make this specialization 
possible. Improved highway systems, bulk handling of raw milk, lar$e 
capacity transports cap ab le of handling the f:i.nal p:rcodurct, and new 
advances of in-route refrigeration greatly enhanced the flexibility of 
milk assembly and its distribution. Today 9 locally produced fluid milk 
can be used to serve distant markets with little or no deterioration 
in quality. 
3 
The processing sector has adapted to the changes occurring in the 
other segments of the industry. The fluid milk processing industry of 
the early 1900's typically consisted of single=plant firms. Each firm 
had a source of milk and processed the product fo:,r sale in a single 
town or urban center. The fundamental structure changed gradually 
until World War II, then changes intensifiedo The number of plants 
processing fluid milk products in the United States decreased by nearly 
two=thirds between 1948 and 1965 (Table I)o Total plant numb~rs 
decreased 77 percent over the seventeen year periodo 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF FLUID MILK PROCESSING PLANTS OPERATED BY 
PROCESSOR-DISTRIBUTORS AND PRODUGERS=DEALERS, 
19 t.i.S AND JANUARY 196 5 
1948 Jam1a1;y. 1965 Change 1948 to 
Type of Operation Number Percent Number Pe1:cent 1965 (Percent) 
Processor-distributor 8,392 43 3,920 70 
-53 
Producer=dealer 11,319 57 1, 677 30 -85 
Total Plants 19, 711 100 5,.597 100 -77 
Source: Data prepared for. National Commission on Food ~arketing 
by the u. So Department of Ag~;5-culture, Economic Research Service, 
Marketing Economics Division.· 
Several factors have contributed to the large structural change in 
the post World War II periodo Fluid milk processing :functions had been 
developed to such a degree that considerable investment in equipment 
was required. Larger manufacturing firms with their superior financial 
strength and opportunities to gain better utilization of their existing 
plant facilities were encouraged to enter fluid milk operations. In 
many instances, these were multi=plant companies seeking th~ most effi-
cient use of existing facilities. 4 Mergers and sale or di~solution of 
some businesses resulted in a new consolidation of the fluid milk pro-
cessing industry. In addition, many existing firms operating high-
capacity urban plants were motivated to penetrate new markets to 
increase their plant volume and operating efficiency. 
The adoption of paper containers also created an incentive for 
management to increase plant size. The greater capacity of equipment 
adapted to paper containers gave large wholesale processors a competi-
tive advant~ge over small processors. The equipment is associated with 
high costs in small-scale operations. As a result, many local proces-
sors were acquired by larger firms while others were phased out of the 
industry. 
The changing structure of the industry and expansion of marketing 
areas also gave rise to certain institutional factors. Federal milk 
market orders were set up as a legal instrument to define the terms 
upon which handlers, who are engaged primarily in the handling of fluid 
milk distribution in a regulated market, purchase milk from farmers. 5 
The purpose of a market order is to promote and maintain orderly mar-
ketings of milk by farmers while assuring that an adequate supply of 
wholesome milk is always available to processors. 
The relative success of the market order concept can be appraised 
from its growth in number of markets in existence and amount of milk 
4 
affected. There were 29 milk marketing orders in 1947, 39 in 1950, and 
a peak of 83 reached in 1962. As a result of mergers and consolidation 
the nurober was reduced to 73 in 1965 and to 67 in 1969 (Figure 1). 6 
However, the volume of milk affected by Federal orders was at an 
all=time high in 1969. 
State milk control orders have the same b~sic goals as the Federal 
orders. However, in addition to assuring an orderly flow of milk from 
the farm to the processor, state a~encies have the authority to set 
minimum farm prices and/or resale prices at the wholesale and retail 
levels. In 1965, 20 state milk control orders were in existence. 
States involved in State milk control orders are illustrated in 
Figure 2. Although Federal and State orders do not directly influence 
the market structure of the industry, they do add stability in the 
production and processing sectorso 
The advancements and changes occurring in the fluid milk industry 
enhanced the development of other institutional factors to assure that 
a high quality product reached the consumer. Since fluid milk is 
highly perishable and is an excellent medium for the transmission of 
disease-producing organisms, City, County, State and Feder.al health 
5 
agencies have maintained a constant surveillance of sanitary conditions 
in the industry. The sanitary standards provi.de assurance of high 
quality fluid milk by their regulations and requirements for appropriate 
construction of facilities in all aspects of the industry. 
The Problem and Justification 
The ever changing economic environment has resulted in significant 
changes in the fluid milk industry with respect to si.ze, type, number 
,o 
a. ~ 
.... --C> 
Figure 1. 
Differences in 
Shading Merely 
Serve to Differ-
entiate Between 
Marketing 
Areas 
·-
Milk Marketing Areas Under Federal Orders as of January 1, 1966 
0 
Figure 2. 
State Authority 
States With Authority to Regulate Milk Prices at the Farm Wholesale or 
Retail Levels, 1965 
and location of fluid milk processing facilities in the United States. 
The competitive behavior of the industry has .been influenced signifi-
cantly by these changes, resulting in an alteration of the market 
structure of the industryo These developments provide an environment 
of change which affects the efficiency of all functions associated with 
the marketing of fluid milke There is little doubt that changes within 
the various segments of the industry can affect the behavior of those 
involved in the many functions of the fluid milk industry. 
Any effort to determine the optimum number, size, and location of 
fluid milk processing facilities or direction of adjustment requires 
both data and analysise Although an optimum organization may never be 
attained in a dynamic economic environment, a partial equilibrium anal-
ysis may provide the direction and magnitude for desirable changes. 
The analysis of an optimum market organization should provide: (1) 
guidelines to individual firms to eliminate any unnecessary inefficien-
cies in their existing organization and future growth, and (2) guide-
lines to those involved in policy formulation to better facilitate the 
needs of producers, processors, and consumerso 
Objectives and Procedures 
8 
The purpose of this study is to test the applicability of a model 
which may serve as a useful tool to those individuals interested in a 
more efficient fluid milk market organization in the United Stateso The 
specific objectives are to determine~ (1) the least cost market 
organization under conditions of pure monopoly in a given market ( a 
non-restricted model in which a firm in a given market has no capacity 
restrictions), (2) the optimum market organization using the 1965 
9 
resource pricing structure (a non-restricted model), (3) the sensitiv-
ity of optimum market organization using a restricted model (both 
capacities and firm numbers restricted) and alternative assumptions per-
taining to base point pricing schemes in the resource market, and (4) 
the least cost market organization for the existing market structure. 
Chapter II is devoted to the theoretical considerations in the 
location of processing plantso Examined in detail are the locations 
and market areas of processing plants under alternative assumptions. 
Chapter III contains the model selected for use in the study. The model 
involves the use of linear programming as the foundation and includes 
the transportation problem and a nonlinear programming technique. The 
generation of basic data and cost estimation procedures are included 
in Chapter IV& Market areas are also defined. Chapter V contains the 
results of the optimum non-restricted market organizations under alter-
native assumptions concerning the level of farm pricese The optimum 
restricted market organizations under alternative farm price assumptions 
are discussed in Chapter VI. Also included in this chapter are the 
results for a model based on the 1963 structure of processing firm 
numbers and farm priceso Finally, Chapter VII contains the summary and 
conclusion and some comments on the limitations of the studyo 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE LOCATION 
OF PROCESSING PLANTS 
Economic activities seldom occur in predetermined locations but 
are generally subject to locational choice. The basic determinants of 
location involve the following components of the economic environment: 
area resource endowments, transportation costs for moving to potential 
processing sites, transfer costs for moving products from processing 
locations to markets, and the demand for the final product in an area. 
Given these components, locations will exist where economic activity 
can be performed most efficiently. 
In a sense, it is possible to call all locations where economic 
activity is possible a feasible location. However, among the numerous 
feasible locations for economic activity, there is one (in rare in-
stances more than one may exist) optimal location for a particular 
facility or industryo Optimality as used in the context of this anal-
ysis refers to the location of economic activity which will minimize 
cost under the assumptions and restrictions set forth in the analysis. 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine some of the more relevant 
historical works in location theory and to modify some of these 
theories to provide a basis for the analysis of the spatial dispersion 
considered in this study. 
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Review of Selected Contributions to the 
Theory of Location 
Location theory and economic theory are basic to an understanding 
of the space-economy. The theory of location was first conceived by 
the German Agricultural Economist von Thunen. 1 Von Thunen's analysis 
was restri(::ted to the effect of t:r;ansportation on the composition of 
crop farming, given a population cluster, within a uniformly fertile 
valley. The location decisign rests upon the differences in the cost 
of a given crop at aiternative sites. In turn, the cost differences 
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are due to the land rent and the transportation costs. The basic solu-
tion of von Thunen's investigations consisted of a set of concentric 
circles around a central city w~th loca~ion of production being deter-
mined by the relative weight and bulkiness of the COI!ll110dity being 
produced. The inner ~ones, located near the centrijl city, were char-
acterized by enterprises devoted to perishable and bulky products such 
as dairy products and fresh vegetables. Grains, being less perishable, 
were pro~uced i11, the intermediate zones and cattle in the outer zones. 
Alfred Weber, an early location theArist, is credited with being 
the first to attempt the analysis of choice of industry in tertllS of 
transport costs, wages and raw material prices. His analytical ap-
proach was procedurally the opposite of von l'hunen's. In von Thµnen's 
applications, the location is given while the type of production is to 
be determined. Weber's theory assumes that the produ~tion is given and 
that the location of the physical plant is to be determined, In apply-
ing his theory, Weber attempted to formulate an evolutionary historical 
theory of spatial development from the primitive ag~icultural 
settleme11,t to an advanced d,egree of industrialization. 2 
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Much of the theory dealing with spatial economies and location, up 
to and including the workers of Weber, did not firmly tie the theories 
of location to the general economic theory of the firm and equilibrium 
conditions. It was Eo Mo Hoover who successfully combined the relevant 
Weberian analysis with the contemporary economic notations embodied in 
the theory of the firm and partial equilibrium analysis. 3 Hoover's 
two volumes, Location Theory and The Shoe Leather Industries, 4 and 
The Location of Economic Activity5 provide an excellent comprehensive 
and critical discussion of locationo 
Losch is generally regarded as the first location theorist to at-
tempt to combine location theory with general equilibrium analysis and 
to create a general systemo He recognized the general interrelationship 
of spatially separated economic units, and analyzed the choice of loca-
tion in terms of spatial interdependenceo Losch found the optimum 
shaped economic regions to be formed as hexagonso 
The theory of location like many other areas of study advanced 
quite rapidly with the further development of spatial equilibrium 
analysise The contributions of Samuelson, Koopsman, Dantzig and others 
in the development of linear programming, especially the transportation 
aspects, provided a tool for considering the spatial dimension in loca= 
tion theory and general equilibrium analysiso As a result, a theoret-
ical basis for a spatial general equilibriu..~ analysis of production 
and choice of industrial location can be presented in a programming 
frameworko This allows the involvement of !llOre relevant variables in 
determining an optimum location of a facility or an industry. 
Locatio~s and Mar~et Area~ of P~ocessin~ rlants 
Under Alternative Assumptions 
The least cost locational organization of tpe fluid milk industry 
will vary in form as well as com~lexity with the types of assumptions 
made regarding the activities iqvolved in production, transpo~tation 
and processing.· Assµmptions involved in delineating market areas 
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were: (1) there are areas with given supplies of raw product (also 
referred to as the resource and/or raw resource throughout the text) 
and areas with given demands t°9r the f;Lnd product, (2) transfer costs 
per unit associated with the movement of the raw product to processing 
facilities are the s,ame for given distances in all areas and do not 
vary with the quantity shipped, (3) transfer costs per unit are the 
same for given ~istances in all areas for the distribution of the final 
product and do not vary with the quantity shippe9 (transfer costs for 
the final product are not th~ same as fQr the raw product), (4) the 
input is localized; that is, it is available only at special points 
( asseJIJb iy points) where the raw pl;'oduct has been accumulated from a 
homogeneous production density, (5) transfer costs incurred in the 
movement from producers to the localized assembly points are paid by 
producers, (6) the demand for the final product is also localized ae 
special points referred to as dis~ribution poin~s~ (7) the final prod-
uct and the raw product are homogeneous for ail areas, (8) processing 
costs per unit are variable with the size of plant but are determin~d 
by the same function at all potential sites. 
In delineating a market area, consider first the case for a single 
isolated m~v~~t with one processi~g facility locate9 within the area, 
Given this facility, the procuren;ient configuration would be circular 
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a~ in Figure 3 and as described by von Th~nen. Prices paid to producers 
would be the f.o.b. raw product (raw fluid milk) plant price, but the 
effective price would be the f.o.b. price minus transportation costs. 
', 
',,'··,~~. 
Figure 3. Milkshed and Market 
Area for an 
Isolated Ma:tket 
The distribution configuration would ~onsist of a similar set of 
concentric rings for retail p~ices ~ut with the iowest prices at 
point A., Prices paid by con~l,lmers would be the ~ .o .b. plant retail 
price plus transportation costs. The transportation costs would not 
necessarily be the same on a per unit basis for th~ final product and 
fhe equ:i,valent value of raw product. 
The analysis is similar when consideration is given to a less ho-
lated area and when two plants a~e established. Given a stan~ardized 
pro~uct and the same procurement an9 processing cost functions as for 
the single market, the same f.o.b. plant prices for the resource and 
the product would exist in each market. Each processor would ,tte~pt 
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to buy from whatever production area could supply it at the lowest cost 
(including ~ransfer cost~). lf the production costs for the resource 
are equal at prQdu¢tion areas equidistance from both markets, the pro-
curement areas will be divided ampng mark~ts on the basis of relative 
assembly costs alone. 
The physical proc~ssing facilities irt two sufficiently isolated 
marke~s will have miikshed configurations similar to those of Figure 4. 
The straight line CO is equidistant from the processin~ locations and 
would separate t~e milksheds of the two markets• Jf one or more of the 
cost factors become differentiate9 betw~en the two ~arkets, the straight 
line CD will takt;1 ~m cqrvature, being conve~ to the market with lower 
costs and shifting outward from that market. 
figQre 4. Mil~sheds anQ Market Are,as for Two ~arkets 
With Equal Costs 
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Expanding the above analysis to three markets, a more general type 
of milkshed configuration as in Figure 5 would be observed. Points A, 
B, and Care equidistant from the boundry lines of the three markets. 
If the analysis were extended to include more markets under the same 
assumptions, the market configuration would become the familiar hexagons 
first developed by Losch. 
Figure So Market Areas of Three Processing 
Facilities With Equal Procure-
ment or Processing Costs 
If procurement or processing costs are less at one production area 
than at another, the outcome will be shown in Figure 6 rather than in 
Figure S. The favored production area will be able to meet a less 
favored rival more than half-way. If the costs are unequal at the three 
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potential processing locations, the market-area and production milkshed 
boundaries between any two locations is nearer the center of the higher 
cost area and is curved around it. In Figure 6, for example, costs of 
procurement (or processing) are assumed to be lowest at A and highest 
at C, and the curvature is around market c. The greater the cost 
differential, the more circumscribed will be the market areas of 
higher cost points. 
Figure 60 Market Areas of Three Processing 
.Facilities With Unequal Procure-
ment or Processing Costs 
The cost differentials may be due to differences in prod~ction 
costs or production density on the production side. On the distribution 
side, the primary differences in costs may be-due to population differ-
ences between market areas coordinated with a given market's ability to 
penetrate or absorb new market areas where further econo'mies of size 
can be obtained by increasing the size of the market area. 
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Processin$ fa~ilities located at A ~nd B have economic superiority 
over the facility locateq at c. If mar~et A should happen to gain 
further economies of size or increased efficiency, it will penetrate 
the markets of both Band c. The extent of penetration will depend on 
the relative costs in the market channels of Band c~ Since Chas the 
highest combined costs of procurement and pro~essing, this market will 
be penetrated QY A more effe~tively. 
Within ~he existing organization of the fluid miik industry, there 
are certain components wh~cn wili definitely influence the current 
location of the processing facilities. A fairly connnon pricing pattern 
is the basing.point system in which delivered prices of all sellers are 
aligned according to freight costs from some designated basing point 
or points, usually the important producing or distributing cen~ers. 6 
In many ~nstanc~s 1 the basing~point system is a reflection of origi-
nally lower production costs at the basing-point, even after new 
producing centers have attained comparabl~ efficiency, The effe~t of 
geographic price discriminations upon the locations of the processors is 
an intricate questiop to which no complete or factual answer has yet 
been given. R~gardless ot the pr\cing tactics used, it is still advan-
tageous for a seller of a corm:nodity to be located at or near the center 
of a large market with as few near competitors as possible. 
Actual market prices in the dairy industry are consistent with the 
use of a bas~-point pricing system as a method of ~eterminin$ a fair 
price to be paid to producers. 7 the base point is the surplus produc-
tion area of Minn~sota and Wis~onsin. At this point, a base price is 
determin~d primarily on th~ basis of support prices for Grad~ A milk 
in alternative uses (e•$• manufacturing milk). At successively greater 
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distances fro~ th~s base point, the producer receives the base price 
plus a premit,1m equivalent to the cost of transportation from the base 
point. The market areµs in Figure 3 1 4, and 5 under these conditions 
become distorted by the variation in resou+ce prices. 
For the single market case, wi,th a p~ocessing facility already 
established at A and with a price premium f+om a base point, ~he milk-
shed configuration will be similar to the one iilustrated in Figure 7. 
The processing facility located at point A will attract the ~esource 
from the cheapest source of supply whi~h is back toward the bas~ point. 
Plant A wili be at a disadvantage in processing supplies from areas at 
greater distances from the base point. 
--
-
A 
• • 
--
- - - ..,...-
figu~e 7. Milkshed De~ine~tion of a S~ngle 
Distant Market Vnd~r B~se-Point 
:Pricing 
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The same type of configuration will e~ist for each market in the 
two~~arket case. Processors will ~eek supplies in the direction of the 
base point. In addition, if the incremental in~reases in the pricing 
structure are greater than the transportation costs, the skewne~s of 
the milkshed will be more prominent in the direction of the ba~e point 
and could result in displacement of local prodQction. The configuration 
for two markets might be similar to the illQstration in Figure 8. 
t-- \ 
Figure 8. ~i\kshed Delineation of Two Distant Market$ 
Unde:i;- a Base .. Point Pr;i.cing Schem~ 
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Patterns of intermarket movements of milk between. adjac:;.ent markets 
can also be affected. For example, assume that market B has production 
in excess of market needs, and market A has inadequate supplies of the 
resource to meet processing needs. The markets are 300 miles apart, 
and the same distance from the base point. Assume also that market C 
has excess production and that it is located 400 miles in the direction 
of the base point between A and the base point. Even though area B may 
have excess production and iq located closer to market A, the excess 
will not flow into facilities located at point A pecause of the pricing 
structure. A processor at point A could obtain supplies at either B 
or Cat outlays of market price plus transportation; however, the re-
source cost at C is significantly less than at B. lf the differential 
and the tran~port cost were 20 cents ~er hundr~dweight per hundred 
miles, a processor would fill all his needs a~ the same f.o.b. price 
by obtaining milk in the direction of the bas~ point. It would cost 
60 cents per hundredweight more to obtain his resource supply from B 
rather than c. Market B would never be able to supply processors at 
A as long as supplies are available for A in the direction of the base 
point. Only at incremental increases in prices lower than transpor-
tation costs will lateral movements into a mar~et be economically 
feasible. In general, the base point pricing scheme can lead ~o a 
heavily skewed milkshed configuration to~ard the base point. 
The configuration of the distribution of the final product will 
also involve a s~ewed market area. The skewness will be represented by 
a configuration similar to that shown in Figure 9 for a two~market 
ec9nomy. Plapts located at points A and B will have distribution 
configurations which are skewed away from the base point. The reason 
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for this skewness stems fro~ the resource pric;i.ng structure. A facility 
located at point B can serve markets toward th~ base point, but the 
facility has greater competitive advanta~e in the direction away from 
the base ppint. This competitive advantage pf plant Bis the result of 
higher resource costs paid by the firm lo~ateq at point A· If unequal 
processing costs existed between A and B, these costs differentials 
could contribute to the degree of skewness. For example if plant Bis 
characterized by lower processing cost~ than A, the market configura-
tion for B could be e~tented further toward A an~ the boundary lines of 
market B expanded outward. 
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Distribution Delineation of 'l'wo Markets From 
'i:w'o ·Process:j.rt~ Facf:li~;i.~s Vrider Base~Point 
Pric.;ng Witp :.e;qual Transportation and 
Processing:Costs.·· · 
One of the major advantages cited for the base point pricing 
system is the ~ase with which s~ch a system migpt be policed or 
administered~ This is an importqnt consideration in the establishment 
of an organization. However, i£ prices are ~isqligned by this system, 
serious consequences can evolve for the ppoducer and processor. To 
illustrate the impacts of intermarket price alignment, consi,der a 
situation consisting of two adjoining market aFeas with producers pro-
ducing a homogeneous product at si~ilar production costs with proces-
sing firms operating under similar economic environments (size, 
competition, management, profit motive, etc.). Now assume a resource 
price increase in market A of 25 cents per cwt. while market 8 main-
tains the initial pri~e structµre. The 25 cent deviation between mar-
kets, if it can be m~intatned over an extended period of time, will 
give rise to approximately a one-half cent per quart differential in 
the finished ~roduct price between the two market5. 8 
Price alignment with the new differential, becomes an immediate 
concern of the fluid milk processors. As a result of the price dif-
ferential, processors in ~arket B now pave the opportunity to become 
competitive in market A. There are two important factors to consider 
in evaluating the opportunity. first, move~nts of milk can occur 
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providing no barriers to entry in the market exist. Second, fluid milk 
movements from market B to market A can continue as long as the price 
in market A will cover the price in market B plus the transportation 
costs for such movement~. If these conditions are expected to be main-
tained, proces~ors in market B will expan~ their fluid milk m~rket into 
a new distribution area. 
The fluid milk processors located in market A will experience in-
creased competition from outside firms. As a result, the market share 
of the local firm in market A will decrease. With a decrease in volume, 
the per unit cost of output will increase b~cause of the spreading out 
of fixed costs ov~r a smaller output. In an effort to regain its 
market share, the pro~essor in market A would have to consider some 
alternatives such as product differentiation, sales promotion, non-
price attachments, or a possible merger with another firm to gain 
market power or economies of ~ize. 
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Another factor to consider is the potential number of firms which 
might be established or located in a given market. Up to this point, 
only one facility per market ~as been assumed. A more realistic orga-
nizatio~ of the fluid milk industry would have a larger n~mber of firms 
serving ~onsumers in a given ~arket. The general economic environment 
could be one of an organized oligopoly with mpre t4an one firm, no 
collusive activities, and no "price war" pricing practices. 
Within the framework pf market delineati9n? consider the potential 
location of more than one firm in a ~iven area under the base point 
pricing scheme. Generally, the configuration o~ the procurement 
milksheds with more than one firm could be the same as for a ~ingle 
firm in a market. Net farm prices would be unchanged as long as the 
f.o.b. plant prices were the same. The major variations would occur in 
the configuration for the distributio~ of the final product. The loca-
tion problem now involves a new dimension which includes the feasibility 
of locating at a new site and the numqer of facilities which should be 
located within the market~ 
Not all firms in the market would nec~ssarily,be the same size. 
Firm size proportional to some fraction ot total in~area demand such as 
1/2, 1/3, or l/6 of the market could be specified. Plant sizes for 
export cquld be ~ta different level once the three major piants had 
been established. For example, assume that markets A, B, and C have 
de~ands of 20~ 12, anq 12 million pounds per month, respectiv~ly. 
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The di~tribution configuration aqd plant location may be as depicted in 
Figure 10. If processing at point A is such that three faci lities have 
been established t o account for local demand , a fourth export facility 
of 10 million pound capacity misht be established to penetrate markets 
such as Band c. In Band C, the most etficient plants are established 
and are assumed to b~ th~ larger faci lities (capacities of 6 million 
pounds per month for the largest pl ant and 4 million pounds for a 
second ptant in each market) . As further (aci lity establishments in 
Band Care considered , the ratio of econ9mies of the 10 mi llion pound 
export plant in A to a 2 million pound plant in B or C may be suffi-
cient to offset transfer costs tQ markets Band C and beyond, thus 
giving a distr ibution area in which certain islands exist where the 
more efficient plants have located . 
- -
Movements ~ from Base Point 
A • 
/ 
---- --
Figure 10. Pistribution Delineation of Three Markets With 
Variations in Pl~nt Sizes an4 Size 9f Market 
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Within the analysis of location there are several variables which 
are crucial to such analysis. These variables include the character-
istics of demand, prodµction, resource pricing an4 factors influencing 
processing costs. There ar~ ~~ny comb~nations of these factors which 
may lead to technically feasible solutions. The purpose of the next 
two chapters will qe to present the various dat~ needed for the spatial 
analysis and t~e model which will make use of this information to give 
an optimal solution for lowest ~osts. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE MODEL 
In the determination of an optimum location of a processing facil-
ity, management is faced with problems of choice. In many instances, 
the choices are simple and can be resolved by connnon sense and 
experience. However, given the assumptiqns and restrictions as speci-
fied in Chapter II, the location and optimum market organization for 
the fluid milk industry becomes too complex to be determined by 
experience and insights. 
In recent years, researchers have made increased use of mathemati-
cal programming techniques to handle the various complex decision 
alternatives to determine the optimum alternative. Linear programming 
and transportation models represent mathematical programming techniques 
which have been used to solve the transhipmep.t problems involved in 
determining an optimum market organization. Even though linear pro-
gramming models can solve the transhipment problem subject to resource 
and consumption constraints, the model should also consider the econ-
omies of size which may exist in processing for the analysis of the 
study. The purpose of this chapter is to present a model which will 
determine an optimum solution, beginning with linear programming as a 
foundation and ending with the modifications necessary to describe the 
transport-sepqrable model which may be used in determining the least 
cost marketing organization for the fluid mil~ industry. 
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The Linear Programming Model 
Linear programming involves the analysis of problems in which a 
linear function of a number of variables is to be maximized (or mini-
mized) when those variables are subject to a number of restraints in 
the form of linear inequalities. 1 Linear programming had its develop-
ment in the field of military logistics. Dantzig, in an effort to 
assist in the ov.er-all planning of the multitude of activities of the 
U. s. Air Force developed the "simplex method" of solving programming 
problems stated in linear termso Extensions to, and variations of, the 
"simplex method" have been outlined by Dantzig, 2 by Dorfman, 3 and by 
4 Charnes, Cooper and Henderson. Charnes and Cooper pioneered the appli-
cation of linear programming to industrial problems of planning and 
production. Koopmans, Samuelson, Georgescu-Roegen, and other economists 
applied linear programming to Leontief 1 s input-output models of economic 
systems, while Kuhn, Tucker and other mathematicians investigated impor-
tant connections between linear programming and von Neumann's theory of 
5 games. In the field of agriculture, linear programming has been widely 
used because of its flexibility and the ease of adapting it to many 
different problem situations. 
The general linear programming problem can be described as follows: 
given a set of m linear inequalities or equations inn variables, the 
objective is to find non-negative values of these variables which will 
satisfy the constraints and maximize or minimize some linear function 
of the variables. 6 Mathematically, this statement means that a solution 
is sought which will maximize the linear function: 
Z = I:C ,X. 
J J 
j = 1, 2, ; / •. , n, (3.la) 
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subject to: 
n 
I: a .. X. [>, = ,,S} bl.., j=l l.J J - i = 1, 2, ••• , m, (3.lb) 
x. > o. 
J 
j = 1, 2, ••• , n. (3. lc) 
For each constraint, one and only one of the signs 2, = ,,S holds, even 
though the sign may vary from one constraint to another. 
C. are all assumed to be known constants. 
J 
The a .. , b., l. J l. 
As with any model, the verbal and mathematical formulations of the 
general linear programming problem must be accompanied by a set of 
assumptions. One assumption involves the necessity of linearity of all 
variables in the constraints and function to be optimized; thus, prod-
ucts of variables, powers of variables, and combinations of variables 
are violations of the assumption of linearity. In addition, the activ-
ities must be additive in the sense that when two or more are used, then 
total product must be the sum of their individual products. Another 
assumption concerns divisibilityo It is assumed that factors can be 
used and connnodities can be produced in quantities which are fractional 
units. Finiteness is also assumede That is, there is a limit to the 
number of alternative activities and to input restrictions which need 
to be considered. Since negative inputs add nothing to the system, 
X . > for all j. 
J 
Any set of X. which satisfies the constraints will be called a 
J 
solution to the linear progrannning problemo Any solution which satis-
iies the non-negative restrictions is called a feasible solution. Any 
feasible solution which maximizes or minimizes the objective function is 
called an optimal feasible solution. The goal of solving a linear 
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progrannning problem consists of finding an optimal feasible solution. 
In most linear programming problems there will be an infinite number of· 
feasible solutions to the problem. Oµt of these solutions, only one 
will optimize the objective function, and this is the solution of 
. 7 interest. 
The Transportation Problem 
The transportation problem is a special case of linear programming 
in which the objective is to minimize transportation cost in satisfying 
a given set of needs from a given set of sources. Mathematically, the 
general transportation problem can be expressed as finding X.j > 0 which 
]. -
~inimizes the objective fµnction: 
n m 
z = I: I: c .. x .. , 
j=l i=l l.J l.J 
(3.2a) 
n 
I: x. < ai, i = 1, • 0 • ' m 1j -j=l 
(3. 2b) 
m 
I: x. =bd j = 1, . . . ' n • 
i=l ]. j J 
(3.2c) 
The transportation problem can be conceived of as the problem of 
minimizing the transport costs of shipping a product from a ftxed number 
of warehouses to the demand areas. In Equations 3.2, mis the number of 
warehouses, n is the number of demand areas, bj is the number of units 
required at destination j, and C .. and X .. are respectively the unit l.J l.J 
cost between warehouse i and outlet j and the amount transferred between 
these two points. In the form to be used in this study, it is impossi-
ble to ship more goods from any one origin than are avail.able at that 
origin, and Equation (3.2b) can be restated as: 
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n 
I: xi.1· = xil + xi2 + j=l 
. . . i = 1, ••• , m • (3.3) 
The:rce are m constraints, one for each origin. 
Each destination also must be supplied with the number of units 
desired. Therefore Equation (3.2c) can be restated as: 
m 
I: X .. =X1J. +x2 J. + ••• +X. =b., j =;: 1, •••, n. i==l l.J mJ J 
(3.4) 
The above equations specifies that the total amount received at any 
destination is the sum of the amounts received from each origin. The 
needs of the outlets can be achieved if and only if 
If C .. is the cost of shipping one unit from origin 
l. J ' 
then the total cost of the shipment is: 
n m 
z -- I: I: c. .x. or 
j=l i=l l. J 1j 
c2 x0 ) + ••• +cc 1x 1 + c x ). n ~n m m mn mn 
m n 
I: a > r bj. 
i=l i - j=l 
i to destination j, 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The primary objective is to find X .. > 0 which satisfies the con~traints 
1.J -
of Equation (3 .2a). 
The linear programming problem has m + n constraints. Since all 
the nonzero coefficients of the Xij are ones and any given Xij appears 
in two and only two of the contraint~, the constraints in the transpor-
tation problem have a par~icularly simple form. Because of the$e 
special properties, the transportation problem can be solved m~ch more 
easily than a general linear programming problem of equivalent size. 
Ii1 the preceeding discussion, both the conventional linear pro-
gramming problem and the transportation problem are based upon a simple 
linear input~output relationship of the type Y = KX or a more compli-
cated form Y = K1 + K2Xo In determining the least cost assembly and 
distribution organizations for the fluid milk industry, the linear 
programming operations are most efficient; thus, linear programming 
procedures will be used in that portion of the modelo 
Handling of Non-Linearities in Linear Programming 
The typical average cost curves for processing reflect decreasing 
costs associated with economies of size and may be represented as non-
linear functions. The optimization of nonlinear functionals subject to 
linear inequalities has generally been regarded as inaccessible to the 
methods of linear programming and transportation problems bec;ause the 
optitnizing points are usually interior points rather than extreme 
points. Therefore, if the objective involves the determination of an 
optunum size processing facility, some modification of the standard 
linear programming procedures are necessary. 
Several modifications of the linear programming procedures have 
been used in dealing with non-linearitiese Giaever and Seagraves 
outlined four methods for handling non-linearities in linear 
programmingo 8 One method formulates the problem in such a way that the 
simplex procedure will give a solution. This very restrictive method is 
only applicable for diseconomies because the simplex criterion will 
tend to bring in first the processes representing the highest lev~ls of 
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output and thus h.as little value for nonlinear problems. The other 
methods require adjustments in tbe final tableau and apply only to 
economies=of~size problems. They require the substitutio!l of adjusted 
coefficients to reflect economies of size into the final tablea1,1 and 
the problem re ... run. These methods have been tested and show adequate 
results, but the problem size has been kept very small to a~cotilIIlodate 
the solution .. 
The techniques just described become very inefficient as the size 
of the problem increases, particularly for a problem of the magnitude 
of 618 rows and 22,563 columns which was developed for this study. It 
was necessary, therefore, to use a model which could account £.or the 
nonlinear functions and be reasonably efficient in man hours as well as 
in computer hours. There exists such a model, referred to by Baumol 
and Bushnell as one of the piecewise linear approximation models, which 
has been used in the petroleum industry. This model is corranonly re-
ferred to as separable prograunning and was developed by Co E. Miller in 
an effort to handle specifically the nonlinearities in motor gas 
blending.lo Beale, Coen, and Flowerdew describe the use of separable 
-a',· 
W. J. Baumol 1;1nd R. c. Bushnell discuss the implications of using 
linear approximations in the solution of nonlinear fl.mctionals. The 
authors suggest extreme caution in the use of linear approximations 
since evidence ind:i.cates the potential of enormous errors in using these 
types of procedures. Their analysis and suggestions refer to "strictly 
linear approximations". Their emphasis on this extreme form of lineari-
zation is justified by the frequency with which it has been employed. 
While some industrial studies, for example, do utilize piecewise linear 
representation of their production relationships, they are the exception 
rather than the rule. In an extensive search of literature, the authors 
found that of the published empirical progranuning applications, almost 
all employed strict linearity assumptions. Only two (both relating to 
the petroleum industry) involved piecewise linear approximations and 
only seven utilized nonlinear methods. Apparently, there is a lot of 
unpublished work using piec;:ewise approximations and nonl:i.P..ear 
programming in the planning work of the petroleum industry. 
programming in determining the optimum mix of raw materials (chiefly 
11 iron ore) to be converted into liquid iron in four blast furnaces. 
In a more rec.ent application, Crowder used an extended production-
distribution model which included the use of separable programming to 
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handle the nonlinear processing cost functions reflecting economies of 
size in the determination of optimum market organizations of the 
12 Oklahoma fluid milk industry. 
The Separable Model 
Separable programming is a technique for handling certain types of 
nonlinear functions within the framework of a general linear programming 
format~ The basic procedures in separable programming are: (1) to 
represent the polygonal functions by means of linear equations coupled 
with logical restrictions; and (2) to use the simplex method on these 
equations, modifying the simplex method in order to impose logical 
. i 13 restrict ons. 
The key element of separable programming is the represen~ation of 
a nonlinear function by piecewise linear segments. As an example of the 
separation of a nonlinear function into piecewise linear approximations, 
assl,lme that the objective is to m.inimize the nonlinear function subject 
to linear constraintse The nonlinear functional F' can be appro~imated 
to any degree of accuracy by substituting any number of linear trans-
formations into a sum of functions of individual variables. If F can 
be written as 
where 
p 
F = l'. f. (X. ) 
i=l 1. 1. 
n 
X. = I: a.kYk, 
1. k=l 1. 
then the f. ( and hence F) can be approximated by piecewise linear 1. 
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(3.8) 
(3.9) 
f . l 14 unct1.ona s. Separable nonlinear functionals and the --mrucimizat.io.n- --
15 
of separable convex functions are discussed in more detail by Hadley. 
To illustrate the concept, consider the function shown·. in Figure 
ll. 
. . . 
The function Y = f(x) might represent a typical t_otal cost 
. .. 
function reflecting both increasing and decreasing returns to size .• 
f(x) 
Y = f(x) 
b 
Figure 11. A Selective Representation of 
the Piecewise Approximation 
of a Total Cost Curve 
x 
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In economic theory, certain points are crucial to the interpreta-
tion and analysis of economic phenomena. Assuming that critical points 
of this cost function are of interest, the following points could be 
'f. d . f · 1 · bl 16 speci ie in terms o specia varia es: 
x = al' the point of minimum total cost where b 
x = a2, the inflection point; 
x = a3, point of minimum average variable cost; 
x = a4, point of minimum 
x = as, capacity point. 
)~ 
average total cost; 
= fixed cost; 
Consider the cost function Y = f(x) as the separable function. 
This function is assumed to be defined for the problem ~or a,predeter-
mined range of values of x, starting at x = a1 • The special variables 
a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , and as have been defined for the separable function 
f(x). The special variable a2 defines the first interval of length K1 
along the x axis, a3 defines the second interval of length K2, etc. 
K1 + K2 + K3 + K4 covers the specified range of x for which the 
separable function is considered to be activeQ 
In the separable program, K1 is the first variable to ente~ the 
analysis. K2 is the second variable to enter the analysis but can do 
so only after K1 has reached its upper limit~, Thus, the cost function 
of Figure 11 is equivalent to a cumulative distribution function. 
Greater accuracy would be achieved in the analysis if a larger number 
of piecewise segments were utilized rather than the four (K1 to K4 ) 
illustrated in Figure 11. 
In the determination of the optimum industry organization, the 
model must take into account the linear transportation functions of 
assembly and distribution activities plus the nonlinear cost function 
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reflecting the economies of size associated with various sizes of pro-
cessing facilities. Thus, the transportation and separable techniques 
must be integrated into one model to consider the economies of size of 
processing facilities while minimizing the assembly, processing, and 
distribution costs. For an integrated model of this type to be 
operative, assumptions regarding the constratnts must be made: 
(1) demand for each market is known, 
(2) supply of the resource from each production area is known, 
(3) specified unit costs associated with assembly and distribution 
activities are known and independent of volume shipped, and 
(4) per unit costs associated with processing are known for each 
of the potential plant location sites and sizes. 
Given the assumptions outlined, the objective function of the 
transport-separable model is as follows: 
n m m h p m 
Minimize A = r ~ c.x .. + r S(xi) x. + t r r (3.10) 
where: 
j=l i=l iJ i] i=l i f=l k=l i=l 
X .. = quantity of product transported from processing area i to 
1J 
market area j. 
C .. = per unit cost of tran~ferring the product from processing 
iJ 
area i to demand area jG 
Sx. = total quantity of final product processed in processing 
i 
~rea i. 
(Xi)= coefficient expressipg per unit cost of processtng 
quantity, X., in area i. 
i 
Tfki = per unit transport cost in moving resource f from resource 
supply area k to processing area i. 
quantity of reso~rce f shipped from resource supply area k 
to processing area i. 
The matrix format for the traqsport-separable model is pre~ented 
in Tabla II. The model represents a situation in which there are two 
demand areas, two supply areas and two potential processing facilities. 
From the matrix format of Table I, 
D .. = the quantity of final product from plant i to demand area j. 
J. J 
C .. = per unit cost of transporting the final product from plant 
J.J 
i to demand area j. 
S .. = quantity of resource transported from supply area i to 
1. J 
processing center j. 
T .. = per unit cost of transporting the resource from supply area 
!. J 
i to processing plant j. 
Plt i = existence of processiqg plant i. 
Plt Cost i = total processing cost at plant i. 
p .. = special variable j for plant i. 
1] 
z .. = special coefficient j reflecting level of processing at J. J 
plant ie 
E .• = special coefficient j reflecting cost of processing at plant 
!. J 
i. 
Sources of Potential Error Within the Model 
In working with piecewise linear approximations to nonlinear 
functionals, the researcher must select an appropriate grid size for 
the special variables so that excessive error is eliminated in the 
TABLE II 
MATRIX FOR THE TRANSPORT SEPARABLE MODEL: TWO DEMAND AREAS, TWO 
POTENTIAL PROCESSING FACILITIES, AND TWO SUPPLY AREAS 
Right Hand Type S£ecial Variables 
Side· Restriction Dll D21 D12 D22 s11 s21 s12 622 Pltl Plt2 Cost 1 Cost 2 POl P02 p1>3 P01 pl)- p12 p13 Pi4 
Obj N ell c21 c12 c22 T T T T 1 l 11 21 ·12 22 
Demand 1 1 1 
Demand 2 1 1 
0 1 1 -1 
0 1 1 -1 
/ 
0 -1 -1 1 
0 -1 zo1 Za2 z03 z '04 
0 -1 Eo1 Eo2 f.o3 Eo4 
0 -1 -1 1 
0 = -1 ru z.12 ".1.3 2 ·14 
0 -1 Ell El2 E13 E14 
Supply 1 ~ 1 1 
Supply 2 ~ 1 1 
Lower Bound 
Upper Bound l 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 
~ 
""'" 
linear approximations ot the nonlinear function. A grid too refined 
often leads to excessive computer time while achieving little accuracy. 
In many instances where large matrices are being dealt with, a pre-
liminary run can target in on an appropriate special variation and a 
secondary run made with greater refinement around the initial special 
variable. 
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Clli\l?TER IV 
BASIC DA'rA, COST ESTIMATES:AND 
MARKET DEMARCATION 
A spatial analysis of the flµid milk industry in the United States 
requires data on many aspects of the industry, and the validity of any 
conclusions from such analysis depends in part upon the accuracy of the 
data selected. ~arket, regional and national data on fluid consumption, 
fluid-eligible production, per capita consumption, processing costs, 
interregional transportation costs of bulk and packaged milk, and the 
magnitude of the spatial dimension in terms of highway mileage between 
markets are needed. The procedures for generating the necessary data 
are outlined in this chapter. 
Consumption Estimates 
The da~ry industry is regulated in many areas of the United States 
by state and federal agencies, and data are available on the quantity 
of fluid milk eligible for human consumption in many of these ~arket 
areas. Coverage of markets is incomplete, and in some cases it is 
difficult to determine the amount of overlay or duplication between 
markets. For this reason, consumption for each market included in the 
study was estimated. 
Consumption estimates should reflect t;he influences of the size 
and characteristics of the population, income of consumers, prtce of 
product, tastes and preferences for the product, racial and ethnic 
influences, and other factors that det~rmine demand. The size of the 
population is the most important variable determining the quantity of 
milk consumed in a market. For some of the subsequent variables, the 
size of the population is also used to obtain per capita estimates. 
The population estimates for each given market consisted of the aggrega-
tion of the population estimates for all counties within that markete 
Population estimates by county were obtained from the United States 
1 Population Census of July l~ 1966. The market delineation is 
considered later in this chapter. 
One of the factors influencing the consumption of fluid milk is 
the level of consumer income. Per capita disposable income was selected 
as the income variable, and data for each market were estimated from 
information reported in Sales Management, a publication which annually 
estimates various economic variables and business activity by state and 
county for the United States. 2 The per capita disposable income level 
for each market was computed as the weighted. average of per capita 
income estimates of the counties included in the market. 
The retail prices of fluid milk used in estimating consumption 
were the prevailing prices paid by consumers for the most coI1100n grade 
of whole milk sold at stores. The prices were for milk in half-gallon 
paper containers and were obtained from the Fluid Milk and Cream 
---
Report. 3 Although in many instances the retail markets reported in the 
Fluid.~~ Cream Report and the marltets as defined in this study 
are not identical, they were sufficiently similar that the retail price 
reported for a giv~n urban or metropolitan conc~ntration was used for 
the market defined for this study. When two or more major population 
centers were located in a given market, a weighted average retail price 
based on population in the centers was computed and used. In a market 
which was characterized by sparse population and no major metropolitan 
~enters located in the market for which retail prices were available, 
the retail price reported for a nearby metropolitan center was used. 
Taste and preferences, ethnic factors, geographical location, and 
racial structure influence milk consumption, but empirical estimates of 
the effects of some of these factors are li~ited. For one of the vari-
ables Purcell found that Southern Negro families consume approximately 
3.64 quarts of fluid milk products per week less than Caucasian 
families, but no estimates were made for th~ rest of the United States. 4 
in an effort to account for these fa~tors in some manner, an a~tempt was 
made to determine a consumption estimate which reflected consumption 
habits in four major geographical regions of the Un~ted States. The 
beginning phase of the estimating procedure utilized estimates of con-
sumption by Federal market order as published each year in the May issue 
of the Fluid Mi~ and Cream Repqrt. 5 Estimates of per cap\ta consump-
tion and population data in this publication were used to determine a 
weighted average per capita consumption for each of four regions. The 
regions are the Southern, Western, North Central, and Northeastern as 
illustrated in Figure 12. These estimates of per capita regional con-
sumption of fluid milk reflect the composite effects of loc~tion, in-
come, price, racial, and other factors. The next phase of the 
estimating procedure involved establishing the basis for adjustment of 
the regional estimate of per capita consumption to remove the effects 
of regional income, regional prices and regional racial compQsition. 
The aim was to obtain an estimate of a constant term which reflected 
other factors affecting regional cpnsumption. The basic form of 
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Figure 12. Regions Used in Determining Regional Consumption Estimates 
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c 
Equation 4.1 which follows was used to estimate Zk' the constant term 
representing regional consumption. Data for the regions rather than 
the individual markets were used in the estimating procedure. 
Per capita consumption estimates for fluid milk are estimated for 
each market in this analysis by the following equation: 
where 
Ci= Zk + (Zk)(o16)(6Ii) + (Zk)(-.285)(6Pi) + 
-(fl)(Zk){TuTifP~) + {f2)(ik(WP.L, 
+ , -1. 'f P . , 1. J 
1. 
c. = estimated . per capita consumption for market 
1. 
i. 
zk = estimated average per capita consumption in region 
corrected for regional variations in income, price 
racial factors • 
• 16 = the estimated income elasticity for fluid milk~ 
(4.1) 
k 
and 
6Ii = the percentage difference in per capita disposabl~ income 
in market i and the national average per capita disposable 
income. 
-0285 = the estimated price elasticity of demand for fluid milk. 7 
6P. = the percentage difference in the retail price of fluid 
1. 
milk sold in half gallon containers in market i and the 
national average price for milk sold in half gallon 
containers. 
f 1 = a conversion factor depicting the difference of consumption 
of non-white Americans from the national average per capita 
consurrtptiono 
NWP. = estimate of the non-white population in market i. 
1. 
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£2 - conversion factor representi~g the difference in consump-
tion of the Caucasion pop~lation from the national average 
per capita consumption. 
WP.= estimate of Caucasion population in market i. 
1 
TP. = the estimate of total population in market i. 
1 
Production Data 
Production estimates for fluid-eligible milk were computed for all 
counties in the United States with the exception of counties in some 
Southern States. Production for the month of October, 1965 was selected 
for the study. A fall month of normally low production was chosen in 
preference to an annual average or fiush production period because 
October is considered a representative month for a conservative 
determination pf the availability of excess supplies of milk. 8 
In most ins~ances, the major source of production data was state 
agricultural agencies which had total production estimates by month and 
year for all counties within the state. Even thqugh data on total pro-
duction could be developed from state and federal statistics, the quan-
tity of fluid milk available for human consumption was not available. 
For raw milk to be eligible for human cons~mption, certain s~nitary 
requirements must be met by the producer. If these requirements are 
met, the producer is allowed to market his milk as Grade A or Class I. 
Since surplus production is characteristic of many areas, a producer 
may not be able to sell his entire production at the Class I price. In 
this cas~, a certain proportion is defined as Class II (Class Ill in 
some markets) and used for m~nufacturing purposes. The pr?ducer would 
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receive a blend price for his production made up of the proportion of 
his sales being utilized as Class I and Class II. 
In an attempt to estimate the amount of fluid milk eligible for 
human consumption, class prices, average prices, and ave,:age butterfat 
j 
contents of milk sold at the respective 1965 prices as reported in 
Fluid Milk and Cream Report were used. The butterfat content was used 
to adjust the various prices to a standard fat levele As an example 
of the estimating procedure, assume that Oklahoma farmers are paid an 
average price of $4&80 per hundred pounds of milk eligible for the 
fluid markets for milk with an average butterfat test of 3.63 percent. 
The average price for manufacturing grade milk is $3.42 for .. ?n average 
butterfat test of 3.89 percent, and the average price of all milk sold 
in the market is $4.64 with an average butterfat test of 3.66 percent. 
The average price of all fluid milk converted to an equivalent price 
per point of butterfat test (.01 percent) is $0.28. Using the equiva-
lent price for all milk, the price of milk eligible for fluid markets 
can be adjusted downward from 3.66 to 3.63 percent butterfat by $0.0084 
(.03 X .28 = .0084). The manufacturing price can be adjusted in a sim-
ilar manner except the price would increase because the manufacturing 
milk fat test is greater than the average test for all milk. The price 
of manufacturing milk would increase by $0.0644 (.23 X .28). 
The adjusted prices were used in the following equation: 
(4.2) 
where: 
X = the percentage of total production eligible for human 
consumption. 
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AClj = the fat test adjusted Class I price for production 
area j. 
(!OO-x):= percentage of fluid milk ineligible for consumption as 
fluid milk. 
Ac3 j = the fat test adjusted Class II, (manufacturing milk) 
price for production area j. 
AC2 . = the average price for all fluid milk sold in market j. . J 
The percentage (X) determined from Equation (4o2) was then used to 
determine the amount of fluid milk eligible for fluid consumption from 
total production. 
Assembly Costs 
Assembly cost generally is a term which is associated with the 
cost involved in performing the functions of transporting milk from the 
farm to a processing facility. In this study, however, assembly costs 
are defined more narrowly as those costs associated with the movement 
of raw fluid milk from a specified assembly point within a production 
'. 
area to any location where a processing facility may be established. 
Costs involved in moving milk from farms to the specified assembly 
point are excluded. 
Costs for long distance movements of bulk milk were developed by 
Kerchner for the East, Midwest, and Western regions of the United 
9 States. Using information from trucking firms, milk equipment dealers, 
and specific input-output data, a synthetic method of analysis was used 
to develop transportation cost functions for hauling bulk milk. Both 
fixed and variable costs were developed. The fixed costs included 
administrative costs~ depreciation, federal highway use tax, insurance, 
interest, license, miscellaneous tax, and management and offic~ 
salaries. The fixed costs for a 49,000 pound pay load truck a~ounted 
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to 11.405¢ per hundredweight for average annual volume and distance 
levels. Variable costs included fuel, labor, tires, maintenance, and 
miscellaneous items and amounted to 0.1126 cents per hundredweight per 
mile for the 49,000 pound pay load truck. In addition to the fixed and 
variable truck costs, the bulk transport cost function included a trans-
fer cost of 4 cents per hundredweight. This cost was to represent the 
cost of transferrin& milk to a large transport at a reload station. 
The bulk milk transportation cost function used in this study is 
based on Kerchner's aggregate function for the 49,000 pound pay load 
unito The equation is: 
Y = 11.405 + .11260X (4.3) 
whereg 
Y = cents per hundredweight~ 
11.405 = estimate of the fixed costs in cents per hundredweight. 
X - one-way mileage. 
011260 = estimate of the variable cost in ~ents per hundredweight 
per mile. 
Distribution Costs 
Dist~~bution costs are defined in this study as costs incurred in 
the n~vement of packaged fluid milk from the processing facility to the 
centrally located distribution outlet of any market area. Thi, involves 
the movement of the finished product to the central distribution point 
of the market area and gives no consideration to the particular 
distribution method in any of the markets. Costs involved in moving the 
product from a single distributive outiet to the consumer are not 
considered. 
As with the assembly cost function, Kerchner's cost functions for 
packaged fluid milk are used. Basically, Kerchner's transportation 
costs for packaged milk were derived by adjusting the bulk milk trans-
portation costs. The major adjustment consisted of the replacement of 
the bulk semitrailer with a 40-foot refrigerated trailer. The adjust-
ment lowers the capacity of the trailer from 49,000 pounds to 35,000 
pounds, permitting 8100 one-half g~llon cartons to be transported in 
wire cases. The costs were derived under the assumption of no backhaul 
activities. The only other major cost variation was for the time in-
volved in loading and unloading activities. Packaged milk placed in 
palletized cases could be loaded with a forklift in 1 hour and unloaded 
in 1.5 hours compared with the bulk hauling operation requiring 2 hours 
for loading and 1.5 hours for unloading. 
Using the adjusted data, Kerchner developed the foilowing 
distribution cost function: 
Y - 6.513 + .16025X 
where: 
Y = cents per hundredweight. 
6.513 = estimate of fixed cost in cents per hundredweight. 
x = oneaway mileage • 
• 16025 = estimate of variable c<lsts in cents per mile, 
(4.4) 
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Equation (4o4) is used in this study to determine di:Stripution costs. 
involved in moving milk from the processing center to the di$tribution 
outlet .. 
Processing Costs 
Processing costs are defined in this study as costs as$OCiated with 
the transformation of raw fluid milk into the final packaged product 
ready for deliveryo There are several studies which have reported esti-
mates of processing costs. Cobia and Babb used these studies to approx-
10 imate a planning curve for fluid milk processing plants.- Both 
synthetic and statistical studies were involved in the development of 
planning curves with input prices being adjusted by the appnopriate 
price indices. 
Several planning curves were developed by Cobia and. Babb to re-
fleet various product mixes, container sizes, and types of containers. 
The planning curve selected for this analysis represents a ;firm proces-
sing milk · in one-half ·gallon paper containers. Based on recent 
trends toward paper containers and the volume of milk sold in the 
one-half gallon size, this type of firm was considered to be 
representative of an efficient operation in the processing industry. 
The function developed by Cobia and Babb for this organization is 
11 
as follows: 
PC= llo763Q-.llSO? (4.5) 
wherez 
PC= processing cost per quart. 
Q = quantity processed in quarts per day. 
Equation (4o5) was defined only for daily volumes up to 130,000 
quarts per da~ and it was necessary to extend the function for t~is 
studyo However, the extended planning curve fails to reach a minimum 
point and turn up as might be expected for large processing facilities 
if diseconomies were presento 
There is no empirical evidence of any study known to this writer 
which indicates the turning up of such a planning curve; however, at 
some point a minimum should be attained since certain costs per unit 
are constant and must be met. Such costs would include the cc:;,st of the 
container, variable labor costs, and some portion of administrative 
costso Crowder had the same problem in a similar study of the Oklahoma 
d . . d 12 airy in ustryo After obtaining various sized container costs and 
interviewing fluid milk processors, Crowder determined that the minimum 
costs per quart were 1 .. 3 cents for containers (one-half gallon paper) 
and .5 cents for labor and administrative functions. C:rowder's combined 
estimates of 108 cents per quart were selected for use in this analysis. 
Equation (4 .. .5) was used for deterniitring average pr6cesting ~osts for all 
·"'···-: -,.'!.:, .• , ,.-, __ 
v·o!.umes where PG > K and K is equal to 1.8 cents per quarto The con .... 
stant K is the lower limit for Equation (4.5) and represents the average 
processing costs used for facilities with volumes which would yield 
PC< Kif Equation (4.5) were used. 
In addition to the adjustments above, the function should refl~ct 
the 1965 price l<:vel considered as a base ;for the study. Since the 
planning curve was :formulated using 1961 price indices, use of the func-
tion could be in error by the difference i;n the price levels in the two 
years. However, price increases could be offset by cost saving advances 
in technology affecting the processing of milk. It is assumed th~t such 
effects are offsetting and the function in Equation (4.5) is used to 
represent processing costs. 
Demarcation of Production and ConsumpU,on .A.re.as 
The area of study for the analysis of this problem is restricted 
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to the 48 states in the continental United Stateso The area was di-
vided into 105 consuming markets and 92 areas of production. The spe-
cific markets are depicted in Figures 13 and 140 Codes used in 
identify:i.ng demand (distribution points) areas and supply (assembly 
points) areas are found in Tab le XX, Appendix I. The boundaries se-
lected for consuming markets are defined on the basis of three criteria. 
First, in Federal order areas, the area covered by the order is con-
sidered h1 determining the market area. Second, and closely related to 
the first, a market as defined in this study is closely related to pop-
ulation centers in the regions. Within each consuming area, a central 
distribution point is selected on the basis of population and geograph-
ical location within the area. In most instances, the most pop1,1lous 
city near the center of the market area i~ selected; however, population 
i$ weighted heavier in the determination of the distributiori Gent.er than 
the geographical location. Third, a mark.et was limited in coverage to 
a radius from an assembly point to the outside perimeter of less than 
200 miles o This allows for realistic distributi,on functions serving 
the market from the base pointo The only exception to this restriction 
was in the very sparsely populated areas of the continental United 
Stateso 
In defining the production areas, consideration was given to the 
existing market orders and the sources of supply to these orders. 
Figure 1J. Demarcation of Market Areas Used in the Study 
v 
0 
Figure 1~. Demarcation of Production Areas Used in the Study 
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Population is not a consideration in determining the central assembly 
point within an ar~a but concentration of production is considered. In 
many instances the production is concentrated in the milkshed areas of 
the larger populated areas; and, as a result, many central assembly 
points are identical to consuming area distribution pointse In addi.;.; 
tion, the outer perimeter of a production region is generally within 
200 miles of the central assembly point. Giving consideration to these 
types of factors, the continental United States was divided into 92 
production areas. 
To present a more concise description of the analysis of six 
models in this study, the United States was divided into five major 
regions and eight sub-regions. Individt,ial market participatiQn in the 
organizations were aggregated for each of the major regions and 
sub=regions as exhibited in Figure 15. 
The spatial dimension used in this analysis involves the mileage 
from point of production to points of processing to points of 
distribution. The distances used are obtained £rom the mileage chart 
of the Rand McNally Road Atlas and for those cities not list12d on the 
mileage chart, the most direct route is selected on the appropriate 
map(s) from which the mileage between origin and destination are 
d . d 13 eterm1.ne o 
Figure 15. Regional and Sub-Regional Demarcation for Aggregated Summary Statistics 
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CAAPIBRV 
MARKET ORGANIZATIONS USING NON-RESTRICTED MODELS 
The models of this chapter are formulated to determine the mini-
mum cost flow of fluid milk from production assembly points to dis-
tribution points in an economy completely free of regulationo The 
general environmental assumptions are as follows: (1) barriers to 
free flow of fluid milk which might be created by State and Federal 
market agencies are non-existent, (2) sanitation and health require-
ments are met by all producers, processors, transporters and handlers 
of the resource and final product, and (3) fluid milk marketing firms 
are assumed to have management with equal ability and perfect knowledge 
of economic conditionso In general, the industry is assumed to be 
involved in an economic environment in which maximum efficiency is the 
goalo 
The consumption and production estimates for each area are deter-
mined on the basis of the estimating procedures discussed in Chapter 
IVo Costs associated with assembly and distribution activities are 
determined by Kerchners' fluid milk transportation functions also dis-
cussed in Chapter IVo In determining the assembly cost for a market 
or regions, the cost of transferring the resource of a production area 
to a processing facility is charged to the receiver of the resource. 
It is assumed that the processor is initiating the action in obtaining 
adequate resource supplies. Costs associated with transportation of 
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the final product is charged to processors at points of origin under the 
assumption t):,.at processors initiate the movements to other markets in an 
effort to increase their market shares. 
Processing activities are specified for each consuming market, with 
each market permitted to have one plant. Plant sizes are variable be-
tween markets and each market is faced with the selection from among 10 
plants of 4ifferent sizes. Plant size I is specified as the smallest 
alternative size and generally represents a facility with enough capac-
ity to process approximately seven percent of the local needs. Each 
additional expansion in the firm's size is based on a percentage of the 
local market GOnsumptione Plant sizes II through VII represent 15, 35, 
50, 115, 150, 200 and 250 percent of the local demand. 
Beyond these incremental sizes associateq. with each market, two 
additional plant sizes are specifiede Plant size IX, next to the 
largest, represents a firm operating at the point where the average cost 
curve flattens and becomes horizontal. Plant size X, the largest, has 
the capacity to meet the demand required for all markets in the 
continental United States. 
As an example of the plant sizes, consider a hyp~thetical market 
with 10 million pounds of fluid milk required to satisfy local needs. 
Assuming a typical average cost curve, the potential plant sizes would 
reflect positions on the curves as shown in Figure 16. After a plant 
of size IX is achieved, there are no further economies of size to be 
gained and there are no diseconomies. Therefore, a plant size X could 
be established anywhere along the total cost curve without any 
incidence of grid error beyond the volume for plant size IX. 
$/x $ 
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Figure 16. A Selective Representation of Potential Plant Size 
for a Given Market and Positions on the Ave~age 
and Total Cost Curves 
Given the model, basic data and assumptions, the transport-
separable technique is used to determine the minimum cost of trans-
ferring the raw resource from an assembly point to a processing facility 
where the resource is processed into the final product and then.for-
warded into a distribution outlet in a market(s). Model construction 
reflects a marketing channel completely free of regulation. The first 
model discussed in the analysis is a model in which pure monopoly is 
achieved in a given market in the determinination of an organization in 
which costs are minimized. Producers are assumed to receive the same 
resource price in all areas and size of processing facilities is 
unrestricted. The second model is similar to the first model except 
the 1965 resource pricing structure is incorporated. The organization 
of the processing sectors of Models I and II will provide a b~nchmark 
from which to compare alternative organizations. 
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Most of the results reported reflect regional aggregations of the 
individual market data. References to sub-regional activities will be 
made only when some phenomenon within or between sub-regions appears 
important. 
Model I -- Optimum Market Organization With 
Equal Resource Prices 
Model I is formulated on the basis of the assumptions concerning 
plant sizes specified abovec In addition,it is assumed that producers 
of the resource are paid the same f.o.b. plant price regardless of 
their location in the United States. 
An overview of intermarket transfers of milk under the least 
cost spatial pattern of assembly activities serving processing facil-
ities for the United States for Model I is shown in Figure 17. Summary 
statistics for the production activities of Model I by regions are 
presented in Tab le 111. The quantities of raw fluid milk i.:noving from'' 
various production assembly points to the processing facility, the 
quantities of unused production at the assembly points for Models I 
and 11 are listed in Table XXI, Appendix II. In addition, a complete 
presentation of the statistics by region for the optimum solution of 
Model I and 11 are included in Tables XXV to XXXVII of Appendix IV. 
Of the 92 production areas defined for the United States, produc-
tion from 76 areas is utilized in the, least cost solution. These areas 
provide 64 processing facilities across the nation with 4,679 million 
pounds of milk per month with 1,830 million pounds remaining unused. 
Figure 17. Optimum Flow Patterns of Milk From Production Areas to Processing 
Centers, Model I 
c 
... 
Region 
Western 
Pacific 
Mount-ain 
West South Central 
Southern 
South Atlantic 
East South Central 
North Central 
West North £entral 
East North Central 
Northeast 
Mid-Atlantic 
New England 
-Total 
TABLE Ill 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION AND ASSEJ:1BLY ACTIVITIES, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODEL I 
Production 
Used u~used 
(1~000 lbs~) (1,000 lbs.) 
761,815 
575,593 
186_,221 
3"93,730 
7 54., 56-6 
534,001 
220,565 
1,516,271 
412,388 
l,l-03,883 
l,252,329 
927,218 
325,111 
4, 678, 711 
251,914 
210,894 
41,021 
24,185 
56,535 
56,535 
0 
889,425 
4iJ6, 162 
483,263 
608,363 
563,320 
45,043 
1.,830,423 
Assembly 
Cost 
($1,000) 
338 
361 
27 
158 
803 
621 
182 
124 
73 
51 
1;743 
1,340 
403 
3,216 
Imports 
(1,000 lbs.) 
0 
8,799 
0 ', 
7_,827 
45,702 
20, 719 
62 ,-898 
0 
0 
0 
53,529 
Exports 
{1, 000 lbs.) 
852 
0 
852 
6., 301 
6, 97 5 
17, 196 
27,-694 
39,401 
0 
40,089 
0 
0 
0 
53,529 
Export Region 
and Quantity* 
(1,000 lbs.) 
jMTN to PAC -
~TN to WSG -
~SC to ESC -
~
A to ESC -
SC to WSC -
SC to SA -
8, 799l 
-s52J 
-6, 30~ 
17, 19~ 
-6,975 
20, 719 
fENC to WNC - 6881 
!E:Nc to ESC - 39,40U 
*The abbreviations correspond to the following: MTN= Mountain, PAC~ Pacific, WSC =West South 
Central, ESC = East South Central, SA= South Atlantic, WNC = West North Central, ENC= East North Central, 
MA= Mid-Atlantic, and NE= New England. a 
ex 
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Of the total quantity moving t9 various processing facilities, 1,138 
million pounds require transportation to distant markets. Costs 
associated with supplying distant ~arkets totals 3.3 million ~ollars 
and represents 6.1 percent of the total costs asspciated with th~ 
entire market organization. 
Processing costs total 46.1 million dollars or 86.8 percent of the 
total organization costs. Costs associated with distribution functions 
account for 3.8 million or 7.1 percent of the total cost of the 
organization. In the optimum orga~ization, 64 plants are operating at 
a combined capacity of 4,679 million pounds per month, At this level of 
operation or an average level <;>f operation of 73.1 lllillion pot,mds, 
processing cost per pound for the United States averages .98 cents or 
about 2. 1 cents per quart. 
Production and Assembly Activities 
I 
Of the 20 production areas in the Western region, raw fluid milk 
~s utilized from 15., The areas supply a total of 759 million pounds of 
raw milk to 14 processing facilities within the region with 252 million 
pounds b$ing unused. Assembly costs associated with t~e int$rmarket 
movements of raw fluid milk totals ,38,000 dollars (Table III). Most of 
the assembly costs involve milk moving from San francisco, Las Vegas, 
and Phoenix to serve the needs of the production deficit area of Los 
Angeles. Other movements incluQe Billings (Montana), shipping to 
Helena; and Albuquerque and Phoenix supplying the El Paso facility. 
The Western region is a net exporter of the resource, shipping 852 
tho~sand pounds to interregional markets. No imports are necessary. 
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In the West South Central region, 12 proGessing facilities are 
established with a total capacity of 398 million pounds per month. The 
facilities are served by 14 of the 15 supply areas within the region. 
Of the total requirements needed, the West South Central region supplies 
all the resource except for 8 million pounds imported from the West~rp 
and Soqthern regions. Even though it imports some of its supply, the 
region has exports totaling 6 million pounds. Unused production in the 
region totals 24 million pounds. Total costs associated witp intra-
regional and interregional movements of raw fluid milk are 158,000 
dollars. Although several movements make up the total cost of assembly, 
the major movements include San Angelo (Texas) servin~ the rexas-based 
facilities of Lubbock, Odessa and Corpus Christi; and S4reveport 
(Louisiana) serving facilities in Louisiana and Arkansasa Othe~ move-
ments include Dallas shipping to Houston; Amarillo transporting to 
Lubbock (Texas); and Fort Stockton (Texas) supplying El Paso. The 
quantities of raw fluid milk trapsported between markets witpin the 
region and imports total 46 million pounds. 
In the Southern region, ~roduction is utiliied in 19 o( 20 pro-
quction areas serving 17 processing fa~ilities. Assembly cost~ for 
intraregional movements and imports of the resource total 803,000 
dollars. Within t~is region, p~o9uction is utilized very effectively 
with little unused production, approximately 57 million pounds, A 
total of approximately 46 mill~on pounds of resource is imported from 
the West South Central and North Central regions. 
Within the Southern region major movements include: Nashville 
(Tennessee) serving facilities in Tennessee, Alabama, and Atlanta; and 
Mobile (Alabama) shipping to facilities in Louisiana, Florida and 
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Georgia. Other movements include Bristol (Virginia) and Charlotte 
(North Carolina) serving processors in the Carolinas ?~d Tennessee with 
Jacksonville (Florida) transporting to southern and central Florida 
facilities and Jackson (Mississippi) supplying New Orleans. 
Th~ North Central region has the smallest cost of assembly of any 
of the five major regionso Since this region requir~s no importation 
of the resource, the 124,000 dollar cost associated with the assem~ 
bling of milk is for intraregional movements. Production from only \9 
of the 27 production areas is utilized. rhe areas supply 16 processing 
facilities with 1,477 million pound~ per mon~h and export 39 million 
pounds per month to the Southern region. Even thougl). more than 1,500 
million pounds of milk are utilized from this ?rea, 889 mil.Hou pounds 
per month are unused for processing purposes. Major intraregional 
movements of milk include Sioux City (Iowa) shipping to Omaha; Decatur 
(lllinois) supplying St. Louis; and Colµmb~s (Ohio) transporting to 
Cincinnati. Interregional movements are made from In~ianapolis to 
Louisville (Kentucky) and from Evansville (Indiana) to Memphis. 
In the Northeastern region, five processing fa~ilities utiliz~ 
;raw fluid milk from 9 of the 10 production areas of the region. 
Assembly costs are the highest of the five major regions totaling 1.7 
~illion dollars for intraregional shipments. The primary reasQn ~or 
the high assembly costs is the large quantity of mj_lk shipped to New 
York City and Boston. Movements total 634 million pounds per month. 
Shipments to New ~ork originate at Williamsport (Pennsylvania), 
~~iladelphia~ and Hartford (Connecticut). Concord (New Hampshire) and 
Hartford serve the Boston facility. The Northeastern region is 
involved in no import~export ac;t:i,.vities, and all demand is met wJth 
regional production. Excess production totais 608 million pounds. 
Proc;essing and Distribution 
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Intermarket flows of milk under the least ~ost distribution 
patterns of the final product for Model 1 are shown in Figure 18. 
Table IV represents a summary of statistics of the spatial and proces-
sing activities of Model I. A complete listing of the location of 
plants, quantity processed, size of plants, and costs of operation are 
included in Table XXII, Appendix II. 
In the Western region of the United States, the le~st cost organi-
~at;i.on consists of 14 processing facilities (average size 54.2 million 
pounds) processing 759 million pounds at an average cost of l.QJ cents 
per pound. In addition to processing for regional neeqs, Western 
facilities process 5 million pounds to serve a market in the North 
Gentral region. The interregional movement of the final product in-
volves Denver transporting to Rapid City (South Dakota). Intraregional 
shipments of packaged mil~ include Denver shipping to Casper (Wyoming); 
Salt Lake City transporting to Idaho Falls (Idaho), Cedar City (Utah) 
and Rock Springs (Wyoming); Phoenix supplying Flagstaff; and San 
Francisco shipping to Reno (Nevada) and Alturas (California), 
Distribution costs associated with these movements total 192,000 
dQllars. 
Influence of population density upon economies of size in proces-
i,ing is significant, as illustrated by the difference in procei;sing 
costs between the Mountain and Pacific sub-regions. Processing cost 
per pound averages 0.98 cents for the Pacific area versus 1.18 CE:lnts 
Figure 18. OptimUni Flow Patterns of Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities 
to Market Areas, Model I 
Region 
We-stern 
Pacific 
Mountain 
West South ~entral 
Southern 
South Atlantic 
East South Central 
North Central 
West Nortb Central 
East North Central 
Northeast 
Mid-Atlantic 
New England 
T-o-tal 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODEL I 
Processing Distribution 
Costs C-osts Imports Exports 
($1,000) ($1,000) (1,000 lbs.) (1,-000 lbs o) 
7 ,-812 192 -0 5, 211 
5, 7 52 46 0 3,880 
2,060 146 3,880 5,211 
4,525 128 0 0 
8,657 285 65, 768 8, 720 
5,858 151 -65, 768 8,720 
2,799 134 0 0 
14, 018 1~825 5,211 0 
4,416 369 5,211 16,592 
9,602 1,456 16,592 32,272 
11, 073 1,363 8, 720 65,768 
8,505 1,155 8, '120 82,553 
2,568 208 16,785 0 
46,084 3,793 79,699 79,699 
Export \Region 
.and Quantity 
(1, 000 lb~ • ) 
~AC-+ MTN - 3,880 
MTN-+WN:C - 5,211 
[sA-+ MA - 5,211 
-5WNC-+ ENC - 16,592 
ENC -+ lffl-C 
- 32,272 
GMA-+ NE - 16,785 MA-+ SA 65,768 
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for the Mountain area. The population density of the Pacific area with 
its larger more concentrated urban centers permits the location of 
larger processing facilities. The mountainous area is characterized by 
smaller, less efficient processing facilities. Table V illustrates the 
distribution of firms established under the assumptions of Model I. 
\ 
In the Pacific states, two facilities (Los Angeles and San Francisco) 
are established with more than 100 million pounds of processing per 
month. The Mountain sub-region is characterized by smaller facilities, 
three of which are under 10 million pounds capacity. The largest facil-
ity is located at Denver with a capacity of 53 million pounds. The 
variation in the sizes of plants established accounts for the variation 
in per unit processing costso 
Jn .tre West South Central region, processing of 398 million pounds 
per month is carried out in facilities located within the region. 
Processing of this quantity requires the establishment of 12 facilities 
with cost outlays of 4.5 million dollars or lo14 cents per pound which 
is the highest per unit cost in any region. The West South Central 
region is not involved in any interregional transshipments (im~orts or 
exports). Intraregional movements are comprised of Tulsa shipping to 
Little Rock and Oklahoma City; Dallas shipping to Wichita Falls (Texas); 
and San Antonio supplying Corpus Christi. The servicing of these 
markets requires distribution costs of 128,000 dollars. 
For the Southern region, the least cost market organization indi-
cates the utilization of 17 processing facilities (average size 46.7 
million pounds) to process 793 million pounds of fluid milk per month 
at a total cost of 8.7 million dollars. The average processing cost of 
1.09 cents per pound is relatively high, primarily because of the number 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS BY SIZE AND REGION UNDER THE ASSUMPTIONS OF MODEL I 
Noo of Potential Noo of Firms by Size Classification Avgo Size of 
Demand Number of in Mil lions of Pounds Facility in 
Areas Processing Under 3 to 10 to 25 to 50 to 100 to Millions of Region Facilities 3 10 25 50 100 200 200 + Total lbs., 
Western 21 21 0 3 4 4 1 1 1 14 54.2 
Pacific 7 7 0 0 2 2 0 1 1 6 97 .4 
Mountain 14 14 0 3 2 2 1 0 0 8 21.8 
West South Central 14 14 0 1 5 3 3 0 0 12 33.1 
Southern 23 23 0 -0 1 13 2 1 -0 17 4-6. 7 
South Atlantic 15 15 0 0 1 8 1 1 0 11 48.9 
East South Central 8 8 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 6 42.6 
North Central 35 35 l 3 4 2 2 2 2 16 92.3 
West North Centr.al 19 19 1 2 3 1 2 1 0 10 41.3 
East North Central 16 16 0 l 1 1 0 1 2 6 177 .3 
Northeast 12 12 0 1 0 0 0 4 1 5 250.5 
Mid-Atlantic 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 3 325.2 
New England 5 5 0 1 0 0 G 1 0 2 138.4 
'l'otal 10.S -105 1 8 14 22 8 8 4 64 73.l 
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of firms involved in the processing function. More firms are involved 
in processing, and the facilities are generally smaller and do not have 
ihe economies of size which appear to be pr~sent in some of the more 
populous regions. 
With 17 facilities located in the Southern region, only four serve 
more than their local markets. Approximately nine million pounds is 
;processed for Northeastern markets. At the same time, Northeastern 
~rocessing facilities transfer 66 million pounds to Southern markets. 
lnterreg~onal movements consist of Baltimore shipping packaged milk to 
Philadelphia. Movements within the region include Nashvilte (Tennessee) 
shipping to Paducah (Kentucky); Jackson (Mississippi) supplying Mobile 
(Alaqama); and Raleigh (North Carolina) transporting to Danville 
(V:i,.rginia). 
The North Central region is the largest regional consumer of fluid 
milk, utilizing 1,482 million pounds per month. Of this total cqnsump-
tion, 1,477 million pounds per month are processed within the region by 
16 facilities~ The average size of a facility established is 92.3 
million pounds. About five million pounds are importeq from the 
Western r~$ion. Regional processing costs total 14.0 miilion d9llars 
or an average cost of Q.94 cents per pound. As in the Weste+n region, 
the North Central region has significant processing cost differentials 
between the West North Central and the East North Central sub-regions. 
Processing costs in the East North Central states average 0.90 cents 
compared with 1~07 cents per pound in the West North Central states. 
The differentials in this region reflect the same fpctors as in the 
Western region, The East North Central area is characterized by 
several larger metropolitan areas with large populated areas located 
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nearby. For example, the facilities located in Chicago and Detroit are 
large enough to achieve economies of size in their local markets and 
can achieve still greater economies by serving nearby population 
centers. In the West North Central sub-region, Minneapoli~ is the only 
facility that approaches the magnitude of the Chicago and Detroit 
facilities; howev~r, it does not have large urban centers located 
nearby. 
Within the Nor4h Central region three facilities are very large. 
These facilities include Chicago serving market$ in Illinois, :j:owa, 
Wisconsin, Michigan and Indiana; Detroit, transporting processed milk 
to Ohio and Michigan markets; and Minneapolis shipping the final prod-
uct to distribution points in ~innesota, Nprth Dakota, South Dakota, 
Iowa and Wisconsin .. Other intra:i;-e~ional movements incl1,1de Kansas City 
transporting to Grand Island (Nebraska) and Columbia (Missouri); and 
Cleveland shipping to Columbus (Ohio). Total costs for distribution 
are 1.8 million dollars. 
In the Northeastern region, distribution costs total 1.4 ~illion 
dollars for the transportation of 426 million pounds of proees~ed fluid 
milk. About 66 million pounds of milk are transported into the 
Southern mark~ts. Costs associated with the processing of 1,252. 
million pounds by five plants averaging 250.5 million pounds of capac-
ity, total ll.l million dollars or an average of 0 .. 88 cents per pound. 
This is the lowest per unit cost for any of the five major regions. 
~our major facilities exist and are locateQ at New York, Boston, 
Rochester (:New York), and Pittspurgh. These facilities serve markets 
within th~ region except the Pittsburgh plant which ships 66 million 
pounds to markets in the Virginias. Specific movements consist of 
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Rochester supplying Williamsport (Pennsylvania), Albany (New York), 
Utica (New York) and Burlington (Vermont); New York shipping to 
Philadelphia; and Boston transporting to Portland (Maine) and Ha+tford 
(Connecticut). 
Model II -- Optimum Market Organizations With the 
1~65 Resource Price Structure 
Model II is similar to Model I. The assumptions regarding the 
structure of the model, supplies, demands, costs of transportation, 
processing costs, non-restriction of plant sizes, and grid refinement 
are the same. The only difference is the level of farm prices in 
individual markets. The purpose of Model II is to determine the opti-
mum market organization under the price structures represented by 1965 
f .o.b. plant prices paid to fa.rmers. These prices are inserted into the 
model as a part of the assembly costs, and each processor has access to 
any milk p~oduced anywhere in the United States as an alte~native to his 
local supply. 
frod~ction a~.2..s.!;_mbly Activities 
The least cost organization under the assumptions of Model II u~i-
. lizes the production from 64 areas to serve 59 processing facilities 
with 4,679 million pounds of raw fluid milk. Intermarket movements 
n~cessary to fulfill all needs across the nation totals 1,138 million 
pounds or about one-fourth of total consumpt;i.on and requirei;; assembly 
cost outlays totaling 9.1 million dollars or 15 percent of the total 
cost of the market functions µnder consideration. A summary of produc-
tion and assembly activities by region and sub-region is found in 
Table VI. Figure 19 illustrates the spatial dimension of intermarket 
transfers of raw milk. 
Bo 
In the Western region, production is utilized from 13 to 20 produc-
tion areas supplying 13 processing facilities with 709 million pounds of 
raw fluid milko An additional 2 million pounds is transported to 
processing facilities in the West South Central region. Assembly costs 
for intraregional movements of raw milk plus transfer costs for 47 mil-
lion pounds imported from the production areas of the North Central 
region total 661,000 dollars. The major movements of raw milk within 
the region involve Los Angeles being supplied by San Francisco, Salt 
Lake City, Las Vegas, and Flagstaff (Arizona). The only interregional 
movement has Albuquerque shipping to El Paso. Approximately, 305 
million pounds are not utilized in processing activities. 
Production is utilized from 9 of 15 production areas serving 9 
processing facilities in the West South Central region. Imports total 
123 million pounds while 148 million pounds of production throughout 
the region is unused because of the relatively higher resourc~ prices 
in 19650 Total costs associated with assembly functions within the 
region and for imports total 1.1 million dollars. Raw fluid milk im-
ports come primarily from the North Central region. Grand Island 
(Nebraska) production serves facilities in San Antonio and the Panhandle 
area of Texas; Dodge City's supply is transported to El Paso and Lubbock 
(Texas); Wichita, Kansas serves facilities in southern Texas; Sioux 
City (Iowa) ships to Houston; and Springfield (Missouri) serves facili-
ties in Little Rock and New Orleans. Intraregional movement involves 
Fort Stockton (Texas) shipping to El Paso. 
Region 
Western 
Pacific 
Mountain 
West South Central 
Southern 
South Atlantic 
East South Central 
North Central 
West North Central 
Etist North Central 
North East 
Mid-Atlantic 
New England 
Total 
TABLE VI 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODEL II 
Production Assembly 
Used Unused Costs Imports Exports 
(1, 000 lbs.) (1,000 lbs.) ($1, 000) ( 1, 000 lbs.) ( 1, 000 lbs.) 
709,147 304,582 661 46,593 2,407 
555,825 230,662 409 20,184 0 
153,322 73,920 252 46,593 22,591 
270,231 147,684 1,067 122,938 6,301 
445,705 365,396 2,092 226,813 114, 469 
288,264 302,272 1,558 175,490 113, 177 
157,441 63,124 534 76,005 25, 974 
2,404,059 1,637 1, 917 0 608,541 
816,913 1,637 389 0 238,304 
1,587,146 0 1,528 51,717 421,954 
849,568 1,011,124 3,387 335,374 0 
720, 955 769,583 2,731 335,374 168,852 
128,613 241,541 656 164,852 0 
4,678,710 1,830,423 9,124 731, 718 731, 718 
Export Region 
and Quantity 
( 1, 000 lbs • ) 
~MTN ..... PAC 20,184 
MTN ..... WSC 2,407 
~SC ..... ESC 6,301 
~SA ..... MA 113, 177 ESC ..... wsc 1,292 
re ..... MTN 46,593 WNC ..... wsc 119,239 WNC ..... ENC 51,717 
WNC ..... ESC 20,755 
fE:Nc ..... SA 150,808 
[ MA ..... NE 164,852 
c 
I-
Figure 19. Optimum Flow Patterns 0£ Milk From Production Areas to Processing Facilities, 
Model II 
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Southern regional processing facilities consist of 14 plants uti-
lizing production from 9 of 20 Southern production areas and imports of 
227 million pounds. The quantity of imports moving into the Southern 
region creates an interesting dilemma for state control agencies since 
366 million pounds of unused production remains in the South under 
these prices. With no barriers to interregional movement of milk, 
Model II results indicate the types and magnitudes of movements which 
would take place under the 1965 pricing structure. For example, in the 
Atlanta production area, the 1965 f.oGb. price paid to farmers is. $6.86 
per hundredweight while the price at Indianapolis, Indiana is $4.56 per 
hundredweight. The transportation rate per hundredweight is $·0.46; 
thus, the cheapest source of milk is the Indianapolis market'.; .~s a 
result, processors import milk from this market rather than utilize 
local production. 
Total assembly costs associated with intraregional movements and 
imports total 2.1 million dollars for the Southern region. Most of the 
milk imported (227 million pounds) originates in the North Central 
region. Significant quantities move from the Indianapolis, Evansville 
(Indiana), Decatur (Illinois), Davenport (Iowa), Des Moines and Wausau 
(Wisconsin) production areas. These movements are made primarily to 
Florida, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina and eastern Tennessee •. 
Approximately six million pounds are imported from the West South 
Central region. 
In the North Central region, the 1965 pricing structure reflects 
the comparatively low prices which have evolved under Federal order 
pricing of milk in this intensive milk production area with large 
"surplus" supplies. As a result of the comparative price advantage in 
interregional movements of milk, North Central production totaling 
2,404 million pounds is utilized from 26 to 27 production areas and 
total production is almost completely utilized in comsumption. No im-
ports are required but only 2 million pounds of raw milk are unused. 
Intraregional assembly costs total 1.9 million dollars to ship the raw 
fluid milk to 16 regional processing facilities. 
The North Central region exports are significant and total 609 mil-
lion pounds of raw fluid milko Generally, excess milk production in the 
Dakotas moves to Western facilities; Nebraska and Kansas production is 
shipped to Texas and Colorado facilities; southwestern Missouri's pro-
duction is shipped to facilities located in Little Rock and New Orleans; 
and production from southern Illinois and southern Indiana moves to 
various markets throughout the Southeast. In addition, product.ion 
located in northern Indiana and southern Michigan moves to Northeastern 
facilities. 
In the Northeastern region, production is used from 7 of 10 of the 
regional production areas and transported to 7 regional processing 
facilities. These facilities have a combined capacity totaling 1,073 
million pounds per month. Of this total, 335 million pounds are im-
ported and 738 million pounds are obtained from local regional produc-
tion areas. Over one billion pounds of regional production is unused& 
The imports consist of 222 million pounds from the North Central pro-
duction areas of South Bend (Indiana) and Detroit, and 113 million 
pounds from the Washington (D.C.) supply area of the Southern region. 
Assembly costs total 3.4 million dollars for the intraregional and 
interregional movements of 683 million pounds of milk. 
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Processing and Distribution Activities 
The processing and distribution functions of the market. organiza-
tion in Model II are centered around the processing of 4,679 million 
pounds of milk by 59 facilities and distributed to 105 consuming areas. 
Nationally, processing costs total 46.0 million dollars at an average 
of 0.98 cents per pound. Processing costs represent approximately 76 
percent of the total cost of all activities. Distribution costs asso-
ciated with intra- and interregional movements total 5.5 million dol-
lars and account for 9 percent of the total cost. Figure 20 represents 
an overview of the movements of processed milk from the various facil-
ity locations to distribution points. Statistics on costs, imports, 
and exports by regions are presented in Table VII. 
In the Western region, the number of processing facilities estab-
lished totals 13. These facilities operate at an average capacity of 
57.9 million pounds and a combined capacity of 753 million pounds. 
Costs associated with processing this quantity totals 7.7 million dol-
lars at an average cost per pound of 1.03 cents. Average pro_cessing 
costs vary within the region from Oo98 to 1.15 cents per pound for the 
Pacific and Mountain sub-regions, respectively. The difference reflects 
economies of size of plants located in metropolitan areas of Pacific 
coast cities versus plants located in the less populus centers in the 
Mountain sub-region. San Francisco and Los Angeles have the largest 
plants, and the lowest costs, with facilities in excess of 100 and 200 
million pounds per month, respectively (Table VIII). Processing facil-
ities shipping processed milk to intraregional markets include Boise 
(Idaho) transporting to Alturas (California1 Reno (Nevada) and Idaho 
Falls (Idaho); Billings (Montana) shipping to Helena (Montana), Idaho 
Figure 20. Optimum-Flow Patterns of Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities,to Market 
Areas, Model II (X 
(]' 
Region 
Western 
Pacific 
Mountain 
West South Central 
Southern 
South Atlantic 
East South Central 
North Central 
West North Central 
East North Central 
North Eastern 
Mid Atlantic 
New England 
Total 
TABLE VII 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODEL II 
Processing Distribution 
Costs Costs Imports Exports 
($1,000) ($1,000) (1,000 lbs.) (1,000 lbs.) 
7, 723 232 0 0 
5,680 0 3,880 0 
2,043 232 0 3,880 
4,287 273 10,795 0 
7, 271 353 180,375 0 
5,013 249 132,076 0 
2,258 105 48,299 0 
16,764 4,313 0 313,427 
5,946 1,061 0 144,631 
10,818 3,252 124,303 293,099 
9,938 311 122,256 0 
6,988 269 122·, 256 0 
2,951 41 0 0 
45,983 5,483 313,426 313,426 
Export Region 
and Quantity 
(1,000 lbs.) 
[MTN ..... PAC 3,880 
c ..... wsc 10,795 
WNC ..... ENC 124,303 
WNC ..... ESC 9,533 
,----
lENC ..... SA 132,076 ENC ..... ESC 38,767 
ENC ..... MA 122,256 
0 
.... 
No. of 
Demand 
Region Areas 
Western 21 
Pacific ., I 
Mountain . ' Ll+ 
West South Central 14 
Southern 23 
South Atlantic 15 
East South Central 8 
North Central 35 
West North Central 19 
East North C2ntral 16 
Northeast 12 
Mid Atlantic 7 
New England 5 
Total 105 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS BY SIZE Al.'ID REGION, MODEL II 
Potential No. oi Fir!P.s by Size Classification 
Number of in Millions Pounds 
Pro.ceasing l7nder 3 to 10 to 25 to 50 to 100 t:o 
Facilities 3 10 25 50 100 200 
21 0 l 5 5 0 1 
7 0 G 2 2 0 1 
14 0 l 3 3 0 0 
14 0 1 3 0 5 0 
23 0 0 1 10 2 1 
1 i:. ,._, 0 0 l 6 1 1 
8 0 0 0 4 1 0 
35 0 1 3 4 4 1 
19 0 1 2 3 3 0 
16 0 0 1 a 1 a .!. .!. 
12 0 1 a 0 1 3 l. 
7 0 0 0 0 0 2 
5 0 1 1 0 1 1 .l. .,_ 
105 0 4 13 19 12 6 
200 -r Total 
l 13 
1 6 
0 7 
0 9 
0 14 
0 9 
0 5 
3 16 
1 10 
2 6 
1 7 
l 3 
0 4 
5 59 
Avg. ,Si,:1;·2 
Facility 
Millions 
lbs. 
57 ~9 
96.0 
25.3 
43 e-0 
47 .9 
51.4 
41.5 
112.2 
57 .9 
202.8 
153.3 
259.9 
73.4 
79.3 
of 
in 
of 
ex 
ex 
Falls (Idaho), Rock Springs (Wymning), and Casper (Wyoming); Salt Lake 
City supplying Cedar City (Utah); and Pho~nix serving Flagstaff 
(Arizona)~ Distribution costs for intraregional movements of 44 
million pounds totals 232,000 dollars. 
In the West South Central region, 11 million pounds of processed 
milk are required from outside the region to supplement the 3~7 million 
pounds processeq. within the region. The imports are from one facility 
in Wichita (Kansas) whieh supplies dis:tribution outlets in Wichita 
Falls (Texas)o Processing costs associated with regional facilities 
total 4.3 million dollars with an average unit cost of loll cents per 
pound. Per unit costs in this region are higher than the other four 
major regions, and are exceeded in only one sub-region, the Mountain 
with per unit costs of 1.15 cents~ The high costs reflect relatively 
low poptilatinn ccmcentration:., within the marl<;ets of these region~ in 
which ;it is difficult to take advantage of economies associated with 
large facilities. This region has the lowest average capacity of all 
regions at L~:3 o O mil lion pounds~ 
Movements of processed milk within the West South Central region 
totals 89 million pounds, and costs associated wit:h these distribution 
activities totals 273,000 dollarso Shipments from four facilities 
within the region accour,.t for the intermarket movements which consist of 
Tulsa serving Oklahoma City and Wichita Falls (Texas) markets; Dallas 
shipping to the Shreveport (Louisiana) and Corpus Christi markets; 
Lubbock (Texas) transp1.1rting to Odessa (Texas); and San Antonio (Texas) 
transferring processed milk to Corpus Christi. 
The Southern region processes 670 million pounds of milk at a 
total procef;sing cost of 7 .3 million dollars or an average of lo09 
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cents per pound. Processing activities are carried out in facilities 
averaging 47.9 million pounds of capacity. Processed milk does not 
flow as freely into the South as raw milk because of the relatively 
higher transportation costs for processed milk. Nevertheless, distri-
bution outlets require approximately 181 million pounds of processed 
milk from interregional sources and is supplied by North Central re-
gional processing facilities. The Columbus (Ohio) facility ships to 
markets in the Virginias and North Carolina; the Chicago facility 
serves Louisville (Kentucky); and the St. Louis facility supplies 
I 
Paducah (Kentucky). Within the Southern region, ·four facilities pro-
cess an additional 96 million pounds of milk above their local demands 
f1.-,.1r other markets in the region. Jackson (Mississippi) serves Mobile 
(Alabama); Charleston (West Virgi~ia) supplies Danville (Virginia); 
Baltimore transports to Richmond (Virginia); and Charleston (South 
l 
Carolina) ships to Jacksonville (Florida) and Columbia (South Carolina). 
Distribution costs associated with these movements total 354,000 
dollars. 
The North Central region represents the hub of activity in the 
fluid milk industry under the assump~ions of Model II. The region has 
abundant fluid milk resources for export and at the same time provides 
adequate supplies to regional processors.· The region is also charac-
terized by several larger population centers of significant magnitude 
which allows the establishment of large processing facilities with 
economies of size and sufficiently low costs to penetrate distant 
markets. This region has 16 processing facilities operating at an 
average volume of 112 million pounds per plant per month or a total 
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combine~ capacity of 1,796 million pounds per month. Total processing 
costs are 16.8 million dollars or 0.93 cents per pound. 
Distribution costs for intraregional and interregional market 
movements of processed milk totals 4.3 million dollars and rep+esents 
the highest cost among all regions. Much of the distribution cost i~ 
att~ib~ted to this region's role in the exportation of proces~ed milk 
to other regions. The North Central region ships 11,180, and 120 mil-
lion pounds to the West South Central, Southern, and Northeastern 
regions, respectively. 
Only the Western region did not import milk from the North Central 
region. Interregional movements of milk from the individual North 
Central region facilities have been discussed, except for exports to 
the Northeast region. Shipments to the Northeast originate at the 
Cleveland (Ohio) facility and serves the Pittsburgh and Williamsport 
(Pennsylvania) distribution outlets. 
On a sub-regional basis, the West North Central exports 20 million 
pounds and the East North,Central exports 385 million pounds. Th~ rea-
sons for the difference are: (1) larger processing facilities in the 
East North Central states serve a larger number of metropolitan areas, 
(2) a geographical advantage in serving the Southern and Northeastern 
reg~ons, and (3) economies of size of the larger plants which are 
establi~hed (average size of 202.8 million pounds in the East North 
Central versus 57.9 million pounds in the West North Central). 
Shipments within the North ~entral region are relatively large. 
The Chifago facility, the la~gest in the region, serves Indiana, 
Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan markets; the St. Louis facility ships to 
southern Illinois and western Kentu~ky markets; the Kansas Ci~y 
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facility transports to Missouri markets; and the Minneapolis facility 
supplies markets in Iowa and Wisconsin; the Moorehead facility trans-
ports to distribution outlets in North Dakota, Iowa and Min~esota; the 
Pierre (South Dakota) and the Marquette (Michigan) facility serves Bay 
City (Michigan) marketo 
The Northeast region has 7 processing facilities with a volume of 
1,073 million pounds per month and total processing costs of 9.9 mil-
lion dollarso The average plant size is 153.3 million pounds per 
month, and the average processing cost is ~93 cents per pound. Inter-
market movements of fluid processed milk within the region total 92 
million pounds and the distribution cost is 311,000 dollars. Intra-
regional shipments consist of movements of processed milk from 
Rochester (New York) to distribution outlets in Albany and Utica (New 
York) and from Boston to Portland (Maine). 
In sunnnary, the least cost organization under the assumptions of 
Model II allocates the production from 64 areas to 59 processing facil-
ities across the nation. In supplying the resource to these facilities, 
an assembly cost of 9.1 million dollars is incurred and accoqnts for 15 
percent of the total cost of the organization. Moving the final prod-
uct to distribution outlets costs 5.5 million dollars and accounts for 
9.1 percent of the total costo The total cost of the optimum market 
organization including assembly activities is 60.6 million dollars. On 
a regional basis, the proportions of the total costs incurred for those 
activities associated with the organizations of the Western, West South 
Central, Southern, North Central, and Northeastern regions are 14.2, 
9.3, 16.0, 38$0 and 22.5 percent respectivelyo 
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Comparisons of the Organizations of Model I and II 
Models I and II are identical except for the prices which are 
assumed to be paid to farmers fo~ raw milk. Model I assumes that the 
same f.o.b. plant price is paid to a farmer regardless of his location 
in the United States~ Model I is designed to be a model in which maxi-
mum efficiency is the goal. ~odel II, on the other hand, assumes that 
1965 f.o.b. plant prices are paid to farmers. Model II, therefore, 
reflects the past institutional influences upon the organization. Most 
of the farm prices which were established for 1965 reflect the actions 
of federal and state agencies operating in these markets. The fesults 
indicate quite different organizations under the two assumptions. 
Produ9tion is utilized from a larger number of areas in Model I 
than in Model II, 76 as compared with 64 out of possible number of 92. 
Apparently, the 1965 price structure with the other conditions of the 
Models would result in large displacements of local milk in the markets 
more distant from the upper Midwest. The milk would be replaced by 
shipment from the North Central region. The North Central region pro-
duction was utilized from 26 areas in Model II and 19 in Model I, an 
increase of six areas. The effects of displacement were greater in the 
Souther!). and West South Central regions than in the Western and North-
east regions. For example, comparing Model II with Model I, the number 
of production areas involved in the optimum market organization de-
clined ~y 5 in the West South Central region and by 10 in the Southern 
region. 
The effect of displacement is only partially reflected in the 
changes in the number of supply areas. The amounts of unused produc-
tion changed in some markets even though the supply areas were involved. 
The amounts of unused production increased dramatically in all regions 
with the exception of the North Central region where unused.production 
was significantly lowero In the Western region unused production in-
creased approximately 21 percent from 252 million pounds in Model I to 
305 million pounds in Model II. Unused production in the Southern re-
gion increased 542 percent from 57 to 365 million pounds, and the West 
South Central region's unused production increased 517 percent from 24 
to 148 million poundso The Northeast region's unused production in-
creased from 608 million pounds in Model I to 1,011 million pounds in 
Model 11 9 the largest absolute increaseo The demand needs for these 
regions were met from production in the North Central region and unused 
production declined from 889 million pounds in Model I to only 2 million 
pounds in Model IIo 
The 1965 pricing structure of Model II was such that if the insti-
tutional restraints were removed to allow a free flow of raw milk, 
farmers in many Southern areas would either experience lower prices or 
they would lose their markets. Prices in the Southern region were ef-
fectively held above prices paid to farmers in the North Central re-
gion by state agencies D Model II illustrates the apparent pressure of 
production in the North Central region to penetrate Southern markets 
and the apparent success of state agencies in regulating the flow. 
A function closely associated with production activities involves 
the assembly of milk. As defined in Chapter IV, assembly involves the 
functions of moving raw fluid milk from production assembly points 
within the selected regions to processing facilitieso In moving from 
an organization under Model I to an organization under Model II total 
assembly costs for the nation would increase 184 percent from 3.2 
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to 9.1 million dollars. Every region in the analysis, and the corre-
spending sub-regions making up the regions, would experience increases 
in assembly costs under the 1965 pricing structure. For the Western, 
West South Central, Southern, and Northeastern regions, the increases 
were due to the quantities of raw fluid milk imported from the North 
Central region. However, the North Central region's assembly costs also 
increased from 124,000 dollars to 1.9 million dollars. This increase 
was the result of exports of raw milk from some parts of the region and 
the necessary replacements from production regions which were not as 
strategically located relative to processing in regional facilities. 
The processing and distribution functions of the market organiza-
tions were not as sensitive to the variation in models as the produc-
tion and assembly activities. In comparing the total cost associated 
with the processing functions, total processing costs were 46.1 million 
,, 
for Model I and 46.0 million dollars for Model II, a difference of 
I 
approximately 100,000 dollars. Total costs were lowest for Model II 
but average costs were unchanged. 
Processing costs per unit were lower under Model II in two re-
gions and higher in one region. Costs were lower by 0.03 cents per 
pound in the West South Central region and 0.02 cents per pound in the 
North Central region. Costs were higher by 0.05 cents per pound for 
the Northeastern region. Per unit costs for the nation as a whole were 
unchanged. 
The per unit cost changes reflect shifts in regional capacities. 
Comparing Model I with Model II the Western, West South Central, and 
Southern regions experienced a decrease in firm numbers and increases 
in the average size of a processing facility under the assumptions of 
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Model Ile In the Northeast, firm numbers increased and processing 
capacity decreased. Total processing capacity for all regions declined 
in Model II with the exception of the North Central region which in-
creased its processing capacity by 319 million pounds. In the West 
South Central, Southern, and Northeast, regional declines in processing 
are the result of plants being located in the North Central region 
which are able to penetrate into these regional markets because of a 
price advantage in the raw resource market. Western facilities failed 
to achieve the capacity levels of Model I because processors lost their 
markets in the North Central and West South Central regions. 
Distribution costs increased 1~7 million dollars to 5.5 million in 
Model II as compared with 3.8 million in Model I. All regions experi-
enced increases in distribution costs with the exception of the North-
east region which had a decrease of nearly 1.1 million dollars. The 
decrease resulted from increased penetration into the Northeast region 
by North Central regional processing facilities. In turn, the North 
Central region experienced sharp increases in distribution costs from 
1.8 to 4.3 million dollars of which a substantial portion of this 
amount, L8 million dollars, was in the East North Central sub-region 
which borders the Northeast regione 
Comparing total costs for the two models, the optimum market 
organization of Model I totaled 53.2 million dollars and 60.6 million 
for Model II. Although each region except the South had increased 
costs, the major increase was in the North Central region where total 
costs increased 6.9 million. The increase resulted primarily from 
additional assembly and distribution costs involved in supplying other 
regions. 
CHAPTER VI 
MARKET ORGANIZATIONS UST.NG RESTRICTIVE MODELS 
The input data and basic design of the transport~separable model 
used in the analyses included in the first three models of this chapter 
are essentially the same as in Chapter V. However, there are two majo:i: 
differences, one in design and one in pricing structure. 
The first difference between the models relates to the number of 
firms that must supply a distribution outlet :(:or packaged milk. The 
models in Chapter V involve an organizational structure char;acterized 
by the establishment of one proc.essing fac;i.l:lty to serve one or more 
distribution points. The result is tl1.at the economic environment of 
the optimum market organization is a monopoly for a given market and 
the firms in such an organization would be vulnerable to anti-trust 
action. One of the purposes of this chapter is to use a model con-
structed in such a way that an oligopolistic economic organization is 
established in the optimum market organization. The design of the 
model was adapted to require the establishment of at least two proces-
sing facilities in all major markets. It is possiole that in $Ome of 
the smaller less populous markets only one processing facility will 
service that market but most markets will be serviced by two to six 
p:i:ocessing facilities. It was assumed that the small markets are of 
less interest to those individuals bringing forth anti~trust suits than 
larger markets. 
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The second difference in the models involves intermarket price 
alignment. Current price alignment in the fluid milk markets reflects 
the establishment of prices of milk according to a base price of milk 
in a surplus area plus transfer costs to more distant markets. Inter-
market price-misalignment and pressures for large movements of milk 
could result from the use of a rigid formula for transfer costs. There-
fore, the transfer costs were varied in the models to test. the sensitiv-
ity of the various market organizations to changes in the base point 
pricing schemeo The price of the resource, milk, is determined in each 
market using a base price of $3.60 per hundredweight plus a transfer 
cost per hundredweight per 100 miles from Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
The grid refinement in the special variables section of the 
transport-separable model is structured in such a way that in,a market 
with demands of 75 million pounds or less, 4 potential plants can be 
established. Plant size I may represent up to 55 percent of the market 
in which the plant is located, plant size II may represent up to 35 
percent, and plant size III may represent up to 10 percent o"f the 
marketo In addition, one auxiliary plant can be established to com-
pete in the domestic and intermarket activities up to a capacity equiv-
alent to 50 percent of the market demand in its home market. This 
plant is, however, allowed to be established only after the first three 
plants are in operation at their maximum capacities, In markets with 
demand needs of 75-150 million pounds, the grid refinement of the spe-
cial variables section is organized to allow five potential processing 
plants to enter the marketo Four of these plants representing up to 
SS, 30, 10 and 5 percent, respectively, of the domestic market with a 
fifth plant available for establishment to compete in intermarket 
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acti.vity after the first four have been established. This plant may 
also represent a facility equivalent to 50 percent of the local market 
demand. Markets with consumer demands of fluid milk greater than 150 
million pounds are allowed to establish six processing facil;i.ties. 
Plant sizes are allocated according to local market demand with five 
plants from largest to smallest representing 55, 25, 10, 7 and 3 per-
cent of the home marketo A sixth plant is allocated enough capacity 
to serve outside markets up to an equivalent of 50 percent of its own 
market. 
In the sele(:tion of plant sizes, the models are structured so that 
the largest plant is the first plant to enter the solution. When this 
plant reaches capacity, the second largest plant is allowed to enter 
the market. The remainder of the fi:rms enter into the solution in the 
same manner from largest to smallest as the preceeding plant reaches 
full capacity. The plant made available for competition in other mar-
kets is allowed to enter the solution after the other facilities have 
achieved their upper limits. This procedure permits the entry of 
smaller firms into the market and ensures that a number of firms will 
enter each market. 
Model III -- Optimum Restricted J.l!arket Organization With a 
Resource Price Structure of a~ase Point Price Plus 
Transfer Costs of 15 Cents Per Unit - Mile 
The transfer cost is assumed to be 15 cents per hundredweight per 
100 miles in Model III, a level consistent with late 1960 price rela-
tion~hips. Total costs u.n.der the least cost optimum market organiza-
tion of Model III are 715 million dollars •. The assembly function costs 
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total 15.1 million dollars or 21.0 percent of the total. At these 
costs, the market organization consists of moving 4,679 million pounds 
of raw fluid milk per month from 71 of the 92 production areas to 237 
processing facilities located in 89 major market areas. The milk is 
processed at an average cost of 1.16 cents per pound and distributed to 
105 market distribution points across the nation. Tot,:ll cost for the 
processing functions are .54.2 million dollars and constitute 75.5 percent 
of total cost of the market functions. Distribution costs are 
relatively small and total 2.6 million dollars or 3.6 percent of the 
total. 
For data on the participation of production areas in the organiza-
tion, Table XXIII, Appendix III presents information (for all models) 
on the location of production, the processing center being se·rved, the 
amount of milk being transported from points of production to proces-
sing facilities, and the amount of unused production in each production 
area. Table XXIV, Appendix III contains information (for all areas) on 
the demand area, location of processing, quantity processed, size of 
firm and cost of operation. In addition, Appendix IV, Tables XXV to 
XXXVII give detailed data on a regional and sub-regional basis 
regarding various aspects of the organization (for all models)~ 
Production and Assembly Activities 
In the optimum organization of the Western region, production 
totaling 385 million pounds of milk is utilized from 15 of the 20 pro-
duction areas~ It is processed at 55 plants located within the region. 
As the result of the pricing structure, a significant inflow of 373 
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million. pounds of milk from the North Central and West South Central 
regions is observed (Table IX). 
The procurement areas indicated by the solution of Model III for 
both the San Francisco and Los Angeles (California) markets are skewed 
toward the surplus production areas of the North Central region. The 
results are consistent with the example cited in Figure 8 of Chapter II. 
Consider the following hypothetical example for the Los Angeles market. 
Assume that Los Angeles is a deficit production area, San Francisco is 
a surplus production area, and a 15 cent per cwt. per 100 miles is used 
as the differential for pricing from the base point. Assume further 
that San Francisco is on the same concentric circle as Los Angeles. 
The price paid to farmers in bot.h areas would be equivalent. 
Under conditions of competitive nation-wide pricing, the San 
{ 
Francisco market could not become the source of supply for Los Angeles 
based processors. The Los Angeles processors would seek supplies ·in 
the direction of the base point. At 400 miles from Los Angeles, trans-
portation rates are the same as for milk from San Francisco but the 
resource is 60 cents cheaper fr~m production areas lying in the direc-
tion of the base point. At 500 miles, the transportation costs are 68 
cents per hundredweight from a point in the direction of the base point 
as compared with 46 cents for moving milk 400 miles from San Francisco. 
Milk will move from the supply point 500 miles away because the milk 
will be 75 cents per hundredweight cheaper which more than offsets the 
22 cent lower transport cost from San Francisco. At the 15 cent 
differential, therefore, milk located in San Francisco cannot be trans-
ported into Los Angeles until the source of supply is depleted in the 
direction of the base point. 
TABLE IX 
SUMMARY STATIS·TICS OF PRODUCTION A.1W ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, 
MODEL III 
Production Assembly Export Region 
Used· Unused Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region (1000 lbs. ) · . (1000 lbs.) ($1,000) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.~ 
Western 379,975 633,754 7,071 372,994 0 
Pacific 183,693 . 602, 794 6,502 390,451 0 
93,22ol Mountain 196,282 30,960 568 75,763 93,220 !'+PAC West South Central 360,217 57,698 428 . 26, 784 18,501 C-+- PAC 12,20~ 
C-+- ESC 6,201 
Southern 483,576 327,525 2,908 331~271 0 
South Atlantic 317,071 273,465 ·2,578 249,577 0 
East South Central 166,505 54,060 . -330 81,694 0 
North Central 2,398,970 6, 726 1,066 0 825,899 
· West North Central 818,550 0 502 29,000 360,167 WNC-+- PAC 249,3:i WNC -+- MTN 75,763 
WNC -+- WSC 26, 784 
WNC -+- ENC 4,220 
WNC -+- ESC' 4 06 
' -East North Central 1,580,420 6,726 563 4,220 498,791 ENC -+-·PAC 35,700 
ENC -+- WNC 29,000 
ENC -+- SA 249,577 
ENC -+- ESC · 71,324 
ENC -+- MA 56;053 
ENC -+- NE 57,13 
Northeastern 1,055,972 804,720 3,595 113,191 0 
[MA -+- NE 164,86fil Mid Atlantic 1,-055,972 434,566 2,133 56,053 164,862 
New England 0 370,154 .1,463 222,-000 0 
Total 4,678,710 1,830,423 15,068 844,240 844,240 
t,.L 
0 
l\) 
10.3 
Both San Francisco and Los Angeles, Cal;i.fo:r;-ni,;i are the recipients 
of substantial quantities of milk from the North Central region, pri-
marily from Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa. 
Supporting quantities are als0 imported from the Mountain states where 
si~nificant flows (93 million pounds) originate in Arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Nevada and Montana. In the other areas of the 
Western region, processing facilities located at Spokane, Helena 
(Montana), Billings (Montana), Idaho Falls (Idaho), and Boise (Idaho) 
are supplied from production areas located at Moorehead (Minnesota) and 
D;i.ckinson (North Dakota). Other imports from the North Central region 
include Grand Island (Nebraska) se:r;-ving Eureka (California), Rock 
Springs (Wyoming) and Denver; Minneapolis supplying Casper; and Dodge 
City (Kansas) transporting to Albuquerque. 
Within the Western region, the Mountain sub-region transfers 93 
million pounds in from the Mountain area to the Pacific Coast area. As 
a result of the significant quantities of milk flowing into the Western 
' 
region and movements within the region, total costs associated with 
assembly functions are the highest of all regions. These costs total 
7.1 million dollars and most of the cost, 6.5 million dollars, is asso-
ciated with movements into the Western sub~region. Only 0.6 million 
dollars is involved for movements into the Mountain states. Figure 21 
represents a diagrannnatical presentation of these movements qnQ all 
other intermarket movements. Unused production within the region 
totals 634 million pounds or approximately 63 percent of the region's 
total production. 
In the West South Central region, intermarket movement of the re-
source is common as 54.0 milli9n pounds is transferred betwe,n supply 
Figure 21. Optimum Flow Patterns of Milk From Production Areas to Processing 
Facilities, Model III 
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points and processing facilities. The North Central region supplies 27 
million pounds. Dodge City (Kansas) transports milk to El Paso; 
Springfield (Missouri) ships to Dallas, Corpus Christi and Houston; and 
Evansville (Indiana) ships to New Orleans. Intraregional movements in-
clude Tulsa, shipping to facilities in Lubbock and Odessa (Texas) and 
both Little Rock and San Antonio shipping to Corpus Christi. Assembly 
costs associated with these movements total 428,000 dollars. Milk pro-
duced in 11 of 15 production areas is utilized and serves 30 processing 
facilities throughout the region. Unused production remaining in 
reserve totals 58 million pounds. 
A similar situation exists for the Southern region as for the 
Western region. Generally, the pricing structure of 15 cents transfer 
costs plus a base price is such that much of the production is not 
utilized. The distant markets are influenced most. For example, pro-
duction areas located within the state of Florida have aggregate pro-
duction of 106 million pounds. None of this production is involved in 
the optimum organization of the industry. 
Approximately 331 million pounds of milk is imported from outside 
sources primarily from the North Central region to meet the consumption 
needs of the South. Among the production areas of the North Central 
region to transport to Southern facilities are Evansville (Indiana) 
serving marketings in Alabama, Georgia and northern Florida; Chicago, 
transporting to markets in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida; Decatur 
(Illinois) shipping to Louisville processing facilities; Indianapolis 
transferring raw milk to South Carolina and northern Florida; Columbus 
(Ohio) moving milk into the Virginias; and Davenport (Iowa) transporting 
to Memphisg Within the Southern region, milk produced in the Bristol 
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(Virginia) area is transported to Danville (Virginia), Raleigh (North 
Carolina) and Charl~ston (South Carolina) ~hile Clarksburg (West 
Virginia) serves facilities in Charlottesville (V~rginia)o Even though 
specific instances occur where produae,rs do not participate in the local 
market, the Southern region utilizes production from 13 of 20 produc-
tion areas in the least~ost market organization. Costs associated with 
the transportation of 429 million po~nds of milk, including 331 million 
from interregional production areas, are 2.9 million dollars. Of the 
total product, 328 million pounds (40 ~ercent) are not used in the 
processing of fluid packaged milk. 
The pricing policy assumed in Model III will assure that nearly 
all milk produced in the North Central region will be used. Of the 27 
production areas of this region, producti9n from all 27 regions is uti-
lized in 76 processing facilities within the region and is exported to 
all regions of the United States. Based on the method of allocating 
assembly costs, the North Central region, with an assembly cost of 1.1 
million dollars, has the secQnd lowest assembly cost among the five 
regionso Exports from the region ~otal 827 million, nearly depleting 
all reserves as only 7 million ~ounds of unused production remained in 
the region. 
This region's involvement in :i,pterregional flows of raw milk has 
been discussed in the regional analysis of the West, Southern and West 
South Central and need not be reiterated. Interregional activi~y of 
flows into the Northeastern region involves movements from production 
areas located in the East North Central sub-region and includes move-
ments from Columbus (Ohio) to facilities in New York City; South Bend 
(Indiana) to facilities in New York City; Detroit to facilities in 
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Bangor (Maine)o These transfers from the North Central region to the 
Northeastern region total 113 million po~nds. 
The Northeastern region also iIIJ.ports l[lilk from the North Central 
region as mentioned above. The region also experiences some intra-
regional activity as Williamsport (Pennsylvania) and Pittsburgh produc-
tion areas suppleme~t facility resource requirements in New York City 
and production in the Rochester (New York) area serves facilities in 
Utica (New York), Boston, and Hartford. Production is utilized from 
5 of 10 production areas and 1,056 million pounds is shipped to 21 
processing facilities located in 9 major consuming markets. Total 
assembly costs for intraregional a~d interregionql movements of raw 
milk for the Northeast region totals 3.6 million dollars. Excess pro-
duction remaining in the Northeastern region is 805 ~illion pounds or 
43 percent of the total production avail~ble, the largest quantity of 
unused production of any region. 
Processing and Di~tribution Ac~ivities 
In the Western region of the United States, processing capacity of 
the region is 753 million pounds per month, and the total processing 
cost is 8. 7 million dollars or 1.16 cents pet;' pound. Distril>ution 
costs total 131,000 dollars (Table X). Processing functions are car-
ried out in 55 facilities with a regional average volume of 13.7 mil-
lion pounds. This region has one of the lower levels of capacity with 
approximately 25 percent of the firms established operating at a volume 
of less than 3 million pounds per month. Most of the smaller fa~ili-
ties are established in the Mountain states where the average size of a 
TABLE X 
SL~\fi\1..1\RY STATISTICS OF PROCESSING AND ms·rRIBUrI-ON ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES AND 
REGIONS, MODEL III 
Processing Distribution Export Region 
Costs Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region ~$1000) ~$1000) ~1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs ·2 ~1000 lbs.~ 
Western 8,736 131 321 0 
Pacific 6,521 0 ·4,503 0 
Mo,mtain 2,215 131 321 4,503 . ~+PAC 4,503 
West South Central 4,783 170 20,422 0 
Soutnern 9,672 67 79 ,979 0 
South Atlantic o,oo-3 67 38,503 0 
East Soutn Central 3,069 0 47,152 5,676 ~C + SA 5,676 
North Central 18,642 1,523 0 126,839 
West North Central 6,161 443 3,272 56,688 WNC + MIN 321 
WNC + WSC 20,422 
WNC + ENC 23,346 
-wNC + ESC 12,589 
East North Central 12,481 1,080 23,346 96, 7-79 ENC+ WNC 3,272 
ENC+ SA 32,827 
ENC+ ESC 3,766 
ENC+ MA 56,914 
Northeastern 12,319 703 56,914 30, 797 
Mid Atlantic 9,839 703 56,914 102,263 l:+ NE 71,466 MA+ SA 30, 797 
New England 2,480 0 71,466 0 
Total 54,152 2,594 157,636 157 ,636 
...... 
0 
0: 
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facility is 5.L~ million pounds compared with an average of 26.2 million 
pounds for facilities established in the Pacific states (Table XI). 
In addition to the region's own processing, a small quantity (.3 
million pounds) is imported from the North Central region~ The move-
ments originate at Dickinson (North Dakota) and serve Helena and 
Billings (Montana). Intraregional movements include Salt Lake City 
serving Cedar City (Utah), Reno (Nevada) and Alturas (California); 
Albuquerque transporting to outlets in Flagstaff (Arizona); Denver sup-
plying Grand Junction (Colorado); and Boise supplementing Alturas 
(California) (Figure 22)o 
The optimum distribution and processing organization of the West 
South Central region requires 20 million pounds of packaged milk from 
the North Central region to supplement regional processing. This inter-
regional activity includes Kansas City supplying the Oklahoma City mar-
ket; Springfield (Missouri) serving markets in Oklahoma City, and 
Little Rock; and Sto Louis als,o shipping to the Little Rock market. 
Within the region, two facilities are involved in intraregional market 
activityo Tulsa ships to Oklahoma City and Dallas serves eight of nine 
Texas marketso The Dallas~based facilities are interesting because 
they illustrate the influence and importance of the inclusion of econ-
omies of sizeo The Dallas export facility in the optimum solution has 
a capacity of 29 million pounds which generates enough economies to 
offset transfer costs into these other markets. 
Thirty processing facilities within the West South Central region 
are established with combined capacities totaling 377 million pounds. 
The average size of a facility is 12.6 million pounds, the lowest level 
of capacity among the major regions. As a result, per unit costs of 
TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS BY SIZE AND REGION, MODEL III 
No. of Potential No~ of Firms by Size Classification Avg., f.t,.ize· of 
Demand Number of in Millions of Pounds Facil :it·,< in 
Areas Processing Under 3 to 10 to 25 to 50 to 100 to Millions. of Region Facilities 3 10 25 50 100 200 200 + Total lbs.· 
Western 21 88 14 21 13 4 2 1 0 55 13.7 
Pacific 7 32 2 5 9 3 2 1 0 22 26.2 
Mountain 14 56 12 16 4 l 0 -0 0 33 .h4 
West South Central 14 56 3 14 '9 4 0 0 ..() 30 12.6 
Southern 23 93 5 11 33 5 1 0 0 55 14.0 
'South Atlantic 15 61 4 7 20 4 1 0 0 36 14.7 
East South Central 8 32 1 4 13 1 0 0 {) 19 12 • .6 
N-ortb Central 35 145 7 27 20 15 5 2 0 76 21.2 
West North Central 19 76 .s 20 11 6 0 0 0 42 11.6 
East North Central 16 69 2 7 9 9 5 2 0 34 33.-0 
Northeastern 12 56 0 4 6 7 3 2 1 23 50.8 
. Mid Atlantic 7 34 0 2 4 5 2 2 1 16 59.2 
New England 5 22 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 7 31. 7 
Total 105 438 29 77 81 35 11 5 1 239 19.6 
' . 
~-
Figure -22.- Optimum Flow Patterns of Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities to Market 
Areas, Model III 
"' 
"' 
"' 
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processing is the highest of all regions at 1.27 cents per pound. 
Aggregate processing costs for the region are 4.8 million dollars. 
Distribution costs are associated only with shipments within the region 
since no exporting is involved from the regiono These costs total 
170,000 dollars and represent the cost for intermarket movements of 42 
million pounds. 
Processing functions in the Southern region consist of 770 million 
pounds of milk being processed in 55 facilities at a total cost of .9.7 
million dollars or 1.26 cents per pound. Even though most processing 
is done within the region, imports of 80.0 million pounds are required. 
The North Central region supplies 49 million pounds and Northeastern 
region supplies 31 million pounds. 
Intermarket activities involving facilities and distribution 
centers within the Southern region total 16 million pounds. These 
facilities and distribution centers involve Charleston (South Carolina) 
shipping to Columbia (South Carolina); Louisville transferring packaged 
milk to Danville (Virginia); and Clarksburg (West Virginia) serving 
outlets in Charlottesville (Virginia). 
In the North Central region, 76 firms are established with proces-
sing capacity totaling 1,608 million pounds. Total costs corresponding 
to the processing functions total 18.6 million dollars at an average 
cost per pound of 1.16 cents. The distribution costs associated with 
the intraregional and interregional movements of milk total 1.5 
million dollars. 
The North Central region is involved extensively in processing 
activities where the final product is transported to various intra-
regional and interregional markets. Facilities located in eight 
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markets are involved in intraregional and interregional transshipments 
of the final product. About 127 million pounds are shipped to inter-
regional destinations. Shipments include the following: Di:ckinson 
(North Dakota) serving markets in Montana, and South Dakota; Kansas 
City transporting to markets in Kansas and Oklahoma; Springfield 
(Missouri) shipping to Arkansas and Oklahoma markets; St. Louis serving 
markets in Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, Kentucky and Illinois; Detroit 
shipping milk to markets in Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, West 
Virginia, Virginia and New York; Chicago transferring processed milk 
to Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa markets; and 
Minneapolis shipping to markets in the Dakotas, Nebraska, Iowa, 
Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
Within the Northeastern region, processing facilities have a total 
capacity of 1,169 million pounds. This capacity is an aggregate for 21 
facilities operating at an average per pound cost of 1.05 cents or a 
total cost for the regional processing organization of 12.3 million 
dollars. Facilities established in this region are the largest of any 
region and average 50.8 million pounds per facility. As a r~sult, per 
unit costs are the lowest of any region. 
Total distribution costs associated with intermarket activity 
totals 703,000 dollars. In addition to the amount of processed milk 
provided by regional plants, an additional 57 million pounds is re-
quired from North Central facilities to meet total demand within the 
regione Within this region three facilities are established that in-
volve penetration of other marketso Pittsburgh transports processed 
milk to Virginia markets while New York City serves markets in New York, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Connecticut; Massachusetts, and Maine. In 
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addition, the Rochester (New York) facility transports to intraregional 
markets in New York and Vermont. 
Total organizational costs for all market activities represented 
in the analysis were 71.7 million dollars. On a regional basis, the 
Western, West South Central, Southern, North Central, and Northeastern 
contributed 15.9, 5~4, 12.6, 21.2 and 16.6 million dollars to the total 
cost, respectively. 
Model IV -- Optimum Restricted Market Organization With 
Resource Price Structure of a Base foint Price Plus 
Transfer Costs of 9 Cents Per Unit - Mile 
Model IV is designed to det~rmine the optimum market organization 
when a resource pricing scheme is used which reflects a $3.60 base 
price paid to farmers f.oob• plant plus a differential of 9 cents per 
hundredweight per hundr~d miles from Eau Claire (Wisconsin). The other 
assumptions, model organiz~tion, basic data, and, techniques are the 
same as in the previous model. 
The least cost market organization of the fluid milk industry 
under the assumptions of Model IV are such that a total organizational 
cost of 62.l million dollars is incurred. Contributing to the organi-
zational cost are costs associated with assembly activities totaling 
5.5 million dollars in which 1.3 billion pounds of milk are involved in 
intermarket transport activities. Total capacity of plants established 
is 4,679 million pounds with total processing cost outlays of 53.9 
million dollars or lol5 cents per pound. The distribution costs 
associated with the least cost organization is 2.7 million dollars 
which represents the cost of transferring 711 million pounds of 
pxocessed milk from various processing faciiities to distribution 
outlets across the United States. 
Production and Assembly Activities 
The Western region establishes 55 processing facilities which 
utilize production from 19 of 20 production areas. To serve these 
facilities, 432 million pounds of milk are transferred from regional 
points of production to processing facilities. Local regional produc-
tion is supplemented with 36 million pounds of milk produced in the 
North Central region. Costs associated with the assembly activities 
are 934,000 dollarso Surplus production remaining in the region totals 
296 million pounds (Tab~e XII). Los Angeles is the major recipient of 
raw fluid milk imports from production areas in Arizona, Kansas, 
Colorado, Utah, Montapa, and South Dakota. Other intermarket movements 
include Dickinson (North Dakota) shipping to Helena (Montana) and Idaho 
Falls (Idaho); Billings (Montana) supplying Idaho Falls; Pierre (South 
Dakota) transporting to Casper (Wyoming); and Dodge City (Kc;1nsas) sup-
plementing Lubbock (Texas) supplies. Figure Z3 represents a diagram-
matical presentatio:J. of the flow patter~s from production areas to 
processing facilities. 
In the West South Central region, production is utilized from 12 
of 15 production areas in which 30 processing facilities make µse of 
365 million pounds of milk. In addition, 15 million pounds a~e im-
ported from the North Central and Southern regions. Exports total six 
million pounds and are transported into the Southern region, Including 
imports, 308 million pounds reqQ;i.re transpoJ;"tation between points of 
prodyction and processing. Costs incurred in these movements total 
TABLE XII 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES 
Ai~ REGIONS, )IDDEL IV 
Production Assembly Export Region 
Used Unused r,osts Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region (1000.lbs.) (1000 lbs.) ~$1 2000) ~1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) ~1000 lbs.2 
Western 717 ,247 296,482 934 35,629 0 
Pacific 510,591 275,898 796 65,445 0 
Mountain 206,656 20,586 138 16,781 46,597 (&N ... PAC 46,597 
West South Central 365,244 52,671 212 14,621 6,301 ffi]c .... ESC 6,301 
Southern 689,009 122,092 1,112 90,086 39,021 
South Atlantic 506,957 83,579 831 56,146 30,237 t;!A .... MA 30,237 
East South Central 182,052 38,513 281 33,940 8,784 c .... wsc 8,784 
North Central 1,826,939 578,757 899 0 189,350 
West North Central 527,936 290,614 208 0 42,164 C .... PAC 18,848 
WNC .... MTN 16,781 
WNC .... WSC 5,837 
WNC .... ENC 698 
East North Central 1,299,003 288,143 691 698 147,884 ENC .... SA 56,146 
ENC .... ESA 27 ,639 
C .... MA 64,099 
Northeastem 1,080,271 780,421 2,352 94,336 0 
Mid Atlantic 893,271 597,267 2,194 94,336 -0 
New England 187~000 183,154 158 -0 0 
Total 4,678,710 1,830,423 5,509 234,672 234,672 
..... 
..... 
a, 
• 
I:. X A 
• 
Figure 23. Optimum-Flow Patterns of Milk From Production Areas to Processing 
Facilities, Model IV 
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212,000 dollars. Within the production areas of the region, 53 million 
pounds of production remain in reserve. 
Interregional shipments into the West $outh Central region include 
the following flows: Grand Island (Nebraska) to Odessa (Texas); Dodge 
City to Lubbock and Odessa (Texas); Wichita (Kansas) to El Paso; and 
~ackson (Mississippi) to New O~leans. Intraregional movements include: 
Amarillo shipping to Lubbock (Texas); San Antonio shipping to Corpus 
Christi; and Houston receiving milk produced in Tulsa (Oklahoma) and 
Shreveport (Louisiana). 
The Southern region utiliz~d 689 million pounds of raw fluid milk 
produced in 19 of 35 of its production areas with an additional 90 mil-
lion pounds imported from the North Central and Northeastern regions. 
Costs associated with assembly activities total 1.1 million dollars for 
308 million pounds which require intermarket movement. Unused produc-
tion in the region totals 122 million pounds or is percent of the re-
gion's total production. Major imports into the Southern region from 
interregional production areas are: Chicago moving milk to processing 
facilities in Memphis, Birmingham, Albany (Georgia)t Atlanta, 
LouisvUle and Knoxville; lndianapolis m:ilk moving to Tampa, KJ10:xville 
and Charleston (West Virginia); and Decatur (lllinois) transporting 
milk to Louisville. lntraregional mov,ments include: Bristol 
(Virginia) shipping to facilities in Columbia (South Carolina), and 
Jacksonv:i.lle serving th~ other Florida-based facilities of Tampa and 
~iamio Two production areas located in the region export milk. These 
exports include Jackson (Mississippi) shipping to New Orleans and 
Washington, (D.Co) supplying facilities in New York City plus 
intraregional movements to 51;tltimore and Norfolk (Virginia). 
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The major exporting :i;-egion is the North Central region with 190 
million pounds of regional production mqving to all four of the other 
regions. Production is utili?ed from 26 of 27 production ar~as serving 
77 local processing faciiities with 1,602 pounds of milk per month. 
Production remaining unused totals 579 miilio~ pounds, the largest 
amount of 1..mused product;i.on for the five major regions. Asselllbly costs 
total 899,000 dollars for intermarket shipments of 302 million pounds. 
The sp~tial dimension of North Central flow patterns has been discussed 
;in the analysis of the other regions with the exception of movements 
into the Northeastern region. The latter includes Columbus (Ohio) and 
~outh Bend (Indiana) shipping to facilities located in New York City. 
Intraregional movements in the North Central region include: Moorehead 
(Minnesota) supplying facilities in Grand Forks and Jamestown (North 
Dakota); Sioux City (Iowa) transp9rting to facilities in Omaha; 
Minneapolis serving facilities located ;in Omaha and Des Moipes (Iowa); 
Davenport (Iowa) shipping to Cedar Rapids (Iowa), Peoria (Illinois) and 
St. Louis; ~ausau (Wisconsin) transpo~ting to G~een Bay and Madison 
(Wisconsin); Chicago suppiying fqcilities located in Peoria (Illinois), 
Cincinnati and Grand Rapids (Michigan); and South Bend (Indiana) 
shipping to Cleveland and Toledo. 
The Northeastern region utilizes 1,080 million pounds of production 
f:i;-om all of its production areas. An aqditional 94.3 million pounds is 
imported from the Southern and Northern regions• However, unused pro-
duction within the reg;i.on totals 780 million poun~s. Assembly costs 
f~r movement of 569 million pounds to various interregional and intra-
regional markets total 2.4 million dollars. Imports into the North-
eastern region involve New York City receiving milk from Columbus 
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(Ohio) 9 South Bend (Indiana) and Washington (D .c.). Intraregional 
movements include Williamsport, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia shipping to 
New York City. 
Pvocessing and Distribution Activities 
I 
Intermarket movements of milk for which the organization of the 
Western region is responsible, totals 16 million pounds and involves no 
exports of processed milk. Distribution of the final product from 
points of processing to inuermarket deRtinations accounts for distribu-
tion costs of 110,000 dollars in transport, charges.,(Table XIII). 
Intermarket movements within the Western region include: Salt Lake City 
serving Alturas (California), Idaho Falls (Idaqo), Rock Springs 
(Wyoming) and Cedar City (Utah); Denver shipping to Grand Junction 
(Colorado); Albuquerque transporting to flagstaff (Arizo~a); and 
Portland (Oregon) supplementing Alturas (California) supplies. Inter-
regional movements includes Helena and Billings (Montana) importing from 
Oickinson (North Dakota); and Casper (Wyoming) importing from 
~inneapolis. Figure 24 exhi9its the spatial flow pattern of the various 
intermarket movements. 
In the Western region, the least cost organization associated with 
processing and distribution activities involves the establishment of 55 
processing facilities with an aggregate capacity of 753 million pounds. 
With the plants operating at various capacities, the total qQsts are 
8.9 million dollars. The average plant capacity is 13.7 million 
pounds and the average per unit cost is 1.19 cents. (Table XIV). 
In the West South Central region processors establish 30 processing 
facilities with a cowbined capaeity of 377 ~illion pounds. Facilities 
TABLE XIII 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PROCESSING .AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODEL IV 
Processing Distribution Export Region 
Costs Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region ~~lOOOl ~$1000) (1000 lbs.) ~1000 lbs.) !1000 lbs ·2 
Western 8,949 110 458 0 
Pacific 6,522 0 4,475 0 
Molllltain 2.,427 110 458 4,475 ~N-+ PAC 4,475 
West South Central 4, 739 163 20,422 0 
Southern 9,701 151 78,060 0 
South Atlantic 6,632 151 61,705 0 
East South ~entral 3,069 0 16,355 0 
North Central 18,302 1,309 0 119,614 
West North Central 6,154 348 0 51,390 WNC -+ MTN 458 
WNC-+ WSC 20,422 
WNC-+ ENC 17,921 
WNC-+ ESC 12,589 
East North Central 12,148 961 17,921 89,417 ENC -+ WNC' 3,272 
ENC-+ SA 30,908 
ENC-+ ESC 3,766 
ENC -+ MA 51,471 
Northeastern 12,196 950 51,471 30,797 
Mid Atlantic 10,181 950 51,471 137,263 {:-+ NE 106,466 
MA+ SA 30, 797 
New England 2-,015 0 106,466 0 
Total 53,887 2,683 150,411 .150,411 
,.... 
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Figure 24. Optimum Flow Patterns of Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities 
to Market Areas, Model IV 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS BY SIZE AND REGIONj MODEL IV 
No. of Potential No. of Firms by Size Classification Avg... Size .0£ 
De!Il.and Number of in Millions of Pounds Processing.Fa-
Areas Processing Under 3 to 10 to 25 to 50 to 100 to cility.:Ln·Mil-Region Facilities 3 10 --is 50 100 200 200 + Total lions of.lbs .. 
Western 21 88 14 21 14 3 2 1 0 55 13.7 
Pacific 7 32 2 6 8 3 2 1 0 22 26.2 
Mountain 14 56 12 15 6 0 0 0 0 33 5.4 
West South Central 14 5:6 4 11 11 -4 0 0 -0 JO 12.6 
Southern 23 93 6 11 34 4 l 0 0 56 13.8 
South Atlantic 15 61 5 7 20 4 l 0 0 37 14.4 
East South Central 8 32 1 4 14 0 ·O 0 0 19 12.6 
North Central 35 145 6 29 21 14 5 2 0 77 20.8 
West North Central 19 76 4 23 12 5 0 D 0 44 11.0 
East North Central 16 69 2 6 9 9 5 2 0 33 33.9 
Northeastern 12 56 0 4 4 7 3 2 1 21 55.9 
Mid Atlantic 7 34 -0 2 4 5 2 2 1 16 61.7 
New England 5 22 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 5 37.4 
Total 105 438 30 7fJ 84 32 11 5 1 239 19.6 
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established in th~s region are the smallest of all regions averaging 
1206 million pounds per plant. The facilities operate at a total 
monthly expenditure of 4?7 million dollars and an average cost per 
pound of 1.26 cents. Intermarket distribution of the final product to 
central distribution outlets totals 40 million pounds and originates 
from Tulsa and Dallas. ~he Dallas-Qased facilities involves supplemen-
tal movement to eight of nine Texas distribution outlets and also 
serves the Shreveport (Louisiana) market. Tulsa transports the final 
product to Oklahoma City. Distribution charges for intermarket move-
ments within the West South Central ;region are 163,000 dollars~ The 
Oklahoma City market attracts processed milk from interregio-p.al origins 
of Wichita (Kansas), Kansas City and Springfield (Missouri). 
Springfield (Missouri) also serves Little Rock. 
The Southern region is an importer of processed milk with 78 mil-
lion pounds moving into the region from the Nontheastern and North 
Central regions. Interregional movements include: St. Louis shipping 
to Paducah (Kentucky) and Memphis; Chicago supplying Louisville; 
Detroit serving Clarksbur~ (West Virginia), Charlottesville (Virginia) 
and Raleigh (North Carolina); and Cleveland transporting to Pittsburgh, 
Baltimore, and Williamsport (Pennsylvania). In addition to these sup-
plemental imports, the region is operating with a combined capacity of 
772 n1illion pounds witpin 54 processing facilities. The oper~tion of 
these facilities at this level generates an aggregate cost of 9,7 mil-
lion dollars at an average of 1.26 cents per pound. The regip-p. has the 
least amount of intraregional distribution of the final prodvct with 
only two markets involved in penetrati-p.g new markets. These markets 
include Charleston (West Virginia) transporting to Danville and 
Charlottesville (Virginia); and Charleston (South Carolina) shipping to 
Columbia (South Carolina). Transport costs associated with the dis-
tribution of the final product from these facilities totals 151,000 
dollars. 
The North Central region established the largest number of faciii-
ties of any region within the analysis, 77 facilities. These facilities 
have an average volume of 20.8 million pounds and a total capacity of 
1,602 million pounds. Total operating expenses are 18.3 million dollars 
or an average cost of 1.14 cents per pound. Intermarket activity, both 
within the region and to other regions, consists of shipments totaling 
358 million pounds of processed milk. Of this total, 120 million 
pounds are exported to interregional destinations. Facilities estab-
,lished in nine locations make use of the exporting plant. Three primary 
facilities, located at Minneapolis, Chicago, and Detroit, have economies 
of size which allow their participation at various magnitudes in 30 of 
the 105 market areas. The markets being served by these facilities are 
located in all the states of the North Central region with the exception 
of Kansas ,and Missouri. They serve markets in the Virginias, Kentucky 
and North Carolina in the Southern region, and Casper (Wyoming) in the 
Western region~ In addition to the three primary locations, other 
facilities include Dickinson (North Dakota) serving markets in Montana; 
Wichita (Kansas) serving markets in Kansas and Oklahoma; Kansas City 
transporting to markets in Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri; Springfield 
(Missouri) shipping to markets in Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma; St. 
Louis supplementing markets in Missouri, Kentucky and Tennessee; and 
Cleveland transferring the final product to markets in Ohio, 
·1~ 
Pennsylvania and Maryland. Distribution costs associated with these 
movements total 1.3 million dollars. 
Processing in the Northeastern region has the lQwest per unit cost 
of all regions. On a per pound basis, ?Verage processing costs are 
1.05 cents per unit. This represents a per unit cost of 0.11 cents 
lower than any other re&ion. This lower cost reflects the i~fluence of 
the economies generated by large facilities within the Mid-Atlantic 
sub-region where the average facility processes 61.7 million pounds per 
month. In this sub-region, per unit costs are 1.04 compared with 1.12 
for the New England sub-r~gion. Facilities located in New York City 
and Rochester (New York) utili~e the largest processing facilities 
possible within the organization. New York City, with its exporting 
facility, can serve many markets that would require the establishment 
of less efficient plants; however, the population concentration and the 
compactness of the geographical area allow the expansion of these 
facilities to accommodate regional markets. 
Operating at 1,175 million pounds of capacity, regional facilities 
generate a total monthly cost of 12.2 million dollars. Of the 1,175 
million pounds of processed milk in the regipn, 30.8 million po~nds are 
exported to Southern ntarkets and 51 million pounds are imported from 
the North Central region, These interregional movements have been 
pointed out earlier as to points of origi~ anQ destination. Distribu-
tion costs associated with 280 million pounds of intermarket shipments 
originating in the Northeastern region are 9~0,000 dollars. 
Facilities in the Northeastern region which are involved in intra-
regional market activities include: Roches~er (New York) supplying 
local markets in New York state; Vtica (New Y~rk) serving the Burlington 
(Vermont) market; and New York City supplementing markets in Maine, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania. 
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Total organization costs for all market activities represented in 
the analysis were 62.1 million dollars. The regional organizations of 
the West, West South Central, Southern, North Central and Northeastern 
regions contribute 10.0, 5&1, 11.0, 20.5 and 15.5 million dollars, 
respectively, to the total cost of the entire organization. 
Model V -- Optimum Restricted Market Organization 
With Equal Resource Prices 
Model Vis structured on the assumption that the price. paid to 
farmers, f.o.b. plant, is the same in all areas of the United States 
(base-point pricing is not practiced). The basic structure, data and 
operative conditions of the model as in the previous models of this 
chapter. 
The least cost market organization for the fluid milk industry uti-
lizes 4,679 million pounds of production from 89 of 92 production 
regions. Of the total production utilized, 1,179 million pounds re-
quire movements to accommodate the needs of processing facilities. 
Costs associated with movements from production areas to processing 
facilities total 3.6 million dollars per month. The optimum organiza-
tion calls for the establishment of 250 facilities with an aggregate 
capacity of 4,679 million pounds. Operating at an average capacity of 
18.8 million pounds, total costs associated with the processing func-
tions are 54.8 million dollars or the equivalent of 1.17 cents per 
pound. Intermarket activity in the distribution of packaged milk 
involves the transshipment of 578 million pounds at a total monthly 
cost of 1.9 million dollarse 
Production and Assembly Activities 
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The least cost organization in the Western region of the United 
States utilizes production from 18 of 20 of the production areas, 
serving 54 processing facilities within the region (7 57 million pounds 
of production) while maintaining reserves of unused production totaling 
257 million pounds (Table XV). Intermarket transportation of 370 mil-
lion pounds requires cost outlays of 414,000 dollars. Figure 25 illus-
trates diagrammatically the intermarket movements in the optimum solu-
tion of the model. The region is a net exporting region with 2 million 
pounds of production being exported from Albuquerque to El Paso. 
Some intermarket shipments occuro Los Angeles facilities are par-
tially supplied from production areas in San Francisco, Phoenix and Las 
Vegas. Facilities in Casper (Wyoming) receive milk from production 
areas in Rock Springs (Wyoming), Denver and Laramie (Wyoming). Salt 
Lake City serves facilities located at Idaho Falls (Idaho). Also, 
_Billings (Montana) supplies facilities in Helena (Montana) and Reno 
(Nevada) transports milk to Alturas (California). 
The West South Central region is characterized by an organization 
in which production is utilized from all 15 of its production areas. 
Production from these areas serves 30 processing facilities operating 
with a combined capacity of 380 million pounds. In addition to domes-
tic needs, the region experiences a net inflow of imports over exports 
of 23 million pounds of milk. Within the region, Texas production 
requires some relocation to supply processing facilities as production 
TABLE XV 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODEL V 
Production Assembly Export Region 
Used Unused Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region {1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) ~$1 1 000) (1000 lbs ·2 {1000 lbs ·2 ~1000 lbs.2 
Western 756,593 257,136 414 0 2,407 
Pacific 570,750 215,737 371 11,799 0 
Mountain 185,842 41,400 43 0 14,206 [MTN-+ PAC 11,799 MTN_.. WSC 2,407 
West South Central 376, 770 41,145 109 11,191 7,751 [wsc ... Esc 7,751 
Southern 797,017 14,084 863 42, 751 8,784 
South Atlantic 577 ,530 13,006 . 679 15,072 17,196 t SA+ ESC 17 ,196 
East South Central 219,487 1,078 184 59,947 23,856 ESC-+- WSC 8,784 
ESC-+- SA 15 ,072 
North Central 1,546,604 859,092 456 0 35,000 
West North Central 477,185 341,365 156 688 13,974 UWNC + ENC 13,974 
East North Central 1,069,419 517, 727 300 0 35,688 ENC_.. WNC 688 
ENC_.. ESC 35,000 
Northeastern 1,201,727 658,965 1,787 0 0 
Mid Atlantic 930,401 560,137 -1,493. 0 0 
New England 271,326 98,828 294 0 0 
Total 4,678,711 1,830,422 3,629 53,942 53,942 
I-' 
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Figure 25. Optimum Flow Patterns of Raw Milk From Production Areas to Processing 
Facilities, Model V 
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in San Angelo is shipped to Lubbock, Odessa and Houston; San Antonio 
serves Corpus Christi and Houston; Fort Stockton supplies E\ Paso; 
Amarillo ships to Lubbock; and Dallas ships to Houston. Other movements 
include Little R~ck, and West Memphis (Arkansas) exporting to Memphis. 
Imports involve shipments originating at Albuquerque and Jackson 
(Mississippi) transporting to El Paso and New Orleans, respectively. 
With all facilities adequately supplied and export markets served, the 
region has 41 million pounds of fluid milk remaining unused. 
Production in the Southern region is used quite extensively as all 
20 of the region's production areas supply a proportion of their pro-
duction to 60 facilities located throughout the South. Even though 14 
million pounds of production are unused, additional supplies totaling 
43 million pounds are imported from the North Central and West South 
Central regions. Export activities include the transporting of nine 
million pounds from Jackson (Mississippi) to New Orleans. Assembly 
costs associated with interregional and intraregional transporting of 
263 million pounds of milk is 863,000 dollars. 
Intraregional movements from location of production to location of 
consumption involve six southern production areas; Jacksonville . 
(Florida) serving other Florida-based facilities; Jackson (Mlssissippi) 
supplementing facilities located in Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, 
Georgia and Tennessee; Nashville (Tennessee) transporting to facilities 
in Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; Charlotte (North Carolina) shipping 
to facilities located in North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and 
Virginia; Bristol (Virginia) transporting to Tennessee and Virginia-
based facilities; Washington (DoC~) serving facilities in Virginia and 
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Maryland; and Clarksburg (West Virginia) $erving facilities located in 
Cparlottesville (Virginia). 
In previous models, the North Central regioq was responsible for 
significant quantities of raw fluid milk being transported out of the 
region; however, under the assumptions of this moqel, facilities lo-
~ated in only one interregional market is supplied from this region. 
The flow consists of 35 million pounds of fluid milk shipped to 
Louisville from Indianapolis. Production witqin the region is utilized 
from 26 of 27 production areas supplying 75 regional processing tacili-
ties (Table XV) with 1,512 million pounds of tluid milke Unused 
production totals 859 million pounds or 36 percent of the total 
productiono 
lntermarket movements totaling 190 million pounds of mil~ within 
the region requires transportation oµtlays of 456~000 dollars. Inter .. 
market movements of milk within the region include: ~oorehead 
(Minnesota) shipping to Jamest<;>wn and Grand Forks (North Dakota); 
Pierre transporting to Rapid City (South Dakota); Sioux City (Iowa) 
supplying Omaha; Wausau (Wisconsin) serving Green B,w (Wiscons;i.n); 
Davenport (Iowa) supplying Cedar Rapids (Iowa) and Peoria (Illinois); 
Decatur (Illinois) shipping to P~oria and Centralia (Illinois) plus 
~t. Louis; South Bend (Indiana) supplying Grand Rapids (Mich~gan); and 
Columbus (Ohio) serving Cincinnat;i •. 
The least cost organization, as it:: relates to production and 
assembly, involves all 10 of the Northeast'? production area~ at some 
level supplyi.ng 31 processing facilities with an aggregate capacity of 
1,201.7 million pounds. The region is invoived in no importing or ex-
porting activiti.ese Intermarket shipments of; 548 million pounds are 
1.'.3.'.3 
required within the region to &ssure an adeqyate supply to all proces-
sing facilities. These shipments cost 1.8 million dollars in transport 
~harges. At current levels of processing and interregional market 
involvement, the region has 659 million pounds of unused production or 
35 percent of the region's total production. 
Transportation of raw fluid milk fro~ production areas to proces-
sing facilities includes: New York City imports from Utica (New York) 
and Willia~sport (Pennsylvania); and Concord (New Hampshire) exports to 
Burlington (Vermont), Portland (Maine), Boston and Hartford. 
Processing and Distribution Activities 
The least cost market orsanization for the Western region consists 
of the establishment of ,54 processi,ng facilities with an aggregate ca-
pacity for the region of 754 million pounds (Table ~I). This entire 
capacity is utilized in meeting region demands with the exception of 
.. 9 million pounds moving from processing facilities at Phoenix (Arizona) 
to El Paso (Texas). At this level of operation, totai cost per month 
for processing functions totals 8.9 million dollars and an average per 
unit cost of 1.19 cents. These faci~ities operate at an average volume 
leveLof 14.0 million pounds. Intermarket transl?ortation of the final 
product is required with 23 m;i.lUon pounds moving bet!ween intraregional 
mar~ets and to export markets. Costs of distribution associat~d with 
these movements total l!l,000 dollars (Table XVII). 
Intermarket movements from locations of pro~essin~ to distribution 
outlets which require transportation incl~de: Salt Lake City moving 
processed milk to Cedar City (Utah), Rock Springs (Wy9ming) and Idaho 
Falls (Idaho); San Francisco supplying markets in Reno (Nevada) and 
TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS BY SIZE AND REGION, MODEL V 
No~ of Potential No. of Firms by Size Classification 
Avg. Size 
Demand Number of in Millions of Pounds of Facility 
Areas Processing Under 3 to 10 to 25 to 50 to 100 to in Millions Region Facilities 3 10 25 50 100 200 200 + Total · of. lbs. 
Western 21 88 14 20 14 3 2 1 0 54 14.0 
Pacific 7 32 3 7 8 3 2 1 0 24 24.3 
Mountain 14 56 11 13 6 0 0 0 0 30 5.9 
West South Central 14 56 3 12 11 4 0 0 0 30 12.7 
Southern 23 93 4 14 37 4 1 0 0 60 13~8 
South Atlantic 15 61 3 10 22 4 1 0 0 40 14.4 
East South Central 8 32 1 4 15 0 0 0 0 20 12 .8 -
North Central 35 145 6 29 21 13 4 2 1 75 20e2 
West North Central 19 76 5 23 11 5 0 0 0 44 10.5 
East North Central 16 69 1 6 10 8 4 2 1 31 33.8 
Northeastern 12 56 2 6 8 8 3 2 1 30 40.1 
Mid Atlantic 7 . 34 1 2 6 5 2 2 0 19 49.0 
New England 5 22 1 4 2 3 1 0 1 11 24. 7 
Total 105 438 29 81 91 32 10 5 2 249 18.8 
TABLE XVII 
SUMMARY STATISTICS OF PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES, UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODEL V 
Processsing Distribution Export Region 
Costs Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region ~§10002 ~§10002 ~1000 lbs.2 ~1000 lbs.2 tlOOO lbs.2 
Western 8,949 111 0 852 
Pacific 6,612 27 0 2,038 
~AC-+ MTN 2,038 
Mountain 2,337 84 2,038 852 MTN-+ WSC 852 
West South Central 4,827 161 17,453 0 
Southern 10,470 116 20,752 1,395 
South Atlantic 7,194 54 19,166 0 
East South Central 3,276 62 3,766 3,575 
~SC-+ SA 2,180 
ESC-+ ENC 1,395 
North Central 17,621 986 1,395 30,907 
West North Central 5,932 261 3,272 33,193 WNC-+ WSC 16,601 
WNC-+ ENC 16,592 
East North Central 11,689 724 17,987 17,578 ENC-+ WNC 3,272 
ENC-+ SA 2,743 
ENC-+ ESC 3,766 
ENC-+ MA 7,797 
Northeastern 12,908 502 7,797 14,243 [ Mid Atlantic 9,792 502 7,797 36,383 MA-+ NE 22,140 MA-+ SA 14,243 
New England 3,115 0 22,140 0 
Total 54,775 1,876 47,397 47 ,397 
I-
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Alturas (California); Phoe~ix transporting fluid milk to El Paso and 
Flagstaff (Arizona); Denver supplementing distribution outlets in 
Casper (i.J"yoming) Spokane (Washington) serving Helena (Montana) 
(Figure f6). 
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The West South Central region has processing facilities at two 
locations which are involved in intramarket transfers of processed milk 
in the optimum organization. These facilities include: Tulsa supply-
ing the Oklahoma City markeD; and the Dallas facilities shipping to the 
Texas markets of Wichita Falls, Lubbock, Odessa, San Antonio, Corpus 
Christi and Houston plus movements to Oklahoma Qity and Shreveport 
(Louisiana). These movements constitute 41 million pounds and the 
transportation and the associated distribution cost totals 161,000 
dollars~ 
Within the West South Central region, 30 processing facilities are 
operative with capacities totaling 380 million po~ftds. Processing fa-
cil:i,.ties in this region are the smallest of all regions and average 
12.7 million pounds per facility. Procesiing costs assntiated -ith .· 
this organization totals 4.8 million dollars per month at an average 
cost per pound of 1.27 cents. In addition to the 380 million pounds of 
processed milk utilized within the region, 18 million pounds are re-
quired from the North Central and Western regions to supplement local 
regional processing. Import movements include: Wichita (Kansas) sup-
plying Oklahoma City; and Sprin~field (~issouri) transporting to Little 
Rock. The region is involved in no export activities. 
In the Southern region, the optimum market organization involves 
the establishment of 60 processing facilities with a combined total 
capacity of 831 million pounds. Operating at an average level of 13.8 
Figure 26. ·Optimum Flow Patterns 0£ Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities 
to Market Areas, Model V · 
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million pounds) these firms generate a total monthly cost of 10.5 mil-
lion dollars or an average cost per pound of 1.26 cents~ In addition 
to the levels of processing within the region, Sputhern markets have a 
net flow into the region of 19 million pounds from facilities located 
in the North Central and Northeast~rn regions. Exports from these 
regions include: Chicago shipping to Louisville; Cleveland supplying 
Clarksburg (West Virginia); Pittsburgh transporting to Charlottesville 
(Virginia); and New York City serving ~altimore and Richmond (Virginia). 
Movements originating at Southern facilities for shipment to inter-
market destinations include: Nashville (Tennessee) shipping to markets 
at Evansville (Indiana), Paducah (Kentucky), Memphis and Albany 
(Georgia); Birmingham transporting tp Albany (Georgia); Atlanta serving 
the Albany (Georgia) market; and Charleston (West Virginia) transport-
i!1g ta ,Charlottesville (Virginia). Oistribution <;osts c1ssociated with 
the 29 million pounds being transported between markets totals 116,000 
dollars. 
The North Central region is characterized by an optimum organiza-
tion in which 75 pr9cessing facilities are established. These facili-
ties are operative at an average capacity of 20.2 million pounds and an 
average per pound cost of 1.17 cents. As a result of the organization 
of the industry in this region, distributton ~o~ts of 986,000 dollars 
are required for transporting processed fluid milk into central distri-
bution outlets. The quantity of processed milk moving between proces-
sing facilities to intermarket distribution points totals 317 million 
pounds of which 31 million pounds are shipp~d into interregional 
markets. 
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Within the North Central region, processing facilities located in 
Minneapolis, Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland constitute the center of 
the region's processing facilities as these plants serve 30 markets in 
all states within the region except for m11rkets in J:{ansas and Missouri. 
The Chicago and Cleveland plants serve markets in Kentucky, West 
Virginia and Pennsylvania. Other intermarket movements from plants 
located within the region include: Dickinson (Nortq Dakota) transport-
ing to Rapid City (South Dakota); Kansas C\ty facilities serving out-
lets in Omaha and Columbia (Missouri); Wichita (Kans?s) shipping to 
Dodge City (Kansas) and Oklahoma City; and Springfield (Missouri) 
supplementing the Little Rock market supplies. 
In the Northeastern regi9n, the optimum organization consists of 
31 processing facilities operating with total processing cost outlays 
of 12o9 million dollars at an averijge cost per pound of lo07 cents. 
Facilities established in this region operate at the largest average 
volume of all regions, 40.1 million pounds. Of 1,202 million pounds 
processed within the region, 1,188 million pounds are utilized within 
the region and 14 million pounds move into interregional markets. This 
quantity, however, is supplemented by imports totaling eight million 
pounds. Total intraregional and interregional tr~nsshipments which 
originate at processing facilities located within the region total 169 
million pounds. Distribution costs associated with these movements 
add 502,000 dollars to the total cost of the market organization. 
Intermarket movements originating from facilities located within 
the Northeastern region include: Pittsburgh shipping to Charlottesville 
(Virginia); Rochester (New York) transporting to Utica (New York), 
,t\lbany (New York) and Williamsport (Pennsylvania); Utica (New York) 
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supplying Burlington (Vermont); and the largest complex of facilities 
in the nation, New York City serves the Portland (Maine), Boston, 
Hartford, Albany (New York), Philadelphia, Richmond (Virginia) and 
Baltimore markets. Imports into the region involves Cleveland 
shipping to Pittsburgh. 
Total costs for all the combined activities of the optimum organi-
zation are 9.5, 5.1, 11.4, 19.1 and 15.2 million dollars for the 
Western, West South Central, Southern, North Central, and Northeastern 
regions, respectively. Total costs for the optimum market organization 
for the nation is 60.3 million dollars. 
Model VI -- Minimum Cost Flow Model Using 1965 
Resource Prices and 1963 Market Structure 
Model VI was formulated to determine the minimum cost flow through 
the marketing channels of the market organization as it existed in 1963 
with the 1965 farm price structure. The model is structured somewhat 
differently from the other models. The major difference is that the 
separable programming technique is not used for processing costs; the 
processing costs are handled as linear functions. 
Estimates of processing costs are made using the same function 
used in the other models but for given capacities. The capacities re-
flect the distribution and average size of firm in the 1963 organiza-
tion. Firm numbers and employment figures used to compute capacities 
were obtained from the census of manufacturinge 1 Processing was re-
stricted to processing local demand, and an additional 20 percent over 
domestic needs was allowed to serve export markets. In general the 
model is not designed to determine the location, number and size of 
processing facilities as in previous models but to minimize the cost 
flow pattern of the organization as it existed in 1963. All other 
assumptions, basic data on production and consumption, and cost 
functions are consistent with the previous models. 
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Producers of 69 of the 92 production areas allocated 4,679 million 
pounds for processing facilities in the optimum market organization of 
Model VI. To adequately supply all processors 1,907 million pounds 
were transported from local production areas to distant processors. 
Costs of assembly related to these movements was 11.6 million dollars 
or approximately 14 percent of the total organizational costs. The 
processing functions were performed in 4,595 facilities (average size 
1.0 million pounds) at cost outlays of 71.4 million dollars or 85 per-
cent of the total marketing costs. To meet the demand requirements of 
all markets, 225 million pounds of packaged milk were involved in 
intermarket activity. Distribution costs were 755,000 dollars and 
represented approximately one percent of the total costs of ~he 
organization~ 
Production and Assembly Activities 
Producers in the Western region provide 693 million pounds (68 per-
cent of the region's total production) for movement into processing 
facilities (Table XVIII). This production is obtained from 16 of the 
20 production areas. The region is a net importer of raw fluid milk 
with exports of 2 million pounds and imports of 63 million pounds. The 
export market consists of Albuquerque supplying El Paso (Figure 27). 
Imports originate in the North Central region and include: Dickinson 
(North Dakota) supplying Helena (Montana), Billings (Montana) and Idaho 
TABLE XVIII 
SUMJ.\'lJU~Y STATISTICS OF PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES~ UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODEL VI 
Production Assembly Export Region 
Used Unused . Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region (1000 lbs,) (1000 lbs.) ($12000) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) 
Western 693,114 320 .~15 842 62,626 2,407 
Pacific 564,214 222,273 427 20,177 0 
Mountain 128,900 98,342 415 62,626 22,584 li + PAC 20,i MTN-+ WSC 2,407 
West South Central 261,870 156,045 1,246 139,131 6,301 C-+ ESC 6,301 
Southern 445, 705 365,396 4,232 415 ,413 21, 717 
South Atlantic 288,264 302 ,272 3,123 304,899 0 
East South Central 157 ,441 63,124 1,109 135,196 46,399 i:c-+ wsc 21, 1gi 
SC-+ SA 24,682 
North Central 2,404,059 1,637 1~285 0 .880,945 
West North Central 816,913 1,637 406 0 355,621 WNC-+ MTN 62,626 
WNC-+ WSC 115 ,008 
WNC-+ ENC 49,106 
WNC -+ SA 42,12 
WNC-+ ESC 72,244 
WNC-+ MA 14,036 
WNC-+ NE 473 
East North Central 1,587,146 0 879 49 ,106 574,430. ENC-+ SA 238,089 
ENC -+ ESC 56,65 
ENC-+ MA 265,96~ 
ENC-+ NE 13,~1 
Northeastern 873,962 986,730 4,042 294,200 0 
139 ,371) Mid-Atlantic 742,329 748,209 3,293 280,000 139,373 [MA+ NE 
Total 4,678,710 1,830,423 11,647 911,370 911,370 
""" ~
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Figure 27. Optimum Flow Patterns of Raw Fluid Milk From Production Areas to Processing 
Facilities, Model VI 
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Falls; Moorehead (Minnesota) serving ldaho Falls; Pierre (South Dakota) 
transporting to Casper (Wyoming); and Grand Isla~d (Nebraska) shipping 
to Denvero Intraregional movements include: San Francisco, Salt Lake 
City, Las Vegas, Flagstaff, anq PhQenix transporting to Los An~eles; 
Burns (Oregon) supplying Alturas (California); :and Rock Springs 
(Wyoming) shipping to Salt Lake City. Intraregional movemepts and im-
ports total 134 million pounds. Assembly costs associated with these 
movements total 842,000 dollars. 
The West South Central region allocates 63 percent (262 million 
p.ounds) of its production froq 10 of 1,5 prqduction areas to serve pro-
cessing facilities located within the region and one export market. 
The export market consists of West Memphis (Arkansas) shipping to 
Memphis. Imports into the region total 139 million pounds and are made 
up of the following movements: Albuquerque shipping· to El P.i:iso; Dodge 
City (Kansas) transporting to El Paso and Amarillo; Grand Island 
(Nebraska) supplying Texas-based facilities at Amarillo, Lubbock and 
Odessa; Wichita (Kansas) transferring to Oklahoma City; Sioux City 
(Iowa) supplementing Houston; Kansas City shipping to Corpus Christi; 
Mason City (Iowa) transporting to Houston and Corpus Christi; and both 
Springfield (Missouri) and Jac~son (Mississippi) serving New Orleans. 
I 
Intraregional movements include: :Fort Stockton (Texas) serving El Paso; 
Tulsa supplying Oklahoma City, aouston, and Shreveport; and Dallas 
transporting to Houston. Intraregional movements plus import$ total 
182 million pounds and account for 1.2 milliQn dollars in assembly 
costs. 
Producers in the Southern region are affected significantly by the 
relatively high prices of 1965. About 45 percent of the region's total 
production (365 million pounds) is unused. Production from only 9 of 
20 production regions provide raw fluid milk to local processors. The 
:i;iegion is a net importer of resources with 22 million pounds exported 
and 415 million pounds shipped into the region. Export activi,ties con-
sist of Jackson (Mississippi) shipping to New Orleans. Most of the im-
ports originate in the North Central region with the main flows from 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Ohio, Southeastern Michigan, Northe~stern 
"Jowa, and Southeastern Minnesota. Intraregional movements include: 
Jackson (Mississippi) ship~ing to Mobile; Nashville (Tennessee) trans-
porting to Albany (Georgia) and Tampa; Charleston (We~t Virgi~ia) sup-
plying Charlottesville (Virginia) and Danville (Virginia); and 
Washington (D. C.) serving Norfolk (Virginia). Intraregional movements 
plus imports total 618 million pounds. Assembly costs associated with 
these movements total 4.2 million doltars. 
Production in the No:r;th Central region is nearly all utili,zed; 
only 2 million pounds are unused. Resources are used from 26 of 27 
production areas and total 2,404 miilion pounds. Of this total utili-
zation, 881 million or 27 percent is exported to interregional markets 
in the form of raw fluid mil~. Interregional movements have been dis-
~ussed except for the Northeast. Exports into the Northeastern region 
total 294 million pounds and inciude the following movements: 
Clevelaijd, Detroit, Minneapolis and Wausau (Wisconsin) shippipg to 
New York City; South Bend (Indiana) supplyin~ Philade\phia; Chicago 
serving Rochester (New York); and Duluth (Minnesota) and Marquette 
(Michigan) transporting to Portland (Maine). Intraregional movements 
involve the transportation of 346 million pounds at an assembly cost 
of 1.3 million dollarso 
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In the Northeastern region, 874 million pounds of local production 
is used for processing. Unused production totals 987 million pounds 
and represents approximately 53 percent ot the region's total produc-
tion, the largest percentage of unused production of all other regions. 
The largest percentage results in part from the relatively higher re-
source prices in this region in 1965 and from the i~ability of proces-
sing facilities to generate the significant economies of size with the 
large number of firms in the 1963 market structure. The region is in-
volved in no export activities and imports 294 million pounds of milk. 
Intraregional movements involve; Pittsburgh su,pply:j.ng New York, City; 
Utica (New York) transporting to New York City, Boston, Hartford, 
Albany (New York) and Burlington (Vermont); and Concord (New Hampshire) 
serving Portland (Maine). Assembly ~osts associated w:j.th intraregional 
movements plus imports total 4.0 million dollars. 
Processing and Distribution Activitie~ 
Within the Western region 645 processing facilities operate at 753 
million pounds of capacity or an average of 1.2 million pounds per 
plant. Total processing costs are 10.7 million dollars and average 
l.43 cents per pound, the lowest per unit process:j.ng cost of any region. 
Intraregional movements of the final proc;luct totat 13 million pounds 
and involve the following markets: San Francisco ships to Reno 
(N~vada); Salt Lake City transports to Rock Springs (Wyoming) and Cedar 
City (Ut,;1h); and Phoenix (Arizona) suppUes Flagstaff (Arizona). 
Distribution costs associated with these movements total 51,000 dollars 
(Table XIX). 
TABLE XIX 
SUMMARY S·J:ATISTICS OF PROCESSING Ai@ DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES~ VNI'TED STATES 
kl\JD REGIONS~ MODEL VI 
Processing Distribution Export Region 
Costs Costs Imports Exports and Quantity 
Region ($1000) ($1000) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) (1000 lbs.) 
Western 10, 747 51 0 0 
3,880] Pacific 8,068 16 0 3,880 iAC + MTN 
Mountain 2,679 35 3,880 0 
West South Central 6,055 59 2,962 0 
Southern 12,922 57 10 ,941 0 
South Atlantic 9,063 57 1~408 0 
East South Central 3,859 0 9,533 0 
North Central 23,368 555 0 41,022 
West North Central 7 ,289 122 0 27,314 r+ENC 14,819 WNC + ESC 9,533 
WNC + WSC 2,962 
East North Central 16,079 433 14,819 28,527 NC+ SA 1,408 
NC+ MA 27 ,119 
Northeastern 18,290 33 27,119 0 
8,259_] Mid-Atlantic 13,740 29 27,119 8,259 [MN+ NE 
New England 4,550 4 8,259 0 
Total 71,382 755 41,022 41,022 
.... 
,I: 
"' 
1~8 
Figure 28 represents a diagranunatical presentation of the flow 
patterns of the lea$t cost solution of Model VJ. The general lack of 
movement of packaged {luid milk is the influence of two fact9rs. First, 
in determining the upper limits on processing capacity, each market was 
allowed 20 percent excess capacity. This level limits the participation 
by a given market in intermarket competition. Second, when all proces-
sing facilities existing in the 1963 organization are included, the 
distribution of firm sizes is quite similar in most regions of the 
United States. The result is that the variation between processing 
costs of different markets is not very large. For increased participa-
tion of packaged milk in intepnarket activities, a spread in the per 
unit cost of processing would have to be wider between markets to 
offset the added transport costs. 
The West South Central region has 395 million pounds of processing 
within the region and 231 processing facilities. Processing costs are 
1.53 cents per pound and total 6.1 milliqn dollars. Imports into the 
region of 3 million po~nds originate in Springfield (Missouri) facili-
ties and are shipped to Little Rocke Within the region, 15 million 
pounds are transported. Tulsa supplies Oklahoma City and Dallas ships 
to Shreveport (Louisiana). Distribution costs total 59,000 dollars. 
The Southern region imports 11 million pounds of processed mil~ 
from the North Central region. St. Louis ships to Paducah (Kentucky) 
and Columbus (Ohio) transportings to Clarksburg (West Virgin~a). The 
processing of 839 million pounds of regional production involves 587 
firmso Total processing costs are 6.1 million dollars and the average 
per pound cost is la54 cents. Intraregional shipments of 4 million 
pounds include Baltimore serving Richmond (Virginia) and Charleston 
Figure 28. Optimum Flow Patterns of Packaged Milk From Processing Facilities 
to Market Areas, Model VI 
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(South Carolina) supplying Jacksonville (Florida). Distribution costs 
associated with ~ntraregional movements and imports total 57,000 
dollarso 
Processing in the North Central operates at a level o~ 1,523 mil-
lion pounds. Total processing costs are 43.4 million dollars and the 
per po~nd cost is 1.53 cents. The processing is carried out in 1,524 
facilities averaging 1.0 million pounds of milk per month. The region 
is responsible for exports to the West South Central region (3 million 
pounds), Southern region (12 million pounds) and Northeastern region 
(27 million pounds). Intraregional movements involves: Moorehead 
(Minnesota) transporting to c:;ranp Fork (North Dakota); Minneapolis sup-
plying Eau Claire (WiscoTisin); Des Moines s~rvipg qedar Rapids (Iowa) 
and Coluw~ia (Missouri); Kansas City shipping t~ Columbia (Missouri); 
Madi.son (Wisconsin) transporting to Peoria (Illinois); Chicago serving 
Grand Rapids (Michigan); and Detroit supplying Bay City (Michigan) and 
Toledo (Ohio). Intraregional tr~nsportation and ex~orts of tpe final 
product total 168 million pounds and require distribution co~ts of 
555, 000 dollars. 
The Northeastern region processes 1,168 milliop pounds in 1,608 
facilities at total cost outlays of 18.3 million dollars or 1.57 cents 
per poundo Regional processing is supplemented by 27 million pounds 
from the North Central region. Intraregional move~ents total 10 mil-
lion pounds and consist of movements from Utica (New York) to Burlington 
(Vermont) and Bangor (Maine) to Portland (Maine). Distribution costs 
associated with intraregional movements is 33,000 dollars. 
Total costs for all the market activities of the optimum organiza-
tion are 11.6, l7o2, 7.4, 25.2 and 22.4 million dollars for th~ Western, 
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West South Central, Southerp, North Central, and NQrtheastern regions, 
respectively. Total cost for the optimum market organization for the 
nation is 83.8 mtllion dollars. 
Effects of A.ltern.ative Levels of Transfer Costs 
Three models were formulated to determine m~:rket organizations 
under alternative resqurce pricing structures. These models were devel~ 
oped bec9use they dep:i,cted the type of prictn& techniques used in the 
industry. A.n analysis of the organizatiops ba~ed on these pricing 
dternatives is particularly important in the production and assembly 
sectors of the industry. The adoption of a pricing policy which did 
not reflect a~tual production conditions could jeopardize the 
competitive position of producers in certai~ geographical areas. 
The models compared were similar with the exception of transfer 
costso Si~ce the only difference between models involves resource 
pricin$, the cormnent& made here wUl emphasize the influences upon the 
production and assembly sectors due to their direct relq.tionship. The 
m~dels implicitly assume that retail prices of mil~ are unchanged from 
one model to the next. Actually consumption would change as price 
levels were affected by the specific model. The equilibr:i,um results, 
however, were pot greatly different with or without an adjustment of 
consumption to price. The comparisons for ~odel IV are inclu4ed in 
!,.ppendix V. 
Figure 29 illustrates tlie export-.i:\llport p9sition of each region by 
model. Under the assumptions of Model lll (15 cent transfer cost), 
only two regions were involved in exporting raw fluid milk.. The North 
Central region dominated interregional movements transporting 826 
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Figure 29. Quantities of Raw Fluid M~lk imported and Expo~ted 
by Region, Models III, IV and V 
million pounds to distant marketso The West South Central region ex= 
ported 19 million pounds~ The Northeastern, Southern, West South 
Central and Western regions imported 113, 331, 27, and 373 million 
pounds, respectivelyo 
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Interregional flows decreased to 234 million pounds under the 
assumptions of Model IV (nine cent transfer cost)o Exports from the 
North Central region declined to 189 million pounds. The Southern and 
West South Central accounted for exports totaling 39 and 6 million 
pounds, respectively. Imports of 94, 90, 15 and 35 million pounds were 
required by the Northeastern, Southern, West South Central, and Western 
regions, respectively. 
The organization of Model V (no base-point pricing schemes ••• re-
source prices are the same in all production areas) reflected the most 
efficient use of resources among regions. Exports declined to 54 mil~ 
lion pounds and consisted of movements from the North Central (35 mil·· 
lion pounds), Southern (9 million pounds), West South Central (8 million 
pounds) and Western (2 million pounds) regions. These exports flowed 
into the Southern (43 million pounds) and the West South Central (11 
million pounds) regions. 
Quantities of unused production by regions also varied as alterna-
tive resource pricing schemes were assumed. Generally the trend was 
toward decreased quantities of excess production in all regions as 
Model III to V were considered with the exception of the North Central 
region (Figure 30). The North Central region experienced increases in 
unused production from 7 to 579 to 859 million pounds under the assump-
tions of Model III, IV and V, respectively. On the other hand, the 
Western regionvs unused production decreased from 634 million pounds to 
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Figure 30. Quantities of Unused Production by Region, Models III, IV and V 
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296 million pounds in Model IV and to 257 million pounds in Model v. 
Similar decreases were evident in the Southern, West South Central and 
Northeastern regions. 
The number of production areas involved in tne optimum ma:r;-ket 
organization reflected similar results. In Mpdel V, production was 
utilized from 89 of the 92 production reijiQns. But, as pricing differ-
entials were increased to nine cents, the number of production areas in 
the organization declined to 86 and at the 15 cent differential, further 
declines were experienced t9 71. 
The cost components (assembly, processing, distribution and total 
co,sts) associated with J1odels III, IV and V are illustrated in Figure 
31. The most volatile cost component in the organtzations was the 
assewbly costs. As a result of altering trqnsfer costs between models 
and associated shifts in quantities of intermarket movements, ~ssernbly 
costs were 15. l, 5.5 and 3.6 million dollars, for Models III, IV and V, 
respectively. 
The ptocessing and di~tribution sectors of the ~arket organizations 
were not nearly as sensitive to changes in resource pricing as the pro-
duction and assembly activities. Processing costs totaled 54.2, 53.9 
and 54.8 million dollars for Models III, IV, and v. Distribution costs 
totaled 2.6, 2.7, 1.9 million for Models III, IV and V. 
A comparison of total organizational costs also reflected changes 
between models. Total costs were 71.8~ 62.l and 60.3 million dollars 
under the assumptions of Models III, IV and V, respectively. If assem-
bly costs were subtracted from these totals, the remainders, repre-
senting other marketing functions, totaled 56.7, 56.6, and 56.7 million 
dollars for Models III, IV and V, respectively. This reflects the 
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stability in the processing and distribution sectors subject to changes 
in resource pricing levels. Most variations in total organizational 
costs were the result of the sensitivity of assembly functions to 
resource price changes. 
In general, the production and assembly activities were signifi-
cantly influenced by changes in the resource pricing structure. As the 
transfer costs were increased from zero to l~ cents per hundredweight 
per hundred mil.es, several significant developments occurred: (1) as 
the differential increased, the production in many distant markets from 
the base point was displa~ed by production from the surplus producing 
North Central region. (This type of displacement becomes evident when 
the pricing differential exce~ded the transportation costs which gener-
ally occurs around 10 cents per hundredweight per hundred miles); (2) 
as the differential was increase~ resource proc4rement areas became 
increasingly skewed toward the base point; (3) as the differential in-
creased, producers in the North Central region benefited because of 
the location of the base point in the region which allowed large quan-
tity movements from the region especially at higher differentials; and 
(4) as the differential increased, the transportation i~dustry 
benefited because of the increased intermarket mov~ments of raw fluid 
milk a 
One additional comment should be made about the production and 
assembly sectors and the location of future production. The optimum 
market organization of Modet III indicated the displacement of produc-
tion in distant areas by production in the Mid-Western states. A 
policy reflecting a pricing structure as the one experienced tn Model 
!II would lead to the eventual relocation of production from these 
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distant supply areas to a more central location (the incentive would be 
to locate in the North Central region). 
The justification of a pricing structure as those illustrated in 
Models Ill, IV and Vis that variations in production costs exist 
across the United States. Transfer costs can only be effectively used 
up to the cost of transportation costso As a result, a 15 cent differ-
ential is too high because it exceeded the t;ran!:!port cost. On·long 
distance shipments transport costs were approximately 10 cents per 
hundredweight. rhe 9 cent differential was under the transport costs 
and approached the total cost figure when a constant pricing structure 
was usedo The most desirable differential would depend upon the 
actual production costs of the various areas of production. 
Effects of Market Restrictions 
Models I a~ 
The purpose of this section is to examine the variations in the 
spatial organization which occur when assumptions regarding the economic 
environment were pro.monopoly versus pro-oligopoly, It has been argued 
that if regulatory action is taken which prevents the monopolization of 
an industry in a given market, the spatial organization will be 
influenced. More specifically, the location of processing facilities 
may shift as a result of more firms being forced into the organization 
of an industry. Models I and V were constructe<:l such that this type of 
comparison could be made. These models were similar except Model I had 
no restrictions involving size of processing facility while Model V was 
restricted to the establispment of more processing facilities in any 
given market. 
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Models I and V involved the same resourGe pricing structure; there-
fore, the involvement of the production and asseml;>ly activities were 
similar in both models~ Th~ only basic changes in these act~vities were 
the result of shifts in the processing sectors. Since these changes 
influence the processing sectors, most comments will be directed toward 
the processing and distribution functions of these organizations. 
Model I was characterized by an or$~niz~tion in which 64 proces-
sing facilities were establi~hedo !n Model V the number of firms in-
creased by 186 to 250 facilities, The distribution of firms by size 
classification is illustrated in Figure 32. In Model I, the most 
commonly established facility was in the 25-50 million pound range (22 
facilities were established within this rang~). The most common sized 
facility established in Model V was in the 10~25 million pound range 
(91 facilities were established)o Of the total firms established in 
Model V (250)~ 201 of these facilities were less than 25 million pounds. 
Firm capacities averaged 73.l million pounds in Model I compared 
with 18.8 million pounds in Mod~l v. Processing functions were carried 
out at costs of 0.98 cents per po~nd versus 1.17 cents per pound for 
Models I and V, respectively. 
Distribution activities were also influenced by the organization. 
Quantities involved in intermarket transfers totaled 1,152 and 578 mil-
lion pounds for Models I and V, respectively. Transportation costs 
~ssociated with these l"(love~ents declined from 3.8 million dollars in 
Model I to 1.9 million dollars in Model v. Decreases experienced in 
distribution activities ~nd costs of Model V were the result of in-
creased processing in local areas. Firms were restricted in size and 
the necessary economi~s needed to offset transport costs to distant 
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markets were not attained. However, an interesting phenomenon occurs 
in the flow patterns of packaged milk. Xn Model I, 49 markets imported 
packaged milk. In Model V, 69 markets were involved in the importation 
of packaged milk but total intermarket movements were approximately 50 
percent of those in Model I~ This was apparently the influence of the 
structure of the processing industry in ~odel v. Under the assumptions 
of Model V, most mapkets established at least two processing facilities. 
However, the ratio of costs per unit of larger export faciliti~s com-
pared with the per unit costs of~ smaLle~ less efficient plant of 
another market was enough to offset transport costs. Far exatjtple, the 
Dallas facility served one additional distant market in Model I. In 
Model V, Dallas served 10 ~dditional markets from its export facility. 
The ratio of processing costs between the large export facility in 
Dallas versus the alternative potential establishment was enough to 
justify the transport costs. 
Total organization costs were 53.2 milliqn dollars in Model I com-
pared with 60a3 million in Model V (Figure 33). ~rocessing costs varied 
from 46.1 million dollars (87 percent of the total cost) in Model I to 
54.8 million dollars (91 percent of the total cost) in Model V. 
AssenIDly easts were relatively stable and totaled 3.2 and 3.6 million 
dollars in Models I and V, respectively. Distribution costs totaled 
308 million dollars in ~odel I compared with 1.9 million dollars in 
Model v. 
In general~ the type of structure assumed in the processing sector 
did influence the organization of the industry especially in the loca-
tion of processing and the distribution of the final product. As a 
result of more firms being in the solu~ion, several phenomena occurred: 
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(1) the location of'p~()c~ssing did shift and become more localized; 
(2) the organization was characterized by smaller less efficient firms 
and therefore higher processing costs; and (3) more markets were pene-
trated in the restricted model (due to the ratio of per unit processing 
costs between markets) versus the unrestricted model but participation 
in these markets was not as concentrated as in the unrestricted model. 
Models II, III and VI 
The purpose of this section is to compare the influences of vari-
ations in the processing sector upon the optimum market organization. 
Three models (II, III and VI) were formulated to incorporate three 
levels of concentration in the processing sector. The resource pricing 
structure was similar in all three models except in Model III where the 
prices of resources in distant markets tended to deviate from the 
actual pricing pattern. Since the major variation was induced into the 
processing sector, most cormnents will be made regarding that sectoro 
Firms in the optimum organization totaled 59 in Model II, 237 in 
Model III, and 4,595 in Model VI. Average processing capacities were 
73Ql, 19e6, and lel million pounds for Models II, III and VI, 
respectivelye Figure 34 illustrates the average capacities of firms 
established by region and models The organization of Model II was 
unrestricted in the processing sector; Model III was restricted in the 
processing sector to insure the establishment of more firms into the 
organization; and Model VI exhibited the number of firms existing in 
the actual organizatione The largest facilities established were in 
the Northeastern region (average capacity 153 million pounds) followed 
by the North Central, Western, Southern and West South Central regions. 
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The restrictions imposed by Model III lowered the average size of facil-
ity to 19.6 million poundso The Northeastern region still had the 
largest facilities averaging 5008 million pounds. Under the assumptions 
and restrictions of Model III, average firm sizes decreased to 1.1 mil-
lion pounds. Note that the largest firms are located in the West South 
Central, Southern and Western regions. The Northeastern region has the 
lowest processing capacity. This reversal compared with the results of 
the previous models may be the result of marginal processors being 
phased out of the industry or perhaps the lack of potential market 
expansion in the sparse population of these regions where it became 
difficult to establish small local facilities. 
Processing costs reflected the variation in average sizes of firms 
in the modelse Costs of processing increased in Fll regions as models 
became more restrictive. Total processin~ costs were 46.0, 54.2 and 
71.4 million dollars in Models II, HI and VI, respectively (Figure 35)o 
Procespin,g tended to become more localized as the models became 
more restrictive. For example, the North Central region has the com-
parative advantage in generating economies of size in the processing 
sector because of its location relative to production and population. 
In Model II firms located in the North Central region were large 
(average size 112 million pounds) and transshipments of the final prod-
uct to distant markets were economically justified. However, as the 
models became more restrictive, facilities located in the North Central 
region were unable to attain the economies of size as in Model II. In 
Model VI, t.:he average si~e of facility in this region was approximately 
one million pounds. As a resl,l.lt, processing became more loc;alized as 
in the Southern region whe:re increases were experienced from 670 million 
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pounds in Model II to 83.9 million pounds in Model VI. The gains experi-
enced in Southern processing were in many instances at the expense of 
processors in the North Central region. 
Distribution costs decreased in all regions as the models became 
more restrictive. Costs of distribution decreased from 5.5 million 
dollars in Model II, to 2.6 million in Model III to .8 million dollars 
in Model VI. The magnitude of the movements associated with these 
costs were 1,248, 698 and 225 million pounds for Models II, III and 
VI, respectively. 
Assembly costs varied among the models, and in Model III totaled 
15.1 million dollars. The higher costs were the result of the pricing 
structure which tended to have prices which were higher in the more 
distant markets than actually existed in 1963. Assembly costs totaled 
9.1 and 11.6 million dollars in Models II and VI. 
Total organizational costs increased as the models became more 
restrictive because of the establishment of smaller, less efficient 
facilities in the processing sector. Total costs were 60.6 million iri 
Model II, 71.8 in Model III~ and 83.8 in Model VI. 
The comparisons above illustrate variations in the processing sec-
tor which lead to organizational and cost changes. It becomes obvious 
that full advantage of economies of size has not been fully achieved. 
Those models in which processing was unrestricted would give the great-
est cost savings. Yet, the possibility of anti-trust action would make 
this alternative unattractive to processors. If processors could oper-
ate at these capacities free of legal intervention, consumers may be 
discriminated against as the result of the processor equating marginal 
costs and marginal revenues resulting in increased prices to consumers. 
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The type of processing organization illustrated in Model III is desir-
able from both standpoint~. It protects the consumer because the 
number of firms maintains a competitive atmosphere and eases the 
pressures for legal actions against the processors. 
The producer can also be affected by structural changes in the 
processing sectoro For example, if the industry moved from an organi-
zation as illustrate~ by Model VI to one represented by Modei lII, a 
total savings of 17o2 million dollars per month could be realized. The 
question is who will benefit from these savings. As a result of fewer 
firms being established,farmers must transport raw milk greater 
distanceso These costs have been ~bsorbeQ by the farmer in the past. 
Therefore, the farmer should receive some of these savings in the form 
of higher prices~ In addition, the consumer should benefit from these 
savings in the form of; lower retcdl prices. 
FOOTNOTES 
1Bureau of the Census, Location of Manufacturins El Industry, 
S2untrx and Employment ~ ~ ,! (1%3)', pp .. 33-420 
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CHAl?TER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Surmnary 
The fluid milk processing industry is characterized by a con~ 
stantly changing economic environmento The industry has experienced 
decreases in firms processing fluid milk products and in 1963 there 
were approximately one-third the number operating as in 1948. Changes 
have been the result of new innovative ideas in marketing, processing 
and merchandising of flui,d milk. Increased importance of efficiency 
has led to mergers and the consolidation of firms has also led to a 
decrease in firm numberso 
The major objective of the study was the determination of optimum 
market organizations under alternative economic conditions reflecting 
varying degrees of competition in the processing sector and adjusting 
resource pr:i.ces to determine possible changes in the market structure 
which might increase efficiency in the marketing system. 
In the analysis, the United States was divided into 105 demand 
areas which represented some of the more populated areas of the country. 
Sources of resource supplies were made available at 92 production areas. 
Since no data were available for consumption and production for the 
market areas as defined in the analysis, per capita consumption and 
production by area was determined using relevant variables in estimating 
equationso Assembly, processing and distribution costs were determined 
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on the basis of functions developed in previous studies and ad?pted to 
meet the conditions of the models of this study .. 
A transport-separable model was developed and used to determine 
the optimum market organizations of the fluid milk industry under alter-
native assumptionso The model was designed to determine the least cost 
flow of milk from sources of supply to processing facilities and the 
movement of the final product from these facilities to distribution 
outletso Determination of costs associated with the processing func-
tions utilized a nonlinear prograrnm;i.ng technique to account for the non-
linear cost function which reflect eGonomies of size. In addition to 
the deterrnination of least cost flow patterns, the model determined the 
optimum size, number and locations .of processing.. Three basic model 
formulations were utilized in the analysisg (1) models in which the 
processing functions were not restricted under alternative priciqg 
schemes; (2) models in which the processing functions were limited by 
firm size and nurobers under alternative pricing schemes; and (3) a 
model :i.n which the least cost flow pattern was determined while using 
the existing 1963 organization and 1965 resource priceso 
Model I was formulated to determine the least cost market organi-
zation when resource prices paid to farmers were equal in all production 
areas and the processing sector was unrestricted relative to firm size. 
The goal of this model was maximum efficiencyo In the optimum organi-
zation, 76 production areas served 64 processing facilities 4,679 mil-
lion pounds of milk per montho To adequately supply these facilities 
1,138 million pounds were involved in intermarket transfers at costs of 
3o2 million dollarso Processing functions were carried out in facili-
ties averaging 73ol million pounds in capacityo Average costs were 0.98 
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cents per pound and an aggregate processing cost of 46.1 million 
dollars. Distribution costs associated with movements of 1,152 million 
pounds of packaged milk to distribution outlets totaled 308 million 
dollars. Total organizational costs were 53.2 million dollars. 
Model II was similar to Model I except actual 1965 resource prices 
were included. In the optimum organization, production was utilized 
from 6.:i- production areas serving 59 processing facilities. Intermarket 
movements of raw fluid milk totaled 1,819 million pounds and required 
an assembly cost outlay of 9.1 million dollars. Processing functions 
were performed in facilities averaging 79.3 million pounds at costs of 
46 million dollars or 0.98 cents per pound. Intermarket movements of 
final product totaled 1,248 million pounds at costs of 5.5 milHon 
dollarso Total organizational cqsts were 60.6 million dollars. 
The primary differences in the organizations of Models I and II 
was that the incorporation of 1965 resource prices created milkshed con-
figurat:ions which were skewed toward the surplus production areas of 
Minnesota and Wisconsin. '!'he result was the displacement of raw milk 
in the distant markets by production in the surplus producing North 
Central region. Distribution configurations were skewed away from the 
surplus production areas because processors were more competitive in 
directions away from the base point. 
Models III, IV and V were formulated to provide altern~tive organi-
zations to avoid anti-trust and institutional restraints. The models 
also incorporated a base point pricing scheme. 
The organization of Model III involved the oligopoly economic envi-
ronment and a transfer cost in the resource market approaching the level 
currently in use. The least cost solution utilized production from 71 
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production areas to serve 239 processing facilities. A total of 1,939 
million pounds of raw milk were transported to distant markets at costs 
of 15ol million dollars. Processing functions were carried out in 
facilities averaging 19.6 million pounds at a total cost of 54.2 mil-
lion dollars or lp16 cents per pound. Intermarket movements of packaged 
milk totaled 698 million pounds at costs of 2.6 million dollars. Total 
organizational costs were 71.8 million dollars. 
The results of Model III were very similar to Model II. Procure-
ment areas were skewed toward the base point and distribution configu-
rations became skewed away from the base point. The one difference 
occurred in the processing sector where the re-structuring of the pro-
cessing sector caused processing costs to be substantially increased 
(802 million dollars over Model I~) because smaller, less efficient 
firms were forced into the organization. 
Model IV was formulated to determine the optimum organization con-
ditions similar to Model III except a nine cent transfer cost was as-
sumed in the determination of resource pricing. The results of Model 
IV w~r.e analogous to Model III. The skewness, however 9 was not as in-
tense since producers in many of the more distant markets were able to 
compete in the resource market. 
Model V represented the ~ost efficient market organization of the 
restricted models. Resource prices were assumed to be the same in all 
areas of production. In the optimum organization, production was uti-
lized from 89 production areas which served 249 processing faGilities. 
,Assem.bJ.y costs totaled 3.6 million dollars for intermarket movements of 
raw mi.lk totaling 1,189 million pounds. Processing functions were 
perfor:med at total costs of 54.8 million 'dollars. Supplying all markets 
required intermarket movements of processed milk totaling 578 million 
pounds. Costs associated with these movements were 1.9 million dollars. 
Total organizational costs were 60.3 million dollars. 
Production and distribution sectors in Model V were no longer char-
acterized by the type of skewness which was evident under the pricing 
structures of Models III and IV. Total organizational costs were 7 mil-
lion dollars more than the maximum efficiency organization of Model I. 
These additional costs would be the increased cost of maintaining a 
competitive industrial economy. 
Model VI was formulated to determine the minimum cost flow under 
the existing market structure and the 1965 resource pricing structure. 
In the optimum solution production was utilized from 69 production areas 
serving 4,595 processing facilitieso Intermarket movements of raw fluid 
milk consisted of 1,907 million pounds being transported at costs 
totaling 1106 million dollarss Processing costs totaled 71.4 million 
dollarse Only 225 million pounds of the final product were transported 
to distant markets at costs of 755,000 dollars. Total organizational 
costs were 83.8 million dollars. 
The least cost organization of the industry as it existed in 1963 
(Model VI) represented the organization with the largest total cost. 
Milkshed configuratiansweresimilar to those of Models II and III in 
which the configurations of the West, West South Central and Southern 
regions were skewed toward the surplus North Central region. In the 
processing sector, variations in per unit costs processing costs were 
very small between markets resulting in the localization of processing 
and no evident skewness in the distribution sector. 
Conclusions 
Implications 
The hypothetical market organizations in the analysis of this 
study were sensitive to change. Results of the analysis indicated that 
considerable saving could be made by altering the existing market 
organization. The extent and magnitude of these savings would depend 
upon the model and underlying assumptions. Assuming the same resource 
pricing structure, 23.1 million dollars could be saved in the total 
organization and greater saving totaling 24o3 million dollars would 
result in the processing sector if maximum efficiency were the goal of 
an economyo 
If institutional and legal restrictions were placed on the organi-
zation to guarantee some level of competition, increased costs were 
experienced as compared with the maximum efficiency models. Yet, 
savings could still be realized over the existing organization totaling 
2lo7 million dollars (assuming a similar resource pricing structure). 
Firm numbers declined by more than 4300 firms. Further organizational 
savings were realized as the resource pricing structure became the same 
in all areas of production. 
Various assumptions were made regarding the resource pricing 
structuree The analysis revealed that policy makers should be very 
cautious about the direction of change if adjustments are required in 
base point pricing patterns. At a 15 cent tr~nsfer cost, considerable 
transfer of resources was experiencedo The results indicated potential 
shifts or relocation of production if these prices would persist with 
no institutional or legal controls on the flow. 
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At the nine cent differential, utilization of production was more 
localized and approached the most efficient organization in which no 
differentials persisted. The justification for base point pricing 
differentials is the persistent spread of production ·costs between areas. 
If these costs persist, base point pricing schemes may be justified. 
The variations in the pricing structure should, however, be reflections 
of actual cost variations~ It should be noted that these cost varia-
tions may be a function of past pricing strategies which have inflated 
actual costs because marginal producers have been able to remain in 
production because of these strategies. 
The hypothetical market organization illustrated potential cost 
savings as firm numbers decreaseds Throughout the analysis, the tradi-
tional assumption has been made that producers pay the transfer costs 
from the farm to the central processing facility. If firm numbers 
should decrease some of the costs saved in performing the market func-
tions should be passed on to the farmers because the distances he has 
to ship his milk has expanded. 
The consumer is in a similar position as firm numbers decrease. 
The processing industry changes from a situation of monopolistic compe-
tition to one of oligopoly or monopolyo The lack of compeititon could 
result in higher prices being paid by consumers. Consideration should 
be given to the consumers position and the ability of the organization 
to pass economic effeciencies on to the consumer in the form of reduced 
retail prices. 
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Limitations 
Several limitations of the analysis and model construction merit 
discussion. One of the main limitations of the study was the inability 
to incorporate all marketing functions into the analysis. The models 
determined the least costs associated with the movement of raw milk 
from predetermined assen)bly point~ to processing facilities where the 
milk was processed and shipped as the final product to predetermined 
distribution outlets. No attempt was made to incorporate costs asso-
ciated with the assembly of milk at the fa:i;-m level nor incorporate 
costs associated with any dist:i;-ibution activities beyond the single dis-
tribution o~tlet. These functions accounted for approximately 30 per-
cent of the total marketing bill. For example, in December, 1969 the 
esti~ated retail price per half gallon was 56.0 cents for the nation. 
Class I prices paid to producers was 30 cents per half gallon. The 
remaining 26 cents can be assumed to be costs associated with the var~ 
ious marketing services and profi~ margins. The existing market organi-
zation under optimum conditions required approximately 7.7 cents per 
half gallon or 30 percent of the present levels. 
Other limiting factors in the analysis were: (1) the estimation 
of fluid-eligible milk based on total production and adjusted using 
Class I, II and average prices, (2) 1965 processing costs were esti-
mated using a function based on 1961 input costs under the assumptions 
that new technologies offset increased input prices, (3) the proces-
sing cost function was extended to include volumes beyond the support-
ing data used in the regression for the determination of the cost 
function, (4) the analysis was a partial eqµilibrium analysis with no 
consideration given to other production alternatives, (5) the magnitude 
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of the st~dy was costly in ~erms of computer time and inflexible in the 
utilization of more alternatives, and (6) variations in retail price 
levels between markets were not considered whicp could alter the 
distribution patterns of the organizations in the analysis of this 
study. 
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APPENDIX I 
CODES SPECI1!".tED F.'OR ASSEMBLY AND DT.Sl'R.IBUTION 
POIN'l'S FOR ALI., MODU,S 
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Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
TABI,E XX 
CODES USED IN IDENTIFYING DEMAND (DISTRIBUTION POINTS) 
AND SUPPLY (ASSEMBLY POINTS) AREAS 
Demand· 
Distribution Points SAd Location SuEElX: 
of Processing Code Points of ~semblX 
Seattle, Washington 1 Seattle. Washingt~n. 
Spokane, Washington 2 Spokane, Washington 
Portland, Oregon 3 Portland, Oregon 
Eureka, California 4 Eureka, California 
188 
San Francisco, California 5 San Francisco, Califotnia. 
Los Angeles, California 6 Los Angeles, California 
Alturas, California 7 Burns, Oregon 
Boise, Idaho 8 Boise, Idaho 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 9 Laramie, Wyoming 
Helena, Montana 10 Helena, Montana 
Billings, Montana 11 Billings, Montana 
Rock Springs, Wyoming 12 Rock Springs, Wyoming 
Casper, Wyoming 13 Las Vegas, Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 14 Reno, Nevada 
Salt Lake City, Utalt 15 Salt Lake City, Utah 
CecJar City, Utah 16 Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Flagstaff, Arizona 17 Flagstaff, Arizona 
Phoenix, Arizona 18 Phoenix, Arizona 
Grand Junction, Colorado 19 Grand Junction, Colorado 
Denver, Colorado 20 Denver, Colorado 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 21 Fort Stockton, Texas 
Amarillo, Texas 22 Amarillo, Texa1;5 
. Lubbock, Texas 23 Lubbock, Texas 
Odessa, Texas 24 San Angelo, Texas 
El Paso, Texas 25 El Paso, Texas 
Wichita Falls, Texas 26 Wichita Falls, Texas 
Dallas, Texas 27 ·Dallas, Texas 
Rous ton, Texas 28 Rous ton, Texas 
San Antonio, Texas 29 San Antonio, Texas 
Corpus Christi, Texas 30 Corpus Christi, Texas 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 31 Tulsa, Oklahom~ 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 32 West Memphis, Arkansas 
Little Rock, Arkansas 33 Little Rock, Arkan~as 
Shreveport, Louisiana 34 Shreveport, Louisiana 
New Orleans, Louisiana 3~ New Orleans, Louisiana 
Paducah, Kentucky 36 Memphis, Tennessee 
Louisville, Kentucky 37 Nashville, Tennessee 
Memphis, Tennessee 38 Knoxville, Tennessee 
Nashville, Tennessee 39 Jackson, Mississippi 
Knoxville, Tennessee 40 Birmingham, Alabama 
Jackson, Mississippi 41 Mobile, Alabama 
Birmingham, Alabama 42 Clarksburg, W. Virginia 
Mobile, Alabama 43 Charleston, W. Virginia 
(continued) 
''-':\ 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
Demand 
Distribution Points and Location Supply 
~ of Processing Code Points of ,Assemhlf 
44 Clarksburg, W. Virginia 44 Washington, D.C. 
45 Charleston, W. Virginia 45 Bristol, Virginia 
46 Baltimore, Maryland 46 Norfolk, Virginia 
47 Danville, Virginia 47 Raleigh, North Carolina 
48 Richmond, Virginia 48 Charlotte, North Carolina 
49 Charlottesville, Virginia 49 Atlanta, Georgia 
50 Norfolk, Virginia 50 Albany, Georgia 
.51 Raleigh, North Carolina 51 Columbia, South Carolina 
52 Atlanta, Georgia 52 Charleston, South Carolina 
53 Albany, Georgia 53 Jacksonville, Florida 
54 Columbia, South Carolina 54 Tampa, Florida 
55 Charleston, South Carolina 55 Miami, Florida 
56 Jacksonville, Florida 56 Dickinson, North Dakota 
57 Tampa, Florida 57 Pierre, South Dakota 
58 Miami, Florida 58 Rapid City, South Dakota 
59 Dickinson, North Dakota 59 Duluth, Minnesota 
60 Grand Forks, North Dakota 60 Moorehead, Minnesota 
61 Jamestown, North Dakota 61 Minneapolis, Minnesota 
62 Pierre, South Dal,tota 62 Mason City, Iowa 
63 Rapid City, South Dakota 63 Sioux City, Iowa 
64 Duluth, Minnesota 64 Des Moines, Iowa 
65 Moorehead, Minnesota 65 Davenport, Iowa 
66 Minneapolis, Minnesota 66 Grand Island, Nebraska 
67 SiO\lX City, Iowa 67 Dodge City, Kansas 
68 Des Moines, Iowa 68 Wichita, Kansas. 
69 Cedar Rapi4s, lowa 69 Kansas City, Kansas· 
70 Grand Island, Nebraska 70 Springfield, Missouri 
71 Omaha, Nebraska 71 St, Louis, Missouri 
72 Dodge City, Kansas 72. Decatur, Illinois 
73 Wichita, Kansas 73 Chicago, Illinois 
74 Kansas City, Kansas 74 Wausau, Wiscon~in 
75 Springfield, Missouri 7S Marquette, Michigan 
76 Columbia, Missouri 76 Detroit, Michigan 
77 St. Louis, Missouri 77 Cleveland, Ohio 
78 Centrailia, Illinois 78 Columbus, Ohio 
79 Peoria, Illinois 79 Cincinnati, Ohio 
80 Chicago, Illinois 80 South Bend, Indiana 
81 Madison, Wisconsin 81 Indianapolis, Indiana 
82 Green Bay, Wisconsin 82 Evansville, ~ndiana 
83 Eau Claire, Wisconsin 83 Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
84 Marquette, Michigan 84 Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
85 Bay City, Michigan 85 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
86 Grand Rapids, Michigan 86 Rochester, New York 
87 Detroit, Michigan 87 Utica, New York 
88 Toledo, Ohio 88 New York, New York 
89 Cleveland, Ohio 89 Hartford, Connecticut 
90 Cincinnati, Phio 90 Boston, Massachusetts 
91 Columbus, Ohio 91 Concord, New Hampshire 
92 Indianapolis, Indiana 92 
1 
Bangor, Maine 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
Demand 
Distribution Points and Location Supply 
Code of Processing Code Points of Assembly 
93 Evansville, Indi~a 
94 Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
95 Williamsport, Iennsylvanj,a 
96 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
97 New York, New York 
98 Albany, New York 
99 Rochester, New York 
100 Utica, New York 
101 Hartford, Connecticut 
102 Boston, Massachusetts 
103 Burlington, Ve1111on~ 
104 Portland, Maine 
105 Bangor, Maine 
APPENDIX II 
PR.OIHIC:'.1.'ION 9 ASSKMBL,Y, PROCESSING AND DISTR!BUT:J;:ON ACTIVITIES 
IN THt: OPTIMUM MARRF,T ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED 
STA.TES FLUID MILK INDUSTRY, MODELS I AND II 
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Supply 
Area 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
1'7 
18 
18 
18 
1.'ABLE XXI 
PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL MARKETS IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES FLUID MILK INDUSTRY, MODELS I AND II 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Location of Quantity Unused Lo-cation of Quantity 
Processing Transferred Production Proce-ssing Transfa1:·red 
1 --49, 761,200 80,097,820 1 49, 761,2DO 
2 23,157,220 1,015,030 2 23,157,220 
3 41,073,450 27, 620 3 41,073,450 
4 22,795,720 66, 265, 9.7 0 4 22,795,720 
5 175, 187, 920 50,945, 740 -5 166,805,00G 
6 56,647,250 6 45,262,160 
6 20-6,951,840 0 6 206,951,840 
N.p.1, 0 12,541,880 N.P. 0 
a 6,493.,370 18,079,59-0 8 21, 699-,600 
N.P. 0 1,821,030 N.P. D 
10 -3,517, 180 0 N.P. 0 
10 6,640,070 N.P. 0 
u 6, 1-64,000 228,440 
N.P. 0 2,439,970 N.P. 0 
6 7,416,360 () 6 7,416,360 
N.P. 0 6,386,540 N.P. 0 
15 38,961,040 2,867,660 6 12,612,03-0 
15 29,216,600 
25 2,406,500 25 2, 406, 500 
21 15,937,620 0 21 15,937,6ZO 
N.P. 0 155,380 0 155,.380 
6 1~382,330 18 37,922,920 
18 37, 922, 930 
25 852,290 
Unused 
Production 
80,097,820 
1,013,030 
27,620 
66,265,970 
70, 713, 760 
0 
12,541,880 
2,874,360 
·1,821-,030 
3,517,180 
13,032,510 
2,439,970 
0 
6,386,540 
0 
0 
0 
2,23l~,62-0 
!--' 
"' N 
TABLE XX! {CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
. ..-:=r,o------..---,..---= 
LocatioH ~f Supply Location of Qua~1tity Unused Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production 
19 19 5,461,170 3,360,020 19 5,461,170 -3,360,020 
20 20 53,065,-040 5,682,560 20 20,494,090 38-,253,510 
21 25 978,760 -0 25 978,760 0 
22 22 9, 616, 2DO 0 N.P-• 0 19,158,860 
22 23 4, 749,220 
23 23 7,900,610 0 23 7,90D,610 0 
24 23 l,489,.390 4,604,970 N.P. 0 17,523,100 
24 24 10,294.,450 
25 25 9,83-6, 350 0 25 9,836,350 0 
26 N.P. 0 19,158,860 N.P. 0 19,158,860 
27 27 7£, 435 ,--810 421..,380 27 93 ,-917, 500 0 
27 28 15,060,310 
28 28 41,34.6,490 0 28 41,346,49-0 0 
29 29 34,905,720 0 29 34,9D5, 720 0 
38 30 17,850,080 0 --N.P. 0 17,850,080 
31 31 55,594,270 0 31 55,594,270 -0 
32 38 6,301,060 0 38 6,301,060 0 
33 33 19,450,0DO -0 33 19,450,000 0 
34 33 377, 920 N.P. 0 28,802,620 
34 34 26,615,800 0 
34 35 1,808,910 
3.S 35 49,984,080 0 N.P. 0 49, 984.., 080 
36 38 2-0,909, 790 0 38 20,909,790 0 
37 38 8,209,220 39 19, 174, 320 -0 
37 39 38,707,070 0 53 18,498,640 
37 52 5,080,420 57 6,183-,84-0 
37 42 1,860,090 I-
" (,,: 
TABLE XXI (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Supply Loca·;:ion of Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production 
38 40 25,509,670 0 40 2-5,509,670 0 
39 35 1,292,440 35 1,292,440 
39 41 55,871,570 0 41 55,871,570 0 
40 42 41,802,580 0 N.P. 0 41,802,580 
41 53 12,171,230 N.P_. 0 21,]21, 91-0 
41 57 3,467,80-0 
41 35 5,682,870 
42 N.P. 0 19,335,230 46 19,335,230 0 
43 45 33,072,000 11, 716,290 45 44,788,290 0 
44 so 30,363,710 -0 so 44,582,090 0 
44 46 128,654,660 46 113, 177, 140 
45 4{) 17, 196-,300 25,483,550 N.P. () 43,546,91.0 
45 51 867,120 
46 so 14~ 218, 38-0 0 N.P. 0 14,218,380 
47 51 29,942,510 0 N.P. 0 29,942,510 
48 54 6, 566, 860 0 N.P. 0 72, 153,050 
48 55 4,483,250 
48 57 1,310,190 
48 51 59, 792, 740 
49 52 44-,220,060 0 N.P. 0 44,220,060 
so )3 19,707,870 0 N.P. 0 19, 707., 870 
.H 54 22., 181,090 0 N.Pa 0 22,181,090 
52 55 15,244, 750 0 N.P. 0 15, 244, i 50 
53 56 39, 146, 4ll-O 0 N .. P. 0 41,057,020 
53 57 1,-405,840 
---
53 58 504, 740 
54 57 25,461,350 0 57 25,461,350 0 ...... 
'° ~
TABLE XXI {GONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Supply Location oi Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transferred P.roduction Processing Transferred Production 
55 58 39,661,400 0 58 39 ,-661, 400 0 
56 59 6,048~000 18,331,590 11 24,379,590 0 
57 N.P. 0 18,375,770 20 2,897,870 
57 62 15,477,900 0 
58 63 1,637,250 0 N.P. 0 1,637,250 
59 N.P. 0 12,684,650 66 4,044,560 0 
59 84 727,550 
59 90 7,912,540 
60 N.P. 0 50,568,620 65 50,568_,620 0 
61 66 163,386,830 49,860,190 66 213,247,02-0 0 
62 N.P. 0 70,826, 770 79 12,012,580 0 
62 77 19,732,240 
62 74 4,422,050 
62 69 32,272,030 
62 33 2,387,87-0 
o3 71 31,899,400 6,039,430 28 6,039.430 0 
63 71 31,899,400 
64 68 16,389,84-0 0 77 7, 544.,800 0 
64 38 8,845,040 
65 N.P. 0 42,974,330 79 31,063,940 0 
65 42 11, 910, 380 
66 N.-P. --0 71,J:85,950 20 19,315,640 
66 22 9, 616,2-00 
66 23 15,400,270 
66 29 14,554,990 
66 70 12,498,850 0 
67 72 6,812,050 1,985,070 23 1, 132, 790 0 t-\C 
\J 
TABLE XXI (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Supply Location of Quaat:U:.y Unused Location of Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transfer:red Production Processing Transferred Production 
67 25 852,290 
67 72 6,812,050 
68 73 23,998,820 22,000,290 29 2,184,550 0 
68 28 9-, 020, 880 
68 73 34,793,670 
69 74 79,8{,5,170 1,llS,700 7-4 80,980,860 0 
70 75 18,030,600 40,.013,390 33 574, 120 0 
70 35 57,475,870 
71 77 64,314,490 0 77 64,314,490 0 
72 77 687,630 31, 518 ,540 53 13,380,460 0 
72 56 18, 825, 720 
73 80 498,075,200 0 -80 498,075,200 0 
74 N.P. 0 169,849,360 80 139,204,100 0 
74 79 1,578,260 
74 90 11,870, 710 
74 40 17,196,300 
75 84 8,176,990 13, 726,480 84 21,903,470 0 
76 87 287,209,420 10,928,970 89 84,208,000 0 
76 96 59,575,460 
76 99 154,354,920 
77 89 173,{,42,610 0 89 173,642,610 0 
]8 90 21,016,{,40 7-6,860,950 9l 97,677,590 0 
19 90 54, 081, 790 0 90 54,081,790 -0 
so N.P. -0 91,016,940 90 1, 233 ,380 0 
80 91 81,516,520 
80 96 8,2-67,030 
81 37 38,765,592 24,453,410 SS 63,219,320 0 t-' 
'° (j\ 
TABLE XXI (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
-Supply Location of Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production 
82 93 21,590,930 64,908,100 52 49,300,480 
82 38 635,830 56 5,577,350 0 
82 58 504, 740 
82 42 31,752,290 
83 94 187,319,000 3,938,810 96 4,626,890 21,949,530 
83 97 164,681,390 
84 95 286 9 472 9 560 12,444,600 N.D. 0 298,917,160 
85 97 92,585,060 0 96 92,585,060 0 
86 99 192,329,960 256,386,450 N.P. 0 448,716,400 
87 N.P. 0 290,550,430 102 134,296, 140 0 
87 101 13, 770, 710 
87 97 125,698,140 
87 103 16,785,440 
88 97 168,511,430 0 97 1-68 9 5ll, 430 0 
89 102 10,475,410 0 101 58,906,360 0 
89 97 48,430,950 
90 102 62,381,180 0 102 62,381,180 0 
91 102 196,497,810 0 N.P. 0 196,497 ,810 
92 105 7,325,760 45,042,620 105 7,325,760 45, 042 ., 620 
·;"( 
N.P. = No Processing 
Demand 
Area 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
TABLE XXII 
PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL MARKETS IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET 
ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES FLUID MILK INDUSTRY, MODELS I AND II 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Processing Size of - Processing Size of 
Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant 
1 49,761,200 49,761,200 552,450 1 49,761,200 49,761,200 
2 23,157,220 23.,157,220 287,850 2 23,157,220 23,157,220 
3 41,073,450 41,073,450 465,490 3 41,073,450 41,-073,450 
4 22,795,720 22,795,720 279,580 4 22, 79-S, 720 22,795,720 
5 166,805,000 175,187,200 1,683_,230 5 166,805,000 166,805,000 
6 272,397_,780 272,297, 780 2,486,230 6 272,397,780 272,397,780 
5 4_,502,50-0 8 4,502,500 
8 6,494,370 6,494,370 91,240 8 6,494,370 21,699,600 
15 7,297,900 8 6,822,310 
11 475,490 
10 10,157,250 10,157,250 135,450 11 10,157,250 
11 6,164,000 6,164,000 87,090 11 6,164,000 24,379,590 
15 2,446,480 15 2,446,480 
20 5,136_,260 11 5,1%,260 
5 3,880,420 15 3,880,420 
15 22,81'.~6, 660 38,961,040 445,240 15 22,846,660 29,217 
15 6,370,000 15 6,.370l)OOO 
18 4,530,000 18 4,538,000 
18 33,392,920 37,922,930 435,210 18 33,392,920 37,923 
19 5,461, 170 5,461,17-0 72,290 18 5,461, 170 5_,-461 
20 42,707,600 53,065,-040 585,480 20 42,707,600 42,708 
21 15,937,620 15,937,620 201,790 21 15,937,620 15,937,620 
22 9,616,200 9,616,2-00 128,960 22 9,616,200 9,616,200 
23 14,139,220 14,139,220 181,49-0 23 14,139,220 24, 433, 670 
Cost 
552, Li-50 
287,850 
465,490 
279,580 
1,610,880 
2,486,230 
240,720 
345,230 
435,210 
78,290 
482,540 
201,790 
128,960 
294,650 t-' 
'° 00 
TABLE XXII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
.. Size. of ~ . Dema11.d Processing Processing Size of 
Area Cent-er Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant: Cost 
24 24 10,294,450 . 10, 294, lj,50 137,060 23 10,294,450 
25 25 14,073,900 14,073,900 180, 740 25 14,073,900 14,073,900 180, 740 
26 27 13,378,930 31 2,584,080 
26 73 lD,794,860 
27 27 ii5;056,870 78,436 827,430 27 65,056,870 93,917 ,500 970,500 
28 28 56,406,800 56,406,800 617,170 28 56,406,800 56,406,800 617,170 
29 29 32, 152, 120 34, 905, 720 403,950 29 32,152,120 51,645,270 571, 630 
30 30 18,984,370 18,984,370 235,370 27 2,244,830 
30 29 2,753,600 29 19,493,150 
31 31 24,901,890 55,594,270 610, 910 ., 1 .J .. 24,901,890 55,594,270 610,910 
32 31 28,108,300 31 28,108,300 
33 31 2,584,080 33 22,411,990 22, 411, 990 272,700 
33 33 19,827;920 19,827,920 244,650 
34 34 26,615,800 26,615,800 317, 160 27 26,615,800 
35 35 58,768,310 58,768,310 639, 960 35 58,768,310 58,768,310 639,960 
36 39 9,532,750 77 9,532,750 
37 37 38,765,920 38,765,920 442,870 80 38,765,920 
38 38 36,055,890 36,055,890 415,370 38 36,055,890 36,055,890 415,370 
39 39 29,174,320 38,707 ,070 442,780 39 29,174,320 29,174,320 344,370 
40 40 42,705,970 42,705,970 482,530 40 42,705,970 42,705,970 4829530 
41 41 27,786,64CJ 55,871,570 523,170 41 27~786,640 55,-871,570 
42 42 43,662,670 43,662,67.I) 492, 050 42 43, 662 ,-670 -43,662,670 492,-05-0 
43 41 28 ,084., 920 41 28,P84,920 
44 94 20,743,130 91 20, 7-43, 130 
45 45 33,072-,000 33,072,000 384,850 45 33,072,000 44,788,290 503,770 
46 46 119,934,360 128,654,660 1,287,170 46 119,934,360 132,512,380 1,322,300 
47 51 58,676,350 91 58,676,350 I-' 
'° •,O 
TABLE XXII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost 
48 94 12, 578, 020 46 12,578,020 
49 94 32,446,920 91 32,446,920 
50 50 44,582,090 44,582,090 501,350 50 44,582,090 44,582,090 501,350 
51 51 31,926,010 90,602,370 90_6, 450 91 20,209,730 
51 45 11, 716,290 
52 52 49,300,480 49, 300, 4-SO 547 ,880 52 49,300,480 49,300,480 547 ,880 
53 53 31,879, 100 31,879,100 372,420 53 31,879,100 31,8T9,100 372,-420 
54 54 28,747 ,95-0 2-B , 7 4 7 , 9 5 0 339,950 55 28,747,950 
55 55 19, 728,000 19,728,000 243,620 55 19,728,000 63,219,320 643,830 
56 56 39,146,440 39,146,440 446,650 56 24,403,060 24,403,060 294,130 
56 55 14, 743,370 
57 57 31,645,190 31,645,190 370,140 57 31,645,190 31,645,190 370,140 
58 58 40,166,140 40,166,140 457 ,070 58 40,166,140 40,166,140 457, 070 
59 59 6,048,000 6,048,000 85,640 65 6,048,000 
60 6-6 8,731,750 65 8,731,750 
61 66 8,443,540 
---
65 8,443,540 
62 6-0 8,619,470 62 8,619,470 15,477 ,900 196,810 
63 63 1,637,250 1,637,250 26 11 85D 62 6,858,430 
63 20 5,221,110 
64 66 12,211,320 65 12,211,320 
65 66 10,088,850 65 10,088,850 50,568,620 498,840 
66 60 74,092,500 163,386,830 1,573,900 66 74, 092, 500 217,291,580 1,999,280 
-07 -6{; 2-0,491, 116 65 5, 045, 1-6-0 
-67 66 15,445,950 
68 68 16,389,840 16,389,840 207,050 66 20,506,470 
68 66 4,116,630 
69 80 32,272,030 69 32,272,030 32,272,030 376,510 N 
0 
0 
TABLE XXII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
----Demand Pr0cessing Size of Processing Size of 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost 
70 74 12,498,850 70 12,498,400 12,498,400 162,720 
71 71 31,899,400 31,899,400 372,630 71 31,899,400 31,899,400 372, 630 
72 72 6,812,050 6,812,050 95,030 72 6,812,050 6,812,()50 95,030 
73 73 23,998,820 23,998,820 28-9,640 73 23,998,820 34,793,670 403,040 
74 74 55,172,550 79,865, 170 840,980 74 55,172,550 85, 402, 910 892,430 
75 75 18,036,600 18,036,600 225,060 74 18, 036, 6DO 
16 74 12,193,760 74 12,193:,760 
77 77 65,002, 120 65,002,120 699,690 77 65,002,120 91,591,530 949 ,-000 
78 80 17,056,650 77 17, 056, 650 
79 80 44, 654, 770 79 44-3 654, 77fJ 44,654,770 502,080 
80 80 23T,478,800 498, 07 5~ 200 4,141,120 80 237,478,800 637,279,300 5,255,010 
81 80 71,892,790 66 71,892,790 
82 80 18,7fl2,220 66 18, 762,220 
83 66 16,591,650 6-6 16,591,650 
Bl~ 84 8,176,990 8,176,990 111,790 84 B, 176,990 22,631,022 257,530 
85 87 14,454,030 84 14,454,030 
86 87 40,251,540 80 50, 12-9, 320 
86 80 9,877, 780 
87 87 164,9229800 287,209,420 2, 608 9 Sll} 80 164,922,800 
88 ~., t) ;' 58, 311, 370 80 589311,370 
89 ><n v":I 135, 59i~, 310 17 3, 6L;,3 3..,671,210 89 135,594,310 278,850,610 21372,160 
90 90 75,098,430 75,098,430 805,120 90 75,098,430 75,098,430 805,120 
91 87 9,269,68-0 91 47,317,980 179, 394, 100 1, 656, 110 
91 89 38,048,300 
92 80 66,080,160 80 66,080,016 
93 93 21,590,930 21,590,930 263,830 80 21,590,930 
94 94 101,066,700 187,319,000 1,787,080 89 101,066,700 N 
c 
~ I-
TABLE XXII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL I MODEL II 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost 
95 99 21,189,600 89 21,189,600 
96 46 8,720,300 96 166,313,590 166,314,590 1,606,640 
96 97 137, 109, 050 
96 94 20,484,230 
97 97 458,890,950 596,000,000 4,908,920 97 458,890,950 458,890,950 3,874,630 
98 99 33,431,620 99 33,431,620 
99 99 79,626,300 192,329,960 1,809,480 99 79,626,300 154,354,920 1,506,350 
100 99 41,297,000 99 41,297,000 
101 102 72,677 ,070 102 72,677,070 72, 677, 070 771,870 
102 102 179, 457, 820 269,354,400 2,466,330 102 179,457 ,820 196,677,330 1,866,250 
103 99 16,785,440 103 16,785,440 16,785,440 210,990 
104 102 17,219,510 102 17,219,510 
105 105 7,325,760 7 ,325, 760 101,530 105 7 ,325, 760 7,325,760 101,530 
APPENDIX III 
PRODUCTION, ASSEMBLY, PROCESSING AND DIS'.I,'RLBUTION 
ACTIVITIES IN THE OPTIMUM M,ARKET ORGANIZATIONS 
OF THE UNITED STATES FLUID MILK l:Nl)USTRY, 
MODELS III, IV, V AND VI 
203 
MODEL III 
Supply Locati<>n of Quantity 
Area Processing Transferred 
1 1 49, 761,-200 
2 2 5, 776, llO 
3 3 41,073,450 
3 4 27,620 
4 N.P. 0 
5 5 87,036,300 
5 
6 N.P. 0 
7 N.P. u 
8 N.P. 0 
9 5 1,821,030 
10 10 J,517, 180 
11 6 13~032,510 
11 
11 
12 5 2,439, 970 
12 
13 6 7,416,360 
14 N.P. 0 
14 
15 15 35,000,000 
15 6 1,010,930 
15 5 5,817, 760 
16 6 3,509,970 
16 21 14,834,150 
17 6 155,380 
18 6 6, 764,620 
18 18 33,392,920 
19 6 3,821,190 
19 19 5,000,000 
20 b 49,251,350 
20 20 9,496,250 
21 H,P, 0 
TABLE XXI!l 
PRODUCTION AND ASSEMBLY ACTIVITIES FOR INDIVIDUAL MARKETS IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATION 
OF THE UNITED STATES FLUID MlLK INDUSTRY, MODELS III, IV, V, AND VI 
MODEL IV MODEL V 
Unused Location of Quantity Unused Loca-tion of Quantity Unused Location of 
Production Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production Processing 
80,097 ,820 1 49, 761,200 80,097,820 l 49,761,200 80,097,820 1 
2 23,157,220 1,-015,030 2 23,314,480 857, 770 2 
3 41,101,070 0 3 41,073,450 27,620 3 
89,061,680 4 22,795,720 66,2£>5,970 4 22,795,720 -66,265,970 4 
5 166,805,000 115, 97 5, 920 5 17-0, 187, 920 55,945,740 5 
6 56,647,250 6 
206,951,840 6 206,951.,840 0 6 206,951,840 0 6 
12,541,880 N.P. 0 12,541,880 N.P. 0 12,541,880 7 
24,573,950 8 6,494,370 18,-079,590 8 6,494,370 18,079,590 8 
6 J.,821,030 0 13 1,821,030 0 N.P----. 
10 3,517,180 0 10 3,517, 180 0 N.P. 
6 3,207 ,-"290 10 6,482,820 N.P. 
11 6,000,000 0 11 ii,164,000 385,700 
9 3,825,220 
12 2,439,970 -0 12 2,000,000 0 12 
13 439,970 
6 7,416,360 0 6 7,416,360 0 6 
6,386,540 14 3,880,-420 2,506,120 14 2,000,000 1,386,540 N;P. 
7 3,000,000 
15 33,995,950 0 15 35,000,000 4,867,-660 15 
6 7,832,740 9 1,961,040 6 
16 
21 18,344,120 0 21 l.S,937 ,620 0 21 
25 2,406,500 25 
6 155,380 0 N.P. 0 155,380 6 
6 6,764,620 6 1,382,330 18 
18 33,392,920 0 18 38,775,210 0 
6 3,821,190 19 5,461, 170 3,360,020 19 
19 5,000,000 0 
6 15,578,830 13 739,000 20 
20 43, 168, 770 0 20 44,834,860 13,164,740 
978,760 !I.P, 0 978,760 25 -978, 760 0 25 
MODEL VI 
Quantity 
Transferred 
49, 761,200 
23,157,220 
41,073,450 
22,795,720 
143,231,380 
42,638,470 
206,951,840 
4,502,500 
6,-494,370 
0 
0 
0 
2,-439,970 
7,416,360 
0 
27,415,990 
12,605,520 
l,807, 180 
15,937,620 
2,406,500 
155,380 
37,922,930 
5,461,170 
8,836,970 
978,760 
Unused 
Production 
80,097 ,820 
80,097,820 
27,620 
66,265,970 
%,911,060 
0 
8,039,380 
18,019,590 
1,821,030 
3,5!.7,180 
13,032,510 
0 
0 
6,386,540 
0 
0 
0 
2,234,620 
3,360,020 
49,910,6~0 
0 
N 
c 
+:" 
TABLE XXIII (CONTINUED) 
MCl>EL Ill MODEL IV 
Supply Location of Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused Location of 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production Processing 
22 6 4, 7-49,220 22 9,616,200 0 22 
22 22 9.616,200 23 4,749,220 23 
23 23 7,900,610 23 7,900,610 0 23 
24 N,P, 0 17,523,100 N.P. 0 17,523,100 23 
24 24 
24 28 
25 25 9,836.,350 25 9,836,350 0 25 
26 NJ'. 0 19, 158,860 N.P. a 19,158,860 26 
27 27 93,917,500 27 93,917,500 0 27 
27 28 
28 28 41,346,490 28 41,346,490 0 28 
29 29 29,000,-000 29 29,000,000 0 29 
29 30 5,905,720 30 5,905,720 28 
29 30 
30 Ne-Po 0 17 ,8.50, 080 30 14,-094,280 3,755,810 30 
31 6 7 ,494,880 28 8,789,460 31 
31 23 5,099,390 31 37,000.,000 9,864,810 
31 24 6,-000,000 
31 31 37 ,000,000 
32 38 6,301,060 38 6,301,060 0 38 
33 30 1,450,000 33 18,000,000 l,4SO,OOO 38 
33 33 18,000,000 33 
34 34 26,615,800 28 2,i164, 050 28 
34 34 25,938,570 0 34 
35 35 49 ,'J114, 080 35 49,984,080 0 35 
36 38 20,909,790 38 20,909,790 0 38 
37 39 29,174,320 39 29, 174,320 24,682,480 39 
37 52 
37 42 
38 40 25,509,670 40 25,509,670 0 40 
39 41 27,786,640 35 8,784,220 38 
39 41 27,786,640 13,830,130 53 
39 43 6,763,010 35 
39 41 
39 43 
40 42 41,802,.580 42 41,802,S80 0 42 
MODEL V 
Quantity Unused Location of 
TransfeTred Production Processing 
9~616,200 0 N.P. 
4, 749,220 
7,900,610 0 23 
350, 170 10,392,120 N.Po 
6,000,000 
780,1110 
9,836,350 0 25 
1,000,000 12,158,860 26 
93,603,230 0 27 
314,270 28 
1'1,346,490 0 28 
29,000,000 0 29 
3,755,8lU 
2,149,920 
17,850,080 0 N.P. 
37,000,000 18,593,270 28 
32 
31 
31' 
6,3·01,060 0 38 
1,450,000 33 
18,000,000 0 
4-,802,620 N.P.-
24,000,000 0 
49,9114,080 0 N.P, 
20, 909, 71)0 0 38 
45,000,000 879,440 39 
5, 779,940 53 
2,197,420 57 
25,509,670 0 40 
4,339,150 35 
9,292,130 41 
8,784,220 43 
27,786,640 198,840 
6,763,010 
41,802,580 0 N.P. 
MODEL VI 
Quantity . 
Transferred 
0 
7,900,610• 
0 
9,836,350 
13,3'18,930 
78,068,240 
15,849,260 
22., 360, 550 
32,152,120 
0 
10,979,940 
1,127,630 
29,882,270 
13,604,430 
6,301,060 
19,450,000 
0 
0 
20,909,790 
29, 174,320 
18,498,640 
6,183,840 
25,509,670 
21,716,910 
27,786,640 
7,660,450 
0 
Unused 
Production 
·14,365,410 
0 
17,523,100 
0 
S,779,930 
0 
18,985,940 
2,753,600 
17,850,080 
0 
0 
0 
28,802,620 
49,984,080 
0 
0 
0 
41,802,580 
N 
0 
u, 
?ABLE XXIII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL Ill MODEL IV 
Supply Location of Quanl:it:y Unused Location of Quantity Unused Location of 
Area Processing Tr ans f erred Production Processing Transferred Production Processing 
41 43 21,321,910 43 21,321,910 0 43 
42 44 18,000,000 44 18,000,000 0 44 
42 49 1,335,230 49 1,335,230 49 
43 45 44, 788,290 45 44,788,290 0 45 
43 
43 
44 50 26, 681, 620 50 26,781,620 0 50 
44 46 102,000,000 46 102,000,000 50 
44 97 30,236,760 49 
44 46 
45 55 3,818,91-0 47 43,546,970 0 40 
45 47 10,728,060 47 
45 51 29,000,000 49 
46 50 14,218,380 so 14,218,380 0 so 
47 N,P, 0 29,942,510 51 29,942,510 -0 51 
48 N,P, 0 72,153,050 54 3,818,910 68,334,140 54 
48 55 
48 57 
48 47 
48 51 
49 52 44_, 220 ,-060 52 48,220,060 0 52 
50 N.P. 0 19., 707,1170 53 19, 707 ,870 0 53 
51 54 22,181,090 54 22,181,109 0 54 
52 N.P. 0 15,244,750 N.P. 0 15,244, 750 55 
53 N,i', 0 41,057 ,020 56 39,146,440 0 56 
53 57 1,405,840 57 
.53 58 504,740 58 
54 N.-F. -0 25,461,350 57 25,461,350 0 57 
55 N,P, 0 39,661,400 58 39,661,400 0 58 
56 2 11,204,340 9 3,174,780 59 
56 10 6,482,820 10 6,482,820 
56 59 6,692,420 59 6,369,250 8,352,740 
56 
57 6 10,375,770 13 5,000,000 62 
57 62 s,000,000 6 1,013,030 63 
57 62 8,000,000 0 
MODEL V 
Quantity Unused Location of 
Transferred Production Processing 
21,321,910 0 N.P~ 
18,000,000 0 lilf 
1,335,230 
44,788,290 0 45 
47 
49 
30,363,710 0 50 
1,000,000 46 
7,654,660 
114,000,000 
17, 196,300 13,005,650 N.P. 
4,334,920 
9,010,100 
14,218,380 0 N.P. 
29,942,510 0 N.P. 
6,566,860 0 N.P. 
4,483,250 
4,778,000 
54,341,430 
1,983,-SOO 
44,220,060 0 N.P. 
19, 707,870 0 N.P. 
22,181,090 0 N.P .. 
15,244, 750 0 N.P. 
39,146,440 0 N.P. 
1,405,840 
504, 740 
25,461,350 0 57 
39,661,400 0 58 
6,906,430 17 ,473, 160 9 
10 
11 
59 
8,000,000 6,013,030 13 
4,362,750 62 
63 
ID>EL VI 
Quantity 
Transferred 
0 
19,335,230 
33,072,000 
9,524,640 
2,191,650 
44,582,090 
114,436,280 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
25,461,350 
39,661,400 
2,010,330 
10, 157 ,250 
6,164,000 
6,048,000 
5,136,260 
8,619,470 
4,620,040 
Unused 
Production 
21,321,910 
·o 
0 
0 
43,546,970 
14,218,380 
29,942,510 
72,1.53,050 
44,220,060 
19, 707,870 
22,181,090 
15,244, 750 
41,051,020 
0 
0 
0 
0 
" c c 
TABLE XXIIl (CONnNllED) 
KlDEL 1:U KJOEL IV MODEL V MODEL YI 
-Supply Location of Quantity llnused Location of Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production Processing Transferred Production 
57 63 4,362,750 
58 63 1,637,250 63 i,637_.250 0 63 1,637,250 -0 N.P. 0 1,-637,250 
59 5 473,320 64 7,000,000 5,684,650 64 7,000,000 5,684,650 104 473,320 0 
59 64 12,211,320 
-60 2 6,176,780 60 8,000,000 60 8,000,000 9 5,287,560 
60 8 9,093,950 61 8,000,000 61 8,000,000 60 6,713,980 
60 9 7,297_,900 65 6,000,000 28,568,620 65 6,000,000 28,568,620 61 8,443,540 
60 11 6,000,000 65 12;106;620 0 
60 60 8,000,000 71 15,77-8,520 
60 61 8,000,000 63 2,238,390 
60 65 6,000,000 
61 13 5,136,260 66 112,000,000 90,525,680 66 108,671,680 104,575,330 .66 88,911,.000 0 
61 6 62,748,010 11 9,061, 17-0 79 30,276,210 
61. 66 1u,ooo,ooo 68 1,610,160 78 17,056,650 
61 71 29,000,000 77 10, 220, 3110 
61 63 4,362,750 38 8,850,400 
61 54 28,747,950 
61 53 13,380 .• 460 
61 83 l, 773, 150 
61 97 14,036,170 
62 5 69,216,610 N.P. 0 70,826, 770 N.P-• 0 70,1126, 770 28 5,890,210 0 
62 68 1,610,-016 30 6,964,170 
62 71 8,217-,930 
62 69 29,329,990 
62 43 20,424,470 
63 6 26,938,830 71 19_,938,830 71 18,000,000 28 1,326,840 
63 67 11,000,000 67 18,000,000, 0 67 18,000,000 1,938,830 71 16,1.20,880 
63 67 20,491,110 0 
64 68 16,389,340 68 16,389,840 0 68 16,389,840 0 M 16,389,840 0 
65 79 4,220,150 79 698,050 0 79 13,974,330 0 42 42,974,330 0 
65 77 34,685,551 77 13,276,270 69 29,000,000 
65 38 4,068,670 69 29,000,000 
66 12 2,446,480 24 3,676,550 70 12,498,850 58,887,100 20 33,870,630 
66 4 22,768,810 70 12,498,850 55,210,550 22 8,483,41.0 
66 20 33,672,520 23 6,238,610 
66 70 12,498,850 24 10,294,450 
MODEL Ill 
Supply Location of Quantity Unused Location of 
Area Processing Transferred Production Processing 
66 
67 25 3,163,650 23 
67 21 5,633,470 24 
67 21 
67 72 
68 6 32,999,110 6 
68 73 13,000,000 25 
68 73 
69 74 80,980,B60 74 
69 
70 6 6,429,430 75 
70 27 1,322,770 
70 28 9,653,510 
70 36- 12,644,280 
10 75 28, 000,-000 
71 77 64,314,490 77 
72 37 32,206,170 37 
72 
72 
'13 86 28,000,000 86 
73 80 357,000,000 80 
73 90 9,918,210 79 
73 37 2,793,830 90 
73 38 1,720,480 37 
73 4.0 17,196>300 38 
73 53 31,879,100 40 
73 56 9,401,150 52 
73 58 40,166,140 53 
73 "42 
74 6 35, 700,210 51· 
74 79 21,386,930 82 
74 69 29,000,000 
74 81 65,000,000 
74 82 18,762,220 
74 
75 84 8,176,990 84 
TABLE XXIII (CONTINUED) 
-MODEL IV MODEL V 
Quant.icy Unused Location of Quantity 
Tr-ansferred Produc~ion Processing Transfe:c:red 
350, 170 72 -6,000,000 
2,323,450 
2,123,500 
4,000,000 0 
17 ,835,460 73 37,000,000 
3,163,650 
25,000,000 
80,980,860 0 74 80,980,860 
26,655,100 31,394,890 75 22,448,590 
64,314,490 0 77 64,314,490 
32,306,170 0 79 11,025,670 
78 9,000,000 
77 687.,630 
28,000,000 80 357,000,000 
357,000,000 45,929,400 81 40,000,000 
24,301,950 
9,918,210 
2,793,830 
5,789,150 
5,230,920 
5,080,520 
12,171,230 
1,860,090 
65,000,000 87,416,380 82 10,000,000 
17,432,980 
8,176,990 13,726,480 84 B, 176,990 
Unused Location of 
Production Processing 
70 
2,797,120 22 
25 
72 
8,999,110 32 
73 
0 30 
74 
35,601,1'00 75 
35 
0 77 
11,492,870 37 
101, 07 5, 200 86 
80 
92 
90 
52 
51 
46 
97 
159,849,360 37 
40 
81 
82 
49 
<J7 
13, 726,480 B4 
MODEL VI 
Quantity 
Transferred 
12,498,850 
1,132,790 
852,290 
6,812,050 
22,000,290 
23,998,820 
14,773,800 
66,207 ,060 
20k998,590 
37,051,400 
64,314,490 
32,206,170 
2,633,560 
284,974,560 
26,534,430 
21,016,640 
20,150,480 
31,926,010 
14,034,540 
96,804,980 
6,559,740 
17,196,300 
86,271,350 
18,762,220 
30,255,270 
10,804,480 
8 1-176,990 
Unused 
Production 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.0 
" c 0 
MODEL Ill 
Supply l.1>cati-on of 'Quantity Unused Location of 
Area Processing Transferred Product:ion Processing 
75 105 1,000,000 
76 87 248,000,000 87 
76 102 50,138,390 
76 
76 
77 89 173,642,610 89 
77 
78 91 26,000,000 91 
78 44 1,211, 710 45 
78 47 42,271,940 47 
78 97 28,393,930 49 
78 97 
79 90 54,081,7'l0 90 
80 88 32,000,000 88 
80 89 31,357,390 89 
80 97 27,659,550 97 
81 92 24,000,000 92 
81 55 22,475,950 40 
81 56 16, 7-43,370 45 
81 57 
82 93 20,000,000 93 
82 52 5,080,420 
82 So 13,001,920 
82 57 31,645,190 
82 3-S 8,784,220 
82 42 l,860,090 
82 43 6,763,010 
83 97 105,257,800 97 
83 94 86,000,000 94 
84 97 284,341,390 97 
84 95 12,-000,000 95 
85 96 92,000,000 96 
85 97 
86 102 124,861,610 99 
86 101 40,000,000 
86 99 119,000,000 
TABLE XX!Il (CONTt-NUED) 
t!ODJ::L IV MODEL V 
Quantity Unused Location of Quantity 
Transferre,;1 Production Processing Transferred 
248,000,000 50,138,390 87 248,000,000 
173,642,610 0 89 173,642,610 
26,000,000 0 90 9,918,210 
1,211, 710 91 40,885,570 
9,453,030 
975, 630 
60,237,210 
54,081, 790 0 90 54.081, 790 
32,000,000 23, 197 ,-810 86 28,000,000 
31,357 ,390 
3,861,'140 
24,000,000 0 92 24,000,000 
11,965,380 37 35,000,000 
22,475,950 
4, 778,000 
20,000,000 67, 134,860 93 20,000,000 
105,257 ,800 94 96,000,000 
86,000,000 0 
286,917,160 97 286,917,lM 
12,000,000 0 12,000,000 
92,000,000 0 96 92,585,060 
585,060 
119,ooo;ooo 329,716,400 99 119,000,000 
Unused Location of 
Product-4.on Processing 
104 
50,138,390 87 
88 
46 
99 
0 89 
97 
91 
47,073,810 47 
0 90 
63,016,940 88 
96 
4,219,320 92 
55 
67, 134,860 93 
52 
56 
58 
42 
95,257,800 97 
94 
N.P. 
0 
0 96 
329,716,400 N.P. 
MODEL VI 
Quantity 
Transferred 
13, 726,480 
197,907,360 
22,492,430 
4,041,560 
73,697,040 
162,713,170 
10,929,440 
48, 725,870 
49, 151, 720 
54,081,790 
17,288,410 
73., 728,520 
39,545,720 
23,673,600 
21,590,-930 
29,150,000 
35,200,840 
504,740 
688,350 
89,615,430 
101,066,700 
0 
92,585,060 
0 
Unused 
Production 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
575,670 
289,917,160 
0 
448,716,400 
" c 
" 
TA11LE XXIII (CONTINUED) 
MODEL III -MODEL IV 
Supply ,Loclltion of "Quantity Unused Location of Quantity Unused Location of 
Area Proces.sing Transferrell Production Processing Transf-erred Production Processing 
86 100 23,000,0UO 
87 N.P .. 0 29-0,550,430 iOO 23,000-,000 267 ,550,430 97 
87 100 
87 
87 
87 
87 
88 97 168,511,430 97 168,511,430 0 97 
89 N.P. 0 58,906,360 101 36.,000,000 22,906,360 101 
90 N.P. -0 62,381,180 102 62,381,180 0 102 
91 N.P. 0 196,497,810 102 81,618,820 114,878,990 104 
91 102 
91 101 
91 103 
92 N.P. 0 52,368,381> 105 7,000,000 45,368,380 105 
MODEL V 
Quantity Unused Location of 
Transferred -Production Processing 
118,387 ,63-0 102 
37,000,000 135,162,800 101 
97 
98 
100 
103 
168,511,430 0 97 
58,906,360 0 101 
62,381,180 0 102 
15,000,000 53,785,350 104 
112,618,820 
6,093,640 
9,000,000 
7,325, 760 45,042,620 105 
MODEL VI 
Quantity 
Transferred 
117,076,640 
13, 770, 710 
68,189,020 
33,431,620 
49,556,400 
8,526,040 
168,511,430 
58,906,360 
62,381,180 
1,554,550 
8,790,910 
Unused 
Production 
0 
0 
0 
0 
194,9Z.3,250 
43,577,470 
"' I-C 
l'.AIILEXXIV 
-l'ROCESSUIG illD MSTIIIBU'l!IO!I ACTIVrt'Il!S TOR ltllllVIDUAL IIARICETS DI THE Ol'TlMllll MAUET ORCANIZAnOII 
OF THE UNl'!El STA'IES FLUID 'MILK lmt!STRY, lll!lELS Ul, .lV, V A11D Vl 
-l!ODEL 111 MODEL lV MOOEL V MOOEL Vl 
Total 
Demand Processing Size of .Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Quantity 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity- -Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Process·ing Cost 
1 49, 761,200 1~7, 000, 000 629.,370 49, 761,200 1"'27, 000., 000 629,370 49, 761,200 1""27,000,000 629,370 49,761,200 49, 761,200 762,342 
2">17,000,000 2'al.7,000,000 2ml7,000,000 
3= 5,761,200 3- 5, 161,200 J- 5,161,200 
2 23, 157,220 lmlJ,000,000 "Jl2,570 2 23, 157 ,220 1=13,000,000 312,570 23,314,480 1•13,000,000 314,830 2 23,157,220 23,157,220 354,305 
2'"' 8,000,000 2- e,000,000 2'"' 8,000,000 
J- 2,157,220 3'" 2,157,220 J- 2,314,480 
41,073,450 1""23,000,000 5111,930 3 41,073,450 1o<L3,ooo,ooo 520,300 3 41,073,450 l-<L3,000,000 519,930 3 41,073,450 41,073,450 632,120 
2'=14,000, 000 Z-14,000,000 :z...-i4,000,000 
J- 4,073,450 J- 4,073,000 J- 4,073,000 
4 4 22,195,720 i-13,-000,000 307,760 4 22, 795, 720 1•13,000,000 307,760 4 22,795, 720 1•13,000,000 307,760 4 22,795,720 22,795,720 426,052 
2'"' 8,000,000 2• 8 ,000, 000 2- e,000,000 
3"' 1,795, 720 J- 1, 795, 720 J-1,795,720 
166,805,000 1=<.12,000,000 1,879,870 5 166,805,000 1"'92,000,000 1,879,870 166,805,000 1"'92,000,000 1,921,910 170,685,.430 170,685,430 2,538,092 
2-.2,000,000 2-.2,000,000 2-.2,000,000 
3'=17,000,000 J-17,000,000 3-17 ,000,000 
'4=12,000, 000 4ml2,000,000 -4-12, 000.000 
5= 3,805,000 5= 3,805,000 -S= s,000,000 
6- 2,187,920 
272,397, 780 l=lSJ,000,000 2,871, 640 272.,397,780 1=~000,000 2,871,640 6 272,397,780 1=15>,000,000 2,871,640 372,397, 780 272,397, 760 3,282,393 
2'"68,000,000 2-68,000,-000 2-68,000,000 
~7,000,000 3"'27, 000, 000 :,,,,e1,ooo,ooo 
4=19,000,000 to-19, 000, 000 4=19, 000,000 
S= 8,397, 780 S= 8,397, 780 5= 8,397,780 
7 9 2,599,590 3 27 ,620 7 3,000,000 1- 3,000,000 46,100 4,~2,500 4,502,500 72,220 
7 15 1,902,.910 15 4,474,880 5 1,502,!IOO 
1l 8 6,494,370 1- 4,000,000 142,11!0 8 6,494,370 ls 4,000,000 100,280 8 6,494,370 1- 4,000,000 100,280 8 6,494,370 6,494,370 106,374 
2= 2,000,000 2- 2,000,000 2'"' 2,000,000 
3= 1,000,000 Jc 494,370 3'" 494,370 
9 f 9 7,291,900 1= 4,000,000 110,730 7,000,000 1= 4,000,000 105,540 1,961,040 1= 1,961,040 31,650 7,297,900 7,297,900 115;091 
2= 3,.000,-000 2= 3,000,000 
3= 297,900 
9 15 297 ,900 15 5,336,860 
'OOll.& XXIV ( CON'l'Ilfflll) 
MOOEL 111 MODEL lV 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing 
Area Cente":" Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plar.t Cost Center ?~~---· -~"'- =-= .~--=-=;;,c··-~-~~ 
10 10 10,000,000 l= 6,000,000 144,590 10 10,000 000 l= 6,000,000 144,590 10 
2= 4,000,000 2= 4,000,000 
10 59 157,250 59 157,250 2 
1l l1 6,000,000 l= 3,000,000 92,220 ll 6,000,000 l= ~.-000,-000 92,220 l1 
2~ 3,000,000 2= 3,000,000 
-u 59 164,000 59 164,000 
u 12 2,446,480 1- 2,000,000 40,000 1i2 2,439,970 l• 2,000,000 39,890 12 
2'" 446;480 2= 439,970 
12 15 6,510 15 
l3 13 5,136,260 1~ 3,000,000 80,700 13 5,000,000 l= 3,000,000 78,330 l3 
2= 2,000,000 2- 2,000,000 
3'" ~.260 
l3 66 136,260 20 
14 15 3,880,410 14 3,880,420 l= 2,000,000 64,960 14 
2- 1,000,000 
3= 880,420 
14 5 
·15 15 22,846,660 lal3,000,000 468,020 15 22,846,660 l=l3,000,000 456,120 15 
2a-8, 000, 000 2m 8,000,000 
3= 2,000,000 3= 2,000,000 
i.=u,000,000 4=U,OOO,OOO 
16 15 6,370,000 15 6,370,000 lS 
16 
l7 21 4,530,000 21 4,530,000 18 
18 18 33,392,920 1=18,000~000 433,530 16 33,392,920 1=18,000,000 433,530 18 
2-u,000,000 2=12, 000 ,000 
3= 3,392,920 3= 3,392, 920 
19 19 5,000,000 l= 3,000,000 78;330 19 5,ooo,ooci l= 3,000,000 78,330 19 
2- 2,000,000 2= 2,000,000 
19 20 461,170 20 461,170 
20 ' 20 42,707,600 1"'24,000,000 543,720 20 42,707,600 1=24,000,000 543,720 20 2=15,000,000 2=15,000,000 
J= 4,000,000 3= 4,000,000 
MJl>EL V 
Size of Processing 
Quantity Plant Cost Center 
10,000,000 l• 6,000,000 144,590 10 
2= 4.000.000 
157,250 
6,164,000 1- 3,000,000 95,060 ll 
2- 3,000,000 
3- 164,000 
2,000,000 l= 2,000,000 32,230 12 
446,480 15 
3,000,000 l= 3,000,000 46,100 l3 
2,136,260 
2,000,000 l• .2,000,000 32,230 
1,880,1'20 
22,1146,660 1=13,000,000 468,020 15 
2- a.000,000 
ls 2,000,000 
4-12, 000, 000 
6,370,000 15 
16 
4,530,000 16 
33,392,920 1-15,000,000 509,560 18 
2-12,000,000 
3- 4,000,000 
4a 4,775,210 
5,461, 170 l= 3,000,000 86,360 19 
2= 2,000,000 
3a . 461,170 
42,707,600 1=24,000,000 567,080 20 
2=15,000,000 
3- 4,000,000 
MODEL Vl 
Total 
Quantity 
.Quantity Processing 
lO,U7,250 10,157,250 
6,164,000 6, 164,000 
2,439,970 2_,439,970 
6,510 
5,136,260 5,136,260 
3,880,420 
22,8•6,660 27,415,990 
4,562,820 
1,807,180 l,807,180 
4,530,000 
33,392,920 37,922,930 
5,461,170 5,461,170 
42, 707,600 42,707,600 
Cost 
175,517 
lll,815 
43,163 
90,039 
1'12,885 
29;023 
571,119 
97 ;973 
672,218 
N 
..... 
N 
'WILE XXIV (CORTtNUm) 
l!l(J)EL III MlDEL IV 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantit:y Plant Cost Center 
4= 168,770 4= 168,770 
21 21 lS,937,620 l= 9,000,000 289,650 21 15,937,620 le 9,000,000 289,650 21 
:z,,, 6,000,000 2• 6,000.000 
3= 1,Qoo,000 3= 1,000,000 
,._ 4,41>7 ,!>20 4= 4,467,000 
22 22 9,616,200 l= 5,000,000 144,640 22 9,616,200 l= 5,000,000 144,640 22 
.2- 3,000,000 2c j,000,000 
3= 1,616,200 3= 1,616,200 
23 23 13,000,000 le 8,000,000 182,120 23 13,000,000 1•13,000,000 182,120 23 
.z- 5,000,000 
23 27 1,139,220 27 1,139;220 27 
24 24 f>,000,000 le 6,000,000 85,150 24 6,000,000 l= 6,000,000 85,150 24 
24 21 .4,294,450 27 4,~4.4-SO 27 
25 27 1,073,900 27 1;073,900 18 
25 25 13.000,000 le s.000.,000 182,120 25 . 13,000,000 -1= 8,000,000 182,120 25 
2c s,000,000 2= s,000,000 
26 27 13,378,930 27 13,378,930 27 
26 26 
27 27 65,056,870 1=36,000,000 1,137,940 21 65,056,870 1=36, 000,000 l, 124,000 27 
2=23,000,000 ~.000,000 
3= 7,000,000 3= 7 ,000,000 
4=29,240,21\q ""'27,917,SOO 
28 27 5,406,800 27 3,406,800 27 
28 28 51,000,000 1=31,000,000 611,_120 28 53,000,000 1=31,000,000 590,630 28 
2"'20,000,000 2-<10,000,000 
3= 2,000,000 
29 27 3,152,120 _ 27 3,152,120 27 
29 29 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 370,690 29 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 370,690. 29 
2=11,000,000 2-11,000,000 
30 27 1,737,97.0 27 1,737,970 27 
30 30 20,000,000 1=12,000,000 267,030 30 20,000,000 1=12,000,000 267,030 30 
' 
2= 8,000,000 2= 8,000,000 
31 31 24, 901,890 1.=14,000,000 491,590 31 24,901,890 1=14,000,00D 491, 590. 31 
.2= 9,000,000 2= 9,000,000 
Jc 2,000,000 Jm 2,000,000 
MODEL V 
Size of 
Quantity Plant Cost 
,._ 1,843,860 
15,937,620 l• 9,000,000 223,360 
Z- 6,000,000 
:,.. 937,620 
9,616,200 lm 5,000,000 144,640 
:Z- -3, 000, 000 
3= 1,616,200 
-u.000,000 1-u,000,000 182,120 
1,139,220 
6,000,000 l• 6,000,000 85,150 
4,294,450 
852,290 
13,221,610 1• 8,000,000 185,690 
2• --s,000,000 
:,.. ·221,610 
6,378,930 
7,000,000 l• 7,000,000 97-,580 
65,056,870 1"'36,000,000 1,120,690 
Z..Z3,000,000 
3"' 7,000,000 
4-e7,603,230 
5,406,800 
~1.000,000 1"31,000,000 611,120 
Z..Z0,000,000 
3,152,120 
29,000,000 1•18,000,000 370,690 
2-11,000.000 
1,737,970 
20,000,000 1c12,ooo,ooo ·21,7,030 
Z- 8,000,000 
24,901,890 1=14,000,000 491;_590 
Z- 9;000,000 
3- .2,000,000 
MODEL VI 
;total 
Processing Quantity 
Center ·Quantiey Proce&&ing 
21 lS,937,620 15,927,620 
12 9,616,200 9,616,200 
23 14,U9,220 -14.,139,220 
24 10,294,450 10,294,450 
25 14,073,900 14,073,900 
26 13,378,930 13,378,930 
27 65,056,870 78,068,240 
28 56,406,800 56,406,800 
29 32,152,120 32,152,120 
30 21, 737,·970 21,737,970 
31 24,901,890 29,882,270 
.cost 
2S6,755 
1S2,513 
221,076 
165,638 
223,775 
214,330 
1,149,945 
850,615. 
481,960 
318,027 
434, 789 
.... 
I-
C.. 
TABLE XXIV {CONTINUED) 
>DIEL UI KIDEL IV l!OOEL V - HllEL VI 
Total 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Quantity 
Ar~a Center Qwmti.ty Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center. Quantity Processing Cost 
4cl.2.,000,000 1,o,12,000,000 -12,-000,000 
32 31 12,098,110 31 12,098,110 27 3,821,060 32 23,127,920 23,127,920 343,450 
32 H 3,012,750 7S 4,206,510 31 12.098,110 31 4,980,370 
32 74 7,997,4lln 74 10,802,SOO 73 U,189,130 
32 1,001,180 
33 33 18,000.000 1~u,ooo,ooo 242,3'10 33 18,000,000 1=12,000,000 242,370 33 18,000,000 lmll,000,000 242,370 33 19,4So,ooo 19,450,000 317,424 
,- 2= 6,000,000 2a 6,000,000 2• 6,000;000 
33 77 2,461,340 75 4,411,990 75 4,411,990 n 2,961,990 
33 75 l,'950,650 
34 34 26,6lS,800 1=15,000,-000 354,060 34 25,938,S70 1=15,000,000 344,350 34 24,000,000 1•15,000,000 313,480 34 U,604,430 13,604,'1'30 218,351 
:Z- 9,000,000 2= <J,000,000 :Z- 9,000,000 
3"' 2,615,800 3= l,938,570 
34 27 677,230 27 2,615,800 27 13,illl,370 
35 35 58,7611,310 1"'32,000,000 714,420 35 58,768,310 1"'32,000,000 714,420 35 58, 768,310 1"'32,000,000 714,420 35 58,768,310 58,168,310 <J56,7"8 
2"21,000,.000 Ml,000,000 2-al,000,000 
3"' S,768,310 3"' 5,168,310 3- 5, 768,310 
36 77 9,532,750 77 9,532,750 39 9,532, 750 77 9,532,750 
37 37 35,000,000 1~1.000,000 438,200 31 35,000,000 1"'21,000,000 438,200 37 35,000,000 1"'21,000,000 438,200 37 38,765,920 38,765,920 607,074 
Z.-14,000,000 2=14,000,000 Z.-14,000,000 
37 80 3,765,920 80 l,765,920 80 3, 76S,92D 
38 38 33,000,000 1~.000,000 415,810 38 33,000,DOD 1=20,000,000 415,810 38 33,000,000 1=20,000,000 415,810 38 36,055,890 36,055,890 537,593 
2=13,000,000 2=13,000,000 2•13, 000 ,ooo 
38 77 3,,055,890 77 3,055,890 39 3,055,890 
39 39 29,174,320 1=16,000,000 384,660 39 29,174,320 1=16,000,00D 384,660 39 29,174,320 1=16,000,DOO 587,390 39 29,114,320 29,174,320 458,329 
2=10 ,000,000 2=10,DDD,-000 2-10,000,000 
3= 3,174,320 Jm 3,174,320 3"' 4,000,000 
'""15,000,000 
40 40 42, 705,970 1=23,000,000 539,690 40 42,705,970 1=23,000,000 539,690 40 42,705,970 1"'23,-000,000 539,690 40 42,105,970 42, 705,970 658,099 
:Z..15,000,000 2=15,000,000 2•15,000,000 
,J= 4, 705, 970 3= 4,705,970 3= 4, 705,970 
41 41 27, 7116,640 1=15,000,000 368,390 41 27, 786,640 1=15,000,000 368,390 41 27, 786,640 1=15,000,DOO 368,390 41 27, 786,640 27.786,6lt0 462,925 
2=10,000, 000 :z-10,000,000 2•10, 000, ODD 
3= 2, 786,640 3= 2,786,640 3= 2, 786, 640 
42 42 43,662,670 1=24,000,000 549,840 42 43,662,670 1=24,D00,000 549,840 42 43,662,670 1=24,000,000 554,240 42 43,662,670 43,662,670 689,870 
2=15,000,000 2=15,000,000 2'=15,000,000 
3"' 4,662,670 3"' 4,662,670 3"' 5,000,000 
TABLE XXIV {COIITlNUED) 
MODEL III MOOEL IV l!CllEL V •l!JDEL VI 
Total 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Quantity 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost: Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Qu.,,tity Processing Cost 
43 43 28,084,920 1=15,000,000 372,340 43 28,087',920 1=15,000,000 372,340 43 28,084,920 1315,000,000 372,340 43 28,0,4,920 28,084,920 445,427 
-2.=10, 000 ,,-000 2•10"'"000,000 z-10,000,000 
Ja 3,084, 920 3= 3,084,920 Jm 3,084., 920 
44 44 18,000,000 1=11,000,000 243,140 44 1a,ooo,ooo 1=11,000,000 243,140 44 18,000,000 lmll;000,000 243,140 44 19,3*5,130 19,~JS,.230 33,726 
2= 7 .000.000 2m ·7 ,000,000 Z- 7,000,000 
44 ·a1 .2,743,130 87 2,743,130 89 ·2,743,130 91 1,4Q7,890 
45 45 33,072,000 1•18,000,000 599,010 45 33.,072,000 1•18,000,000 599-,010 45 33,012,000 1"'18,000,000 ·sa4,"60 45 33,0l2,000 33,072,090 539,404 
2=12,000,000 2"'12,000,000 Z,.12 ,ooo, 000 
Ja 4,000,000 J.. 4,000,000 Ja1t,OOO,OOO 
4-12,000,000 ,._12,000,000 ~.788,290 
46 46 102,000.000 1.-;6,000,000 1,126,210 46 102,000,000 1"66,000,000 1,126,210 46 114..,000,000 1~6,000,000 1,283,430 46 119,'JV.,.~r.o u2,s12,no 1,a94,927 
2=36,000,000 ·2"'36,000,000 2"'36,000,000 
Jml2, 000,000 
1-6 89 17,934,360 89 17,934,360 97 S,934,360 
47 1,7 53,000,000 1"'32,000,000 632,430 47 SJ,000,000 1"'32,000,000 632,430 47 58,676,350 1"'32,i>00,000 713,230 41 58,676,350 58,676,350 -882,492 
:Z..Zl,000,000 :zaCZl,000,000 
-1.000,000 
,- 5,676,3SC 
47 37 S,~76,350 46 s,~76,350 
48 94 12,578,020 94 12,578,020 48 7,000,000 l• 7,000,000 97,580 46 12,518,020 
48 <)7 5,578,020 
49 87 9,223,030 87 8,247,390 45 11,716,290 49 32,"46,920 32,446,920 506,172 
49 44 7,251,650 45 7,251,650 49 18,000,-000 1•18,000,-000 225,130 
"49 49 1,335,230 l= 1,335,230 18,950 49 2,310,870 l= 2,310,870 32, 790 94 2,730,630 
49 94 14,637,010 94 14,637,010 
so so 41,000,000 ws,000,000 SOJ,830 so 41,000,000 1=25,000,000 503,830 50 44,582,090 1"'25,000,000 557,300 ·so 44,582,090 44,582,090 696,8111 
~16,000,000 2•16,000,000 Z-16,000;000 
Ja J,582,090 
.so 97 3,582,090 97 3,582,090 
51 51 ·29,000,000 1=18;000,000 370,690 51 29,942,510 lml8,00C,OOO 385,880 Sl 31,926,010 lclB,000,000 415,760 51 31,926,010 31,92~,010 482,721 
:Z-11, 000,000 :z,.,11,000,000 .z-11,000,000 
3= 942,510 3>- 2,926,010 
51 , 87 2,926,010 87 1,983,SOO 
52 52 49,300,480 1=27,000,000 623,470 52 49,300,480 1=27,000,000 623,470 S2 49,300,480 1=27,000,000 632,430 S2 49;300,480 49,300,480 737,SJS 
2=17, 000, 000 2=17,000,000 2=17 ,000,000 
3= S,300,480 3"" 5,300,480 3= 6,000,000 
SJ SJ 31,879,100 1~18,000,000 41.5,110 SJ 31,879,100 1=18,000,000 415,110 SJ 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 · 370,690 SJ 31.819,1'00 Jl,879,100 504,965 
TAJILE XXIV (CONTINUED) 
MODEL III MODEL IV 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing 
Area -center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center 
2=11, 000, 000 2•11,000,000 
3"' 2,879,'100 3• 2,879,000 
.:;3 52 
53 39 
.53 42 
54 54 26,000,000 1-16,000,000 336,550 54 26,000,000 1•1.6,.000,000 336,SSO 54 
z-10,000,000 2•10,000,000 
-54 55 2,747,950 55 2, 747,950 
55 55 19, 728,000 1-11,000,000 313,420 55 19, 728,000 l•ll,000,000 313,420 55 
2.s 1,000,000 2:sz 7 .000,000 
3= 2,000,000 3- 2,000,000 
4= 2,47 5, 9.50 /om 2,475,950 
56 56 39, 146,440 1~.000,000 495,050 56 39, 146,440 1..z2,ooo,ooo 495,050. 56 
2•14,000,000 :Z,.14, 000 ,:000 
3= 3,146,440 3- 3,146,440 
56 
57 57 31,645,190 1•17,000,000 414,220 57 31,645,190 1•17;000;000 414,220 57 
2•11,000,000 2-11. 000, 000 
3= 3,645,190 3- 3,645,000 
58 58 40,166,140 1~.000,000 510,660 58 40_,166,140 1~2.000,000 510,660 58 
2-=14,000,000 :z,.-i4,000,000 
ls 4,166,140 ls 4, 166, 140 
59 59 6,01'8,000 l= 3,000,000 106,050 59 6,048,000 1• 3,000,000 101,260 59 
Zs 2,000,000 2• 2,000.,000 
3= 1,048,000 3- 1,369,250 
60 60 s,000,000 1= s,000,000 118,590 60 s,000,000 l• 5,000,000 118,590, 60. 
2= 3,000,000 -2- 3,000,000 
60 b6 731,750 66 731, 750 66 
61 61 8,000,000 le 5,000,000 118,590 61 8,000,000 1~ 5,000,000 118,590 61 
2z 3,000,000 2= 3,000,000 
61, 66 443,540 66 443,540 66 
62 62 8,000,000 l= 5,000,000 118,590 62 a,000,000 1- s,000,000 118,590 62 
2= 3,000,000 2's 3,000,000 
62 66 619,470 66 619,470 66 
63 63 6,000,000 1- 4,000,000 91,670 63 6,000,000 l= 4,000,000 91,670 63 
MODEL V 
Sise of Processing 
Quantity Plant Cost Center 
2•11,000.,000 
1i69;s20 
1,842,250 
337,330 
28, 747,950 l•lli,000,000 379,160 54 
2-10,000,000 
3- 2, 741, 950 
19, 728,000 1-11.000,000 271,340 55 
2--1,000,000 
3'" 1, 728;000 
.39, 146,440 1..z2,ooo,ooo 495,050 56 
2•14, 000_, 000 
3'" 3,146,440 
55 
31,645,190 1•17,000;000 414,220 57 
2•11,-000,000 
3- 3,645,000 
40, 166, 140 1-:22,DOO,OOO 510,660 58 
2-14,000,000 
3= 4, 166,-il,O 
6,048,000 l= 3,000,000 109,230 59 
2• 2,000,000 
l• 1;906,430 
8,000,000 l• 5,()00,000 118,590 60 
2- 3,000,000 
731,750 65 
8,000;000 l• 5,000,000 118,590 61 
Z- 3,000,000 
443,540 
8;000,000 l= 5,000,000 -118,590 62 
2= 3,000,000 
.619,470 
6,000,000 l• 4,000,000 91,670 63 
11DlEL VI 
Total 
Quantity 
Qum!itity Processing 
2l,7.7,950 
I 
28,747,950 
19,7~8,000 "23,673,600 
35,200,840 3},200,840 
~.945,600 
31,6t5,190 31,645,190 
40,166,140 40,166,140 
6,oi.s,ooo 6,048,000 
6,713980 6, 713,980 
2,oi1, 110 
8,4"3,540 8,443,540 
8,6J9,470 8,619,470 
6,8!;8,430 6,858,430 
Cost 
458,817 
375,937 
575,182 
484,1104 
589,237 
109,166 
124,007 
1S2,321 
163,511 
112,341 
N 
I-' 
"' 
TABLE XXIV (CONTINUED) 
HODEL 111 HODEL IV 
-------
MODEL V MODEL VI 
Total 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Quantity 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quancity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center -Quantity Processing Cost 
2= 2,000,000 2= 2,000,000 2= 2,000,000 
63 66 535,260 66 ·555,430 59 858,430 
-03 59 323, 180 
64 64 12,211,320 l= 1,000,.000 176,540 64 7,000,000 l= 7,000,000 97 ,580 64 , ,000.000 l= 7,000,000 97,580 64 12,211,320 12,211,320 201,609 
2=· 4,000,000 
3= 1,211,320· 
J,4 66 5,-211,320 66 5,2-11,320 
65 65 «i.000,000 l= 6,000,000 £5,150 65 -6,0d0,000 l= 6,000,000 85,150 65 6,000,000 l= 6,000,000 85.150 65 10.088,UO 12,1-06,620 200.-122 
o5 66 4;088,850 66 4,086,850 M 4,088',850 
66 -66 74, 092, 500 1=41,000,000 "1,313,450 66 74,092,500 1=41,000,000 1,313,450 66 74,092,500 1""'1,000,000 1,278, 780 66 74,092,500 88,911,000 1,405,688 
2=26,000,000 2=26,000,000 1=26,000,000 
3= 8,000,000 3= 8,000.000 3= 8,000,000 
4=36,000,000 4=37,000.,000 4=33,671,660 
67 67 11,000~000 l=ll,000,000 145,560 67 18,000,000 l=ll,000,000 24J,l40 67 18,000,000 l=ll,000,000 243,140 67 20,491,110 20;491,no 346,09S 
2= 7,000,000 2= 7, 000,000 
67 66 9,491,110 66 2,491, 110 66 ·2,491, 110 
68 68 18,000,000 1=11,000,000 243, 140 68 18, 000,000 l=il,000,000 243,140 68 16,389,640 l=ll,000,000 222,670 68 20,506,470 24,607,?60 369,855 
2= 1,000,000 2= 7 ,000,000 2= 5,389,840 
68 66 2,S06,470 66 2,506,470 66 4, 116,630 
69 69 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 370,690 69 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 370,690 69 29,000,000 1=18,000,000 370,690 69 29,329,990 29,329,990 482, 18.5 
2=11,000,000 2=11,000,000 2=11,000,000 
69 80 3,272,030 80 3,272,030 80 3,272,030 68 2,942,040 
70 70 12,498.,850 l= 7 ,000,000 181,180 70 12,498,850 le: 7 ,000,000 181, 180 70 12,498,850 1~ 74000,000 l8i, l80 70 12,498,850 12,498,850 206,856 
2= 4,000,-000 2= 4,000,000 2= 4,000,.000 
3= 1,498,850 3= 1,498,850 3= 1,498,850 
71 71 29,000~000 1c1s,-ooo,ooo 370,690 71 29,000,000 1=18, 000,000 370, 690 71 18, 000,000 1=18,000,000 225.130 71 31,899,400 31,899,400 503, 69, 
2=11,000,000 2=11, 000, 000 
71 66 .2,899,400 66 2,899,400 .66 284,850 
71 74 13,614,550 
72 74 6,812 ,050 72 4,000,000 l= 4,000,000 59,440 72 6,000,000 l= 4,000,000 91,670 72 6,8L2,050 6,812,050 107, 761 
2= 2,000,000 
;i 74 2 ,812-,050 73 812,050 73 13,000,000 l=lJ,000,000 168,750 73 23,998,820 1=13,000,000 338,000 73 23., 998,820 1=13,000,000 495,220 73 23,998,820 23,998.,820 380,381 
2= 8,000-,000 2= .5,000,000 
3= 4,000,000 3= 4,000,000 
4=12,000,000 
TABLE XXIV (CONTINUED) 
!llllEL IU MODEL IV MODEL V ll'.l>EL VI 
Tota 
Demand Processing Size of Procea&ing Size of Processing Sice of Processing Quantity 
-Area Center Quantity P-l.ant Cost Center Quantity Plant Coat Center Quantity Pl11nt Coit Center Quantity Proca11!.ng Cost 
73 74 10,998,-820 
--74 74 55,112,550 1-00,000,000 987,700 74 SS, 172, 550 1"'30, 000, 000 987, 700 74 55,172,550 1"'30,000,000 987,700 74 55,172,550 66,207,060 1,003,699 
2-19, 000, 000 2-19, 000, 000 2-19,000,000 
3'" 7 ,000,000 3"' 7,000,000 ,- 7,000,000 
:4-24, 980, 900 olm24,980,900 ""21+,980,000 
7S 75 U,036,~ l-10,000,000 386,910 75 18,036,600 1•10,000,000 370,440 75 '18,036,600 1"40,000.000 316,960 75 18,0J6,600 20,991,S90 m,538 
2'" 6,000,000 2- 6,000,000 2- 6,000,000 
Ja 3,000,000 J- 3 ,-000, 000 Joo 3,000;000 
4a 9,000,000 """7,655, 100 4a 3,""8,590 
76 77 12,193,760 74 12,193,760 74 12,193,760 74 11,034,510 
76 68 1,159,260 
77 77 65,002,120 1-t16,000,0DO 1, 177,580 _77 65,002, 120 1"36,000,000 994,980 77 65,002,120 1"'!36,U00,000 780,110 77 6S,002,120 74,534,880 1,097,U3 
1'(Z3,000,000 2'43,000,-000 M3,000,000 
:,,. 7 .000, 000 Joo 7,000,000 ,- 6,002,130 
1-.33 ,000 ,000 4aU,59(4.770 
78 n 6,754,130 80 17,056,650 78 9,000,000 l• ,,000.,000 121,900 18 17,056,-650 17,056,650 ·265,2Jl 
78 80 10,302,'20 80 8,056,650 
79 79 25,000,000 laR5,000,000 301,050 19 2s.ooo,ooo 1'45,ooo,ooo 301,050 79 25,000,000 1'45,000,000 301,050 79 30,276,210 30,276,210 507,732 
79 80 19~.654,780 80 19,654,770 80 19,654,770 81 14,378,560 
80 80 :i3z,4n,soo 1-m,000,000 3, 756,560 80 237,478,800 1-ul,000,000 3,156,560 -80 237,418,800 1•131,000,000 3,756,560 80 237,478,800 284,974,560 4,3!1lt,411 
M9,CODO,OOO z-59,000,000 z-59,000,000 
Jsa4,000,000 3'44,000,000 3'44,000,000 
4-1. 7,-000,000 4-17,000,000 4al1, 000, 000 
S- 1,000,000 S- 7,000,000 ~1.000,000 
6-19, 000,000 6"-U9,000,000 6"-ll9, 000, 000 
71,892,790 81 8t 65,000,000 i...0,000,000 757,250 81 65,000,000 1-.0,000,000 757,250 81 -40,.000,000 1..r.o,000,000 456,200 81 16,211,350 1,237,131 
2"'25,000,000 MS,000,000 
81 80 6,892,790 ·so 6,1192, 790 80 31,892,790 
82 .82 11!, 762,220 1-10,000,000 259,750 82 11,432,gso 1-io,000,000 238,330 82 10,000,000 lml0,000,000 133,770 82 18,762,220 18,762,220 311,640 
2= 7 ,000,000 2• 7 ,000,000 
3'> 1, 762,220 :,,. · l,J2,980 
8;., 66 1,329,240 80 8, 762,220 
83 66 16,591,650 66 16,591,650 66 16,591,650 66 14,818,500 
83 83 1,773,150 1, 773,150 30,055 
84 84 8,176,990 1• 5,000,000 121,670 84 8, 176,990 -1• 5,000,000 121,670 84 8, 116,990 1• 5,000,000 121,670 84 -8,176,990 8,176,990 140,880 
Z- 3,000,000 2• 3,000,009 Z- 3,000,000 
TABLE XXIV (CONnllllEO) 
IQJEL 111 llJllEL IV HODEL V IQJEL VI 
Total 
De.and Processing Sue of Processing Size of Processing Suo of Process1D8, Quantity 
Area "Center Qwmtity Plant Cost Center Quantity .Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Coat Center Qllmltlty Proceesing Coit 
:,,. 176,990 :,,. 176,990 3'" 176,990 
85 87 14,545;030 87 14,454,030 87 14,454,030 87 14,454,030 
86 86 28,000,000 1"28,000,000 332,750 86 28,000,000 1"'28,000,000 332,750 86 28,000,000 1-28,000,000 332,750 86 2,633,560 2,633,560 42,822 
86 80 22,U9,320 80 22,129,320 80 1,840,no 80 41-,495,760 
86 87 20,288,810 
87 87 164,922,IIOO l_,,l,000,000 2,693,560 .87 164;922,800 1..,1,000,000 2,693,560 87 164,922,800 l."'91,000,000 2,693,560 87 164,922,800 197,907,360 2,978,506 
2-41,000,000 2"""1,000,000 2"""1,000,000 
3-16, 000,000 J-16,000,000 3&16,000,000 
ti-12, 000, 000 4-12,000,000 4-12,000.,000 
S- 5,000,000 S- 5,000,000 ,- 5,000,000 
.6'•83, 000 ,-000 6'•83, 000, 000 -3,000,000 
88 811 32,000,000 1'"32,000,000 374,460 18 .32,000,000 1-:12,000,000 374,460 89 9,977~010 .18 39 .. 780,840 39, 780, at,O 647,632 
811 87 26,311,379 -'17 26,311,370 87 48,331,,,10 8l 18,530,530 
89 89 135,594,310 1•75-,000,000 2,269,380 89 135,594,310 1•75,000,000 2,269,380 S9 135,594,310 1-1-5,000,000 1,959,730 89 13S,S91t,J10 H2,713,170 2,325,171 
2-41;000,000 :z-41, 000,000 2•1>1,000,000 
.3"'14,000,000 ""14, 000,000 ~4,000,000 
._ 7,000,000 ._ 1 .. 000.-000 
-lo- 7 ,ooo, 000 
5-68.ooo.ooo 5-68, 000, 000 5'"36;642,610 
90 90 64,000,000 1"""1,000,000 745,890 90 64,000,000 1 .. 1,000,000 1t,5,890 90 64,000,000 1"""1,-000,000. 745,89D 90 75,0M,430 15,ot1,1oJO 1,u2. 122 
>-1!3,000,000 2"23,-000,000 2-u,000,000 
90 -80 t0,439,630 80 3;078,630 89 11,098,430 
90 B7 658,590 S.7 8,019,800 
91 91 26,000,000 1"'26,-00(),000 Jll,630 91 26,000,000 ·1""26,D00,000 311,630 91 40,A5,570 1-:!6,000,000 506,040 91 47,317,980 48,7U,870 782,050 
2-14,S85,no 
91 87 Zl,317,980 
---
87 21,317,980 89 6,432,400 
92 92 24,000,000 1"24,000,000 290,350 -92 24,000,000 1"24,000,000 190,350 92 24,000,000 l-:!4,000,000 290,350 92 66,080,160 66,0B0,160 998,471 
92 80 42,DII0,160 80 42,080,160 80 42,'0S0, 160 
93 93 20,000,000 i-u,000,000 267,030 93 20,000,000 1-20,000,000 267,030 .g3 20,000,000 1"'10,000,000 267,030 93 21,590,930 21,590,930 334,659 
2- 8,000,000 
93 ~ 1,590,930 80 1,590,930 80 196,150 
93 39 t.391+, 7.80 
91/ -94 SS,78.4,970 1"'56,000,000 968,810 94 58,784,970 t-S6,000,000 968,160 94 93,269,370 1-56,000,000 1,101,930 94 101,066, 700 ·101,066, 700 1,632,227 
2"'30;00&,000 2"'30,000, 000 2-00,000,000 
:,,.10,000,000 
94 89 t,2,281,730 89 42,281,730 89 7,797,330 
95 95 12,1l00,ooo 1s12,ooo,ooo 157 ,220 95 . 12,000,000 1=12,000,000 157,220 95 12,000,000 1-u,000,000 .157,220 89 21,189,600 
TAJlLE XXIV (CONTINUED) 
HJDEL UI ll(l)El. IV l!ODEL V lilDEL VI 
Total 
Demand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing Quantity 
Area Center Quant.icy Plant. Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Processing Cost 
95 89 9,189,600 89 9,189,600 99 9,189,600 
96 96 92,-000,000 1-n,000,000 975,660 96 92,000,000 1"'32, 000, 000 975,660 96 92,585,060 1'"92,000,000 983,190 96 166,313,590 l.66,313,590 '2,556,240 
2= 585,060 
96 '97 74,313,590 97 74,313,590 97 73,728,520 
97 97 458,890,950 l-ZZ,000,000 6,080,000 97 458.890,950 1""251,000,000 6,421,330 97 458,890,950 lWZSl,000,000 5, 711.,430 97 458,890,950 458,890,950 6;933,842 
2=115, 000, 000 2=115, 000, 000 2-n~ooo,000 
3=46# 000 • 000 J,,,46,000,000 3"""6,-000,000 
4c32,000,000 '-32,000,000 w2,ooo,ooo 
5=4.4, -000 ,ooo 5=14,000,000 S,,.14,000,000 
6=?1i,174,080 6al9!1 ooo·, ooo 6-1.14,616,210 
98 97 23,697,290 97 29,140,360 97 15,329,960 98 33,431,620 33,431,620 S66,l32 
98 !J9 9,734,320 99 4,291,260 99 18,101,660 
99 99 79,626,300 1""'4,000,000 1,378,770 99 79,626,]00 1""'4,000,000 1,378, 770 99 79,626,300 1""'4,000,000 1,378,770 99 73,697,040 73,697,040 l,2]8,841 
2=::24,000,000 2"'24,000,000 2'"24,000,000 
l- 8,000,000 ,- a,000,0008 lm:--S '-000., 000 
6=s 3,000,000 ,... 3,ooo.ooe ,._ 3,-000,000 
jm\O, 000, 000 s..r.o,000,000 -0.000,000 
99 89 5,929,260 
l-00 100 6,214,560 l"'l3,000,000 ·219,630 100 6,214,560 1'"23, 000, 000 279,630 100 29,214,560 1"'23,000,000 459,870 100 41,297,000 49.,556,400 812, 725 
2"'14. 000,000 
100 87 5.,443.,060 99 35,082,440 99 12, 1>82, 440 
100 99 .29,639,380 
101 101 40, 000, 000 1-r.o,000., 000 456,200 101 36,000,000 1"'36,000,000 385,710 101 65,000,000 .1"'4(),000,000 757,250 101 72,677,080 72,677,080 1,ti.s,298 
2"'25,000,000 
101 97 32,1i77;070 97 36,673 ,1170 
-·· 
97 7,-677,070 
102 102 115.000,000 1-'19,000,000 1,911,190 102 144;000,000 1"'!19,000,000 1,523,920 1.02 ·111,000,000 1"'49,000,000 102 179,457,820 179,457,820 2,833.632 
2""-5,000,000 2"'41,000,000 2"""5, 000, 000 
3'-18 ,000, 000 3=>18, 000, 000 
4=sl.3, 000,000 4ml3, 000, 000 
102 97 4,417,820 97 35,457,820 97 4,457,820 
103 100 u,, 785,440 100 16,785,440 100 7,785,440 100 8,259,400 
lq:l 103 9,000,-000 l= 9,000,000 121,900 103 8,526,040 8,S'Z6,040 -154,066 
104 97 2,219,510 105 1,465,150 
104 15,-000,000 l• 9,000,000 206,960 104 15,754,360 15, 754,360 270,502 
2• 6,000,"'000 
a, 790,910 143,907 105 105 -1,000,000 1• 4.000,000 105,540 11)5 1,000,000 l• -4,000,000 105,540 105 7,325,760 lm 4,000,000 111,210 105 7,]25,760 
TAJ!LE XXIV (CONTINUED) 
MODEL lil MODEL IV 
pemand Processing Size of Processing Size of Processing 
Area Center Quantity Plant Cost Center Quantity Plant C!O&t Center 
2= 3,000,000 2= 3,000,000 
105 97 325, 760 97 325, 760 
MODEL V 
Size of 
Quantity Plant Cost 
2s= 3,000,000 
Jm 325, 760 
IIDEL Vl 
Process ir,g 
Center Quantity 
Total 
Quantity 
Pro ceasing Cost. 
" 
" t-
APPENDIX I,V 
SEL;ECTEQ S'l'ATI$'L'ICS +N TBE OPTIMUM MARKET 
ORGANIZATIONS, UNITED STATES AND 
REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI 
222 
223 
TABLE XXV 
NUMBER OF PRODUCTION AREAS IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI 
Potential 
Number of 
Production MODEL 
Areas I II III IV v VI 
Western Region 20 15 13 15 19 18 16 
Pacific 7 ' 6 6 4 6 6 7 
Mountain 13 9 7 11 13 12 9 
West South Central Region 15 14 9 11 12 15 10 
Southern Region 20 19 9 13 19 20 9 
South Atlantic 14 13 5 7 13 14 5 
East South Central 6 6 4 6 6 G 4 
North Central Region 27 19 26 27 26 l6 26 
West North Central 16 10 15 16 15 15 15 
East North Central 11 9 11 11 11. 11 11 
Northeast Region 10 9 7 5 10 10 8 
Mid-Atlantic 6 5 4 5 6 6 4 
New England 4 4 3 0 4 4 4 
Total 92 76 64 71 86 89 69 
Western Region 
Pacific 
1iountain 
West South Central Region 
Southern Region 
South Atlantic 
East South ·:central 
North Central Region 
West North Central-
East North Central 
Nor~h East Region 
Mid.;.Atlantic 
New England 
Total 
TABLE XXVI 
UNUSED PRODUCTION IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH YI 
Unused Production 
Model 
I II Ill IV 
251,915,250 304,581,820 633,754,480 296,482,330 
210,894,060 230,662,080 602,793,990 275,89-6,620 
41,021,190 -73,919,740 30,960,490 20,585,710 
24,185,210 147,684,150 57,697,620 52,671,340 
. 
. --
56,535,070 ~396,190 327,524,560 122,091,500 
56,535,070 302,271,700 273,464,710 83,578,890 
0 63,124,490 54,059,850 38,512,610 
889,424,500 l,637,250 0;126,480 578,757,220 
406,161,750 1,637,250 0 290,613,900 
483,262,750 0 6,726,480 288,143,320 
608,362,910 l,011,123,520 804,719,780 780,420,560 
563,320,290 769,583,090 434,566,050 597,266,830 
45,042,620 241,540,430 370,153,730 183,153,730 
1,830,422,940 1,830,422,930 l,830,422,920 1,.830,422,950 
v VI 
257,136,430 320,614,150 
215,736,800 222,272,630 
41,399,630 98,342,120 
41,lltS,250 156,044,760 
14,083,930 365,396,190 
13,005,650 302,271,700 
1,078,280 63,124,490 
859,092,350 1,637,250 
341;365,120 1,637,250 
517,727,230 0 
658,964,970 986,729,950 
560,137,000 748,209,230 
98,827,970 238,520,720 
1,830,422, 930 1,830 ,422 ,900 
TABLE XXVII 
TOTAL ASSEMBLY COSTS IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI ' 
I 
Western Region 388,257 
Pacific 361,564 
Mountain 26,693 
Model 
II III IV 
660,433 7,070,618 933,524 
408,745 6,502,210 795,889 
251,688 568L408 137,635 
v 
414,377 
371,164 
West South Central Region 157,619 1,067,440 428,128 212,154 
Southern Region 
South Atlantic 
East South .Central 
North Central Region 
West North Central 
East North Central 
Northeast Region 
Mid-Atlantic 
· New England 
Total 
803,157 2,092,443 2,908,199 1,112,445 
620,767 1,558,350 2,578,239 
182,390 534,093 329,960 
123,910 1,915,548 1,065,718 
73,050 387,814 
50,860 1,527,734 
502,409 
563,3~9 
831,137 
281,308 
898,722 
207,592 
691,130 
863,038 
679,201 
183,837 
455,501 
155,579 
299,922 
1,743,116 3,387,532 3,595,441 2,351,482 1,786,993 
i,339,888 2,731,210 · 2,132,637 2,193,958 1,493,290 
403~228 656,322 · 1,462,804 157,524 293,703 
3,216,059 9,123,396 15,068,104 5,508,327 3$629.204 
VI 
842,193 
427,415 
414 .. .778. 
1,246,350 
4,232,356 
3,122,876 
1,109,480 
1,285,594 
406,296 
879,,298 
4,041,560 
3,292,987 
748,573 
.11,648,053 
(\) 
(\) 
V1 
TABLE XXVIII 
INTERMARKET MOVEMENTS OF RAW MILK, UNITED 
MODELS I THROUGH VI 
I II III 
Western Region 72,086,010 112, 039, 030 472,914,240 
Pacific 65,445,940 65,445,930 397,150,840 
Mountain 6, 640, 070 46,593,100 7 5, 763,400 
West South Central Region 46,127,350 120,550,330 54,023,540 
Southern Region 327,636,980 428,590,080 460,350,320 
South Atlantic 254,668,560 352,585,010 387,440,710 
East South Central 72,968,420 76,005,070 72,909,610 
North Central Region 53,603,670 471,242,660 325,303,217 
West North Central 32,587 ,030 99,915,080 114,658,317 
East North Central 21,016,640 371, 327, 580 210,644,900 
Northeast Region 634,461,790 683,315,260 691, 652, 670 
Mid-Atlantic 427 ,488,570 518,462,970 469,652,670 
New England · 206,973,220 164,852,290 222,000,000 
Total 1,137,915,800 1,819,103,990 2,004,243,987 
STATES AND REGIONS, 
IV v 
86,052,250 69,589,800 
65,445,930 11,443,860 
20,606,320 68,445,940 
40,606,490 336,081,250 
308,448,890 262,834,310 
235,539,280 73,246,940 
72,909,610 35,072,300 
301,957,760 189,968,590 
93,249,180 68,050,380 
208, 708, 580 121,918,210 
568,714,550 548,017,250 
487,095,730 405,304,790 
81,618,820 142,712,460 
1,305,779,940 1,178,729,190 
VI 
134,381,650 
69,948,840 
64,433,210 ., 
181.,671,690 
618,490,220 
475,634,310 
142,855,910 
345,788,700i 
101,683,6501 
244,105,050 
626,364,440 
471,236,700 
155, 127, 740, 
1, 906, 696, 100 I 
I) 
I) 
c 
TABLE XXIX 
EXPORTS OF RAW FLUID MILK, UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, 
MODELS I THROUGH VI 
I II III IV 
Western Region 
Mountain""'Pacific 8,798,690 20,183,770 93,220,040 46,597,440 
~est South Central 852,290 2,406,500 0 0 
West South Central Region 
West South Central+East South Central 6,301,060 18,501,060 6,301,060 6,301,060 
Sotitnern Region 
South Atlantie+East South Central 17,196,300 0 0 0 
->-Mid-Atlantic cO 113,177,140 0 30,236,760 
East South Central ~west South Central 6,975,310 1,292,440 0 8,784,220 
+South Atlantic 20,719,450 24,682,480 0 0 
North Central Region 
West North Centra~Pacific 1) 0 249,331,010 18,848,490 
+Mountain 0 46,593,100 75,763,400 16,781,100 
+West South Centralc 0 119,239,260 26,784,210 5,837,270 
+East North Central 0 51,716,610 
' 
4,220,150 698,050 
+East Sl")uth Central 0 20,755,420 4,068,670 0 
East North Central+Pacific 0 0 35,700,210 0 
+Wtst North Central 687,630 0 29,000,000 0 
+South Atlantic 0 150,808,070 249,577,100 56,145,970 
+Easct South Central 39,401,422 48,948,590 71,324,100 27,639,370 
+Mid-Atlantic 0 222,197,410 56,053,480 64,098,950 
+ New England 0 0 57,138,390 0 
Northeast Region 
Mid-Atlantic-+N~w England 0 164,852,290 164,861,610 0 
Total 100,932,152 980,671,660 1,067,019,330 281,968,680 
v VI 
11,798,690 20,177,260 
2,406,500 2,406,500 
7,751,060 6,301,060 
17,196,300 0 
0 0 
8,784,220 21,716,910 
15,072,070 24,682,480 
0 0 
0 62,626,030 
0 n5,008,260 
13,974,330 49,106,010 
0 72,243,840 
0 0 
687,630 0 
0 238,088,760 
35,000,000 56,650,560 
O 265,964,460 
0 13,726,480 
0 139,373,390 
112,670,Boo 
r 
r 
~ 
TABLE XXX 
THE NUMBER OF PROCESSING FACILITIES ESTABLISHED IN THE 
OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS, UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI 
Western Region 
Pacific 
Mo1.1,ntain 
West So1.1,th Central Region 
So1.1,th Region 
So1.1,th Atlantic 
East So1.1,th Central 
North Central Region 
West North Central 
East North Central 
North East Central Region 
Mid-Atlantic 
New England 
Total 
I 
14 
6 
8 
12 
17 
11 
6 
16 
10 
6 
5 
3 
2 
64 
Model 
II III IV 
13 55 
6 22 
7 33 
9 30 
14 55 
9 36 
5 19 
16 76 
10 42 
6 34 
7 21 
3 16 
4 5 
59 237 
55 
22 
33 
30 
54 
35 
19 
77 
44 
33 
21 
J.6 
5 
237 
v VI 
54 645 
24 432 
30 21, 
3_0 ... 231 
.60 587 
40 397 
20 190 
75 1:;24 
44 587 
31 '937 
31.1608 
20 1046 
11 562 
2504595. 
228 
Western Region 
Pacific 
Mountain 
TABLE X:XXI 
PLANT CAPACITIES IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATION, UNITED STATES 
AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI 
Model 
I II Ill IV v 
758,536,710 753,315,540· 753,011,890 752,858,010 754,167,820 
584,373,290 575,990,370 5°76, 017, 990 576,017,990 582,530,550 
174,163~420 177,325,170 176, 993t 0110 176-.840,020 171,637,270 
We.st South Central Region 397,662,770 386,867,910 377 ,240,580 377~240,580 3so,209,:~~o 
Southern.Region 793,293,510 669,966,470 770,363,050 772,281;,200 830,983,990 
South Atlantic 537,324,420 462,496,050 530,948,530 ·532 ,866, 680 575,406,460 
East South Central 255,7~9,090 207, 470, 420 239,414,520 239,414,520 255,577 ,53_(!_ 
North Central Region 1,476,869,660 1,795,520,370 1,608,322,670 1,601,704,800 1,511,603,540 
West North Central 413,076,080 578,612,140 487,383,460 482,094,830 463,898,370 
East North Central 1,063,793,580 1,216,908,230 1,120,939,210 1,119,609,970 1,047,705,170 
North East Region 1,252,329,120 1,073,025,060 1,169,164,090 1,174,607,160 1,201,727,030 
Mid-Atlantic .. ·• 975,648,960 779,559,460 947,164,090 987, 607; 160 930,401,270 
New England 276,680,160 293,465,600 222,000,000 187,000,000 271,325,760 
Total 4,678,691,770 4,678,695,350 4,678,102,280 4,678,691,750 4,678,691,730 
VI 
753,315,540 
584,373,300 
168,942,240 
394,7-00,760 
839,400,610 
593,164,280 
246,236,330 
1,523,112,320 
461,290,870 
1,061,821,450 
1,168,162,510 
882,956,300 
285,206,210 
4,678,691,740 
TABLE XXXII 
PROCESSING COSTS PER POUND IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS, 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH IV 
Model 
I II III IV v 
230 
VI 
--------------------
(Cents) 
----------------
Western Region 1.03 1.03 1.16 1.19 1.19 1.43 
Pacific 0.98 0.98 1.13 1.13 1.13 1.38 
Mountain 1.18 1.15 1. 25 1.37 1.36 1.59 
West South Central Region 1.14 1.11 1~27 1. 26 1. 27 1.53 
Southern Region 1.09 1.09 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.54 
South Atlantic 1.09 1.08 1.2~ 1.24 1.25 1.53 
East South Central 1.09 1.09 1.28 1. 28 1.28 1.57 
North Central Region 0.95 0.93 1.16 1.14 1.17 1.53 
West North Central 1.07 1.03 1.26 1.28 1.28 Ii.. 58 
East North Central 0.90 0.89 1.11 1.09 1.12 1.51 
.. 
North East Region o.88 0.93 1.05 1.0!± 1.07 1.57 
Mid-Atlantic 0.87 0.90 1.04 1.03 1.05 1.56 
New England 0.93 1.01 1.12 1.08 1.15 1.60 
TOTAL 0.98 0.98 1.16 1.15 1.17 1.53 
TABLE XXX:II I 
TOTAL PROCESSING cos·rs IN THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS~ 
UNITED STATES A.~D REGIONS~ MODELS I THROUGH VI 
Model 
I II III IV v VI 
Western Region 7,811,900 7, 723,240 8,736,390 8,948,650 8,948,060 10,746,224 
Pacific 5,752,110 5,679,760 6.521,140 6 ,521,510 6 ,611,540 8,067,524 
Mountain 2,059.790 2 ,043, 480 2 ,215 ,250 2,427-,140 2,336,520 2,678,700 
West South Central Region 4~524,850 4,287 ,220 4,783,250 4,739,110 4~ 826 ,570 6,054,639 
Southern Region 8,656,320 7 ,270, 380 9, 6 71,6 70 9,700,700 10,469,640 12,922,054 
South Atlantic 5, 857 ,550 5,012,890 6,602,740 6,631,770 7 ,193,580 9,062,737 
East South Central 2,798,770 2,257,490 3,068,930 3,068,930 3,276 .• :_060 3,859,317 
North Central Region 14,018,080 16,764,300 18, 642, 160 18,302,560 17,620,880 23,368,052 
West North Central 4,416,470 5,946,290 6,160,830 6 ,154 ,280 5,932,380 7,288,981 
East North Central 9,601,610 10,818,010 12,481,330 12, 148,280 11,688,500 16,079,071 
Northeast Region 11,073,340 9,938,290 12,318,970 12,195,940 12,907,520 18,290,625 
Mid-Atlantic 8,505,480 6,987,650 9, 839, 440 10,180, 770 9, 792 ,410 13,740,213 
New.England .2,567,860 2,950,640 2,479,530 2 ,015 ,170 3,115,110 4,550,412 
Total 46,084,490 45,983,430 .54,l,.S~,44Q .. 53,886,960 54, 772 ,670 71,381,594 
TABLE XX.XIV 
INTE:m1.ARKET MOVEMENTS OF PACKAGED MILK BY MODEL, UNITED STATES 
A..1\/D REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI 
Model 
. II . LI! ... IV v VI 
Western Region 39,384,740 44,320,810 19,744,090 16,168,080 23,212,060 12,979,750 
1'acific 8,382,920 0 0 27,620 3,540,170 3,880,420 
Mountain 31,001,820 44,320,810 19, 7441._090 1~,140,460 19,671,890 9,099,330 
West South Central Region 46,824,910 89,340,610 42,281,500 40,281,500 40,644,460 17,991,740 
Southern Region 105 ,014, 320 95,870,550 15,675,950 15,675,950 28,548,810 16,523,620 
South.Atlantic 67,396,650 67,785,630 9,999,600 15,675,950 12,385,810 16,523,620 
East South Central 37 ,617,670 28,084,920 5,676,350 0 16,163,000 0 
North Central Rigion 534,918,250 926,738,860 380,932,680 358,249,460 316,612,660 167,852,450 
West North Central 76,904,170 258,151,900 108,321,510 86,245,370 78,709,080 44,466,820 
East North Central 458,014,080 668,586,960 272,611,170 272,004,090 237,903,580 123,385,630 
Northeast Region 425,961,590 91,948,130 239, 321, 540 280,090,370 168,815,030 9,724g550 
Mid-Atlantic 336,065,010 74,728,620 239,321,540 280,090,370 168,815,030 8,259,400 
New Erigland 39,896,580 17,219,620 0 0 0 1,465,150 
To;al · 1,152,103,810 1,248,218,960 697,955,760 710,465,360 577,833,020 225,072,110 
TABLE XXXV 
EXPORTS OF PROCESSED MILK, UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, 
MODELS I THROUGH VI 
I II . Ill IV 
Western Region 
Mountain+Pacific 0 3,880,420 4,502,500 4,474,880 
+West South Central 0 0 0 0 
+West North Central 5,211,110 0 0 0 
Pacific +Mountain 3,880,420 0 0 0 
West South Central Region 0 0 0 0 
Southern Region 
South Atlantic+Mid-Atlantic 8,720,300 0 0 0 
+East South .Central 0 0 5,676,350 0 
+East North Central 0 0 0 0 
North Central Region 
West North Central+Mountain 0 0 321,250 457,510 
+West South Central 0 10,794,860 20,422,180 20,422,180 
+East North Central 16,591,650 124,303,310 23,345,780 17,920,890 
+East South Central 0 9,532,750 12,588,640 12 ,_588, 640 
East North Central+Pacific 
+West North Central 32,272,030 0 3,272,030 3,272,030 
+South Atlantic 0 132 ,076, 130 32,826,530 30,908,380 
+East South AtJ:ant:ic 0 38,765,920 3,765,920 3,765,920 
+Mid-Atlantic 0 ·122, 256, 300 56,914,390 51,471,330 
NOTthea.st Region 
Mid-Atlantic-+New England 16,785,440 0 71,465,600 106,465,600 
+South Atlantic 65,768,070 0 30,797,120 30,797,120 
Total 149,228,84o 441,609,690 265,898,290 2792644,48o 
v VI 
0 0 
852,290 0 
0 0 
2,037,670 3,880,420 
0 0 
0 0 
2,179,580 0 
1,394,780 0 
0 0 
16,601,120 0 
16,591,650 14,818,500 
0 9,532,750 
3,272,030 0 
2,743,130 1,407,890 
3,765,920 0 
7,797,330 27,118,860 
22,139,840 8,259,400 
14,243,010 0 
9.3,618,350 65,017.820 
N 
w 
w 
TABLE XXXVI 
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION COST OF OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS, UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, 
MODELS I THROUGH VI 
o e 
I II III IV v VI 
-Wes tern Region 192 ,419 232, 301 131,494 109 ,938 111;021 51,322 
i?acific 46,336 0 {) 188 26,539 16,259 
Mountain 146 ,083 232,301 131,494 109,750 84,482 J-S..Q63 
West South Central Region 12-8,494 273,457 169 ,630 163,022 161, 311 48,656· 
Southern Region 284, 618 J53 ,635 66,673 150, 714 116,023 57,075 
South Atlantic 150,:596 248~878 66,673 150,714 54,173 57,075 
East South Central 134,022 104, 757 0 0 61,850 0 
·1.'iorth 't--entral Region 1,825,145 4,313,377 1,523,494 1,308,754 985,528 554,946 
West North Central 368, 980 1,060,977 443,260 347,966 261,362 121,948 
East North Central 1,456,165 3,252,400 1,080,234 960,788 724,166 432,998 
Northeast Region 1,362,673 310,500 703,459 949,884 501,784 33,379 
Mid-Atlantic 1,154,916 269,122 703,459 949, 884 501,784 29,321 
.. New England 207,757 41,328 0 0 0 4,058 
Total 3,793,349 5,483~27(). :2,S~4. t~Q ... 2~682,312 1,875,667. 755.,378 
TABLE XXXVII 
TOTAL COST OF .i\LL MARKET ACTIVITIES OF THE OPTIMUM MARKET ORGANIZATIONS 
UNITED STATES AND REGIONS, MODELS I THROUGH VI ' 
Model 
I II III IV v VI 
Western Region 8,392,576 8,615,974 15,938,502 9,992,112 9,473,458 11,639,739 
Pacific 6,160,010 6,088,505 13,023,350 7,317,587 7,009,243 -8,511,198 
Mountain 2,232,566 2,527,469 2 ,915-,152 2,674,525 2,464...215 3,128,541 
·West South Central Region 4,810,963 5,628,117 5,381,008 5,114,286 S,097.,176 i,359,645 
Southe-rri Region 9,744,095 9,-116,458 12~'656-,54'2 10,963,859 
ll,448, 701 17,211,485 
South Atlantic 6,628,913 6,820,118 9,247,652 7 ,612,621 7,926,954 
12,242,688 
East South Central 3,115,182 2,-S96,340 3,398,890 3,350,238 3,521,747 4,968,797 
North Central Region 1.6, 100 ,549 22,993,225 21,231,372 20,510,036 19,061,909 25,208,592 
West North Central 4,860,384 7,395,081 7,106,499 6,709,838 6,349,321 7,817,225 
East North Central 11,240,165 15,598,144 14,124,873 13,800,198 12,712,588 17,391,367 
Northeast Region 14,155,142 13,636,322 16,617,870 15 ,497, 306 15,196,297 22,365,564 
Mid-Atlantic 11,000,284 9,987,982 12 ,675 ,536 13,324,612 11,787,484 17,062,521 
New England 3 ,154, 858 3,648,290 3,942,334 2,172,694 3,408,813 5,303,043 
Total·· 53,203,325 60,590,096 71,815,294 62 ,077 ,599 60,277 ,541 83,785,025 
APPENDIX V 
MODEL IVa 
237 
In Chapter Six, several models were presented to test the sensi-
tivity of optimum market opganization under various assumptions pertain-
ing to base point pricing schemes. To adequately test these affects, no 
changes were made regarding other assumptions which may influence the 
market organization; however, the equation used to estimate consumption 
in Chapter III contains a pricing variable. As prices paid to farmers 
vary, these additional costs anp savings were assumed to be passed on to 
the consumere The purpose of this orief analysis is to compare the re-
sults of Model IV (prices pai~ to farme~s determined by a base price 
plus a 9 cent incremental adjustment per hundredweight per one hundred 
miles) with Model IVa (prices paid to farmers determined in same manner 
but price effects on consumption also included). 
Consumption estimates used in J1od~l IVa were basically determined 
in the same manner as those in Mqdel IV. The only exception was that 
the price used in Model IVa was ~~andardized to the base point price 
(which is the hypothetical farm pt;ice in the New York City area) plus 
the 9 cents differential. Deviations in the standardized price and the 
actual 1965 farm price were dej:ermined and multiplied by a factor of 
oJc 
1.22 to estimate the retail pric~ for a given areao The newly computed 
retail price was used in the computation of new consumption estimates. 
As a result of the new pricing affect;. on consumption, total consumption 
in the United States decreased by approximately 44 million pounds. 
Since processing capacity was determined on the basis of consumer demand 
-1: 
The factor 1.22 is a factor used to determine the adjustment in 
retail pr.ice from a $1.00 change in faqn, pricee Source: Leo V. Blakley, 
"Nationwide Flat Class I Pricing qf Milk: Opportunities and Limitations," 
Agricultural Economics Paper 676, Oklahoma State University, P• 10. 
in a given market, the capacities were adjusted to reflect these 
changes and model organization as disct,1.ssed in Chapter VI. 
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Since a model of this magnitude is very sensitive 9 there were many 
individual differences between the two models. Most of these were not 
significant deviations from Model IV, however there were some which de-
serve mentioning. As the result of the new price effect on consumption, 
the Western and North Central regionp reflected general consumption 
decreases in demand for fluid milk, while consumption in the West South 
Central, Southern (particularly: the "deep" South) and the Northeastern 
regions was generally higher. 
The sources of supply w~re ba&ically the same for the various re-
gions as in Model IV, although at different levels. As a result of 
decreased consumption in t;he West~rn regions, imports from the North 
Central region declined appr?:;dmat;ely 15 million pounds o In the 
Southern region, consumers ex~erien~ed an increase in consumption be-
cause of lower prices reli:it;:ive to the institutionally set higher 1965 
pricesg The additional supplies, 61 million pounds per month which were 
needed to fulfill consumer dema1;1.ds were imported from the North Central 
regiong The Chicago production a1;ea is the major contributor of these 
supplies. The Northeastern region also experienced consumption in~ 
creases and obtained an additional 8 million pounds from the North 
Central region. In addition, the West South Central region requires an 
additional 4 million pounds of resource imported from the North Central 
region. 
Even though the Western and North Central regions experience 
declines in consumption and a net decline of 44 million pounds in the 
total economy, asseml;ily cost$ increased appro:x;imately 12.2,000 dollars. 
239 
This increase was the result af ad4itianal consumer demand in regions 
of deficit proquction which r~quir~d additional intermarket movements 
of the resource. 
Another aspect of the reorganization involved processing costs. 
Since consumer demand decreased, one wo~ld expect a decrease in total 
processing costs. In the actual analysis, processing costs did de-
crease approximately 164,000 dpllar~ and per unit costs increased 0.01 
cents per unit. If per u~it costs had been the same as in Model IV, 
savings from reduced quantitie~ being processed would have been 504,000 
dollars. The major reason fpr tpe ~ncrease in per unit cost centers 
around developments in the Western and North Central regions. In the 
West, consumption genera\ly decreased in most markets. Being sparsely 
populated, the large facilities ~o~t economies which allowed the com-
petitive factor for transporting of the final product into new markets. 
As a result, three smaller less efficient facilities were established 
plus the general decrease in the size of most facilities led to an in-
crease in per unit processing cost of 0.04 cents per unit. In the North 
Central region, an increase in per unit 9ost is attributed to the 
general decrease in processin~ qapacity. 
The distribution ofi tpe final produat generally followed the 
pattern as that of Model IV. in co~paring Model IVa with IV, distribu-
tion costs increased approxi~ately 1,000 dollars. Net savings in total 
organizational costs of 41,000 dollars were experienced in Model IVa 
when changes in consumption d~e to price changes were taken into 
account. 
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